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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examined etiological risk factors in juvenile delinquency from a 

control theory perspective (social and self-control theories). Two adolescent samples 

were used for this purpose: A Swiss national sample eN = 970) and a local American 

sample eN = 232). Four main questions were empirically examined: First, whether rates 

of deviance in delinquency were different by Swiss educational tracks (apprentices versus 

Gymnasium students) and by national origin (Swiss versus "non-Swiss"). Second, 

whether underlying dey~lopmental processes in juvenile delinquency were similar by 

educational tracks, by language regions, and by birth origins. Third, whether self-control 

was predictive oflater deviance (U.S. sample). And finally, what explanation applied to 

the rates of delinquency in Swiss and American youth. 

The findings were: 1) Apprentices were more delinquent than Gymnasium 

students; no difference was found by national origin; 2) self-control during early 

adolescence was highly predictive of delinquent behavior four years later; and 

3) American youths were consistently more delinquent than their Swiss age mates, 

especially on more serious acts. Although developmental processes in delinquency were 

similar for both groups, Swiss youth reported closer family relations and a higher level of 

self-control. These closer family relations and the greater self-control accounted for over 

70 percent of the mean level difference in delinquency by nation. The discussion section 

focuses on implications of this study's findings for the tenets of self-control theory as well 

as its implications for national differences. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Etiological Risk Factors in Juvenile Delinquency: A Comparison of Swiss and 

American Adolescents 

14 

This study examines and compares etiological risk-factors for juvenile 

delinquency in representative cross-national samples of adolescents from Switzerland and 

the United States. Although a number of competing theoretical frameworks have 

generated testable hypotheses about what variables determine juvenile delinquency, the 

control theories, in particular, have been highly influential in explaining the causes of 

youthful offending. Social control theory (Hirschi, 1969) identifies the family and the 

school contexts as the two most salient domains of childhood socialization causative of 

later deviance. Self-control theory (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990) pinpoints stable 

individual-level differences in traits that result from these socialization experiences. 

This programmatic inquiry can be divided into three main conceptual parts. The 

first examines family and school context variables that predict juvenile delinquency in a 

Swiss sample. Do educational tracks (apprenticeship versus Gymnasium) account for 

level of youthful offending. Similarly, the study also addresses whether belonging to one 

cultural group or ethnicity versus another predicts adolescent involvement in deviant 

behaviors. A second major part of the study specifically examines the predictions of 

self-control theory on an American sample. This study uses longitudinal data to verify 

the causal influence of low levels of self-control on later delinquency. It uses a measure 
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of self-control closely tied to Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory (1990). Finally, the third 

part of the study focuses on cross-national comparisons. As countries, the United States 

and Switzerland are very similar on measures of affluence and technological 

development; yet, they have very different rates of deviance (United Nations, 1993). 

Employing nations as macro-level units of analysis to compare etiological risk factors as 

well as rates of adolescent deviance, may generate new findings and address why we find 

national differences in rates of delinquency. 

Two samples were employed for this investigation. The first sample, the Arizona 

Sibling Relationship Study, was collected in southern Arizona by Dr. David C. Rowe. 

The second one was collected by Dr. Martin Killias, a Swiss criminologist. His study 

was part of the International Project on Self-Reported Delinquency (ISRD) initiated by 

the Dutch Ministry of Justice. This sample represents the first and only nationally 

representative data set on self-reported juvenile delinquency in Switzerland. 
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THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

In this section, three fundamental theoretical perspectives on delinquency and 

deviant behavior are reviewed -- social/self-control, strain, and biological theories. They 

represent broad perspectives that subsume many etiological studies of juvenile 

delinquency. Although each one is derived from generally different assumptions about 

human nature and human behavior, they share in an effort to explain and to develop a 

greater understanding of delinquency etiology. Each theory or theoretical perspective 

will be treated separately, and I will make little or no effort to transcend theoretical 

boundaries in favor of a unifying framework. In his poignant piece on integrationism 

entitled "Separate and unequal is better," Hirschi (1979) has argued that "a 'successful' 

integration would destroy the healthy competition among ideas that has made the field of 

delinquency one of the most interesting and exciting fields in sociology for quite some 

time" (p. 37). My theoretical approach was strongly influenced by this argument and by 

social control and self-control theories. Other perspectives are included as competing or 

alternative causal interpretations of the etiology of crime. 

Social/Self-Control 

In 1969, the sociologist Travis Hirschi, reasserted the importance of the family as 

the primary socializing agent responsible for producing individuals who conformed. 

Social control theory, as formulated by Hirschi, can be considered a turning point in 

sociological thought about the forces that impinge upon the individual to produce crime. 

While theorists such as Freud assumed that humans are inherently antisocial at birth, 
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others such as Bandura, a social learning theorist, believed that human beings were born 

neither good nor evil-- as in John Locke's idea of the mental "tabula rasa" or blank slate. 

Hirschi disagrees with both perspectives. He believes that given the right circumstances, 

nearly all humans would be capable of "committing criminal acts;" what requires 

explanation is why some don't. Hirschi distances himself from psychological theories of 

motivation -- what makes antisocial behavior desirable -- and instead focuses on the 

social constraints that enable individuals to conform. The essence of a social bond, the 

principle facilitator of conformity, is captured in the following quotation by Durkheim 

(cited in Hirschi, 1969): 

The more weakened the groups to which (the individual) belongs, the less he 
depends on them, the more he consequently depends on himself and recognizes no 
other rules of conduct than what are founded on his private interest (p.16). 

Hirschi refers to "bonds," Le. attachments to society. They are internal to oneself 

and in effect ensure that the individual "respects" society and its members and does not 

behave in a self-serving manner. He distinguishes four specific elements that can make 

up a bond: 1) Attachment -- the affectional ties between a child and such individuals as 

parents, teachers, and friends; 2) commitment -- this element represents a child's 

commitment to long term goals. Commitments are internal expectations of completing 

tasks with distant rewards; 3) involvement -- the amount of time adolescents are involved 

in conventional, prosocial groups and their activities; 4) belief -- this final element is a 

description of adolescents' acceptance and respect for laws guiding the social order. 

Weakening any or all of these bonds would contribute to greater deviance. 
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In a recent refinement of Hirschi's original work, Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) 

formulated a self-control theory of crime. Central to this control theory is the idea that 

individuals, regardless of age or creed, commit deviant acts due to an individual 

characteristic of "low self-control" -- an inability to delay gratification, a focus on the 

immediate without concern for future consequences of behavior. According to 

Gottfredson and Hirschi, the self-control dimension simply adds an individual dimension 

of restraint in addition to social restraints as formulated in the "original" social control 

theory (Hirschi, 1969) -- both individual and social dimensions are compatible in a 

general explanation of deviant behavior. Nevertheless, this theory retains its original idea 

that most individuals "possess" a general crime propensity for a wide variety of crimes 

and crime-analogous behaviors. The authors note that 

Restraint theories like ours are thus extremely general, predicting differential 
involvement in a wide variety of activities connected only by their provision of 
immediate benefits and potential long-term costs. In other words, those with a 
tendency to commit criminal or analogous acts are less likely to feel the 
restraining influence of the social and legal consequences of their behavior 
(Hirschi and Gottfredson, 1990, p. 415). 

Their theory also retains an emphasis on socialization. Deficiencies in early 

socialization are the causal mechanism responsible for variation in self-control. An 

individual who was never taught to respect laws, an individual who lacked affectively 

close relationships with parents, teachers or friends early in life would be unlikely to 

develop self-control; he would also be more likely to violate social norms. Gottfredson 

and Hirschi hypothesize that this self-control trait is stable across behavioral settings and 

over one's life. They argue that 
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(t)he level of self-control, or criminality, distinguishes offenders from 
nonoffenders, and the degree of its presence or absence can be establishes before 
(and after) criminal acts have been committed. This enduring tendency is well 
within the meaning of "personality trait" and is thus contrary to the sociological 
view (p. 109). 

Recent studies generally support Gottfredson and Hirschi's self-control theory of deviance 

(see Literature Review in Chapter II). 

Strain theory 

A challenge to the notion that the ultimate causes of crime are located within the 

individual comes from strain or "anomie" theory. Unlike control theories, strain theories 

regard human beings as naturally prosoda/ beings; therefore, the causes for deviant 

behavior must be sought in "unfortunate circumstances" surrounding an individual. 

Robert Merton (1938) advanced the idea that deviancy was largely the result of a blocked 

opportunity to attain conventional cultural values. He theorized that American society 

had "universal" goals, the "American Dream," which every individual aspired to. 

However, individuals in the American society had differential access to legitimized 

means to achieve these goals. In effect, social misfortunes blocked access to legitimate 

means, and therefore, to attaining cultural goals. The result, according to Merton, was an 

experience of psychological stress or strain. 

Individuals then face the psychological problem of resolving this experienced 

strain. Merton (1968) suggested a typology of possible ways to reduce strain: 

1) Conformists -- they accept cultural goals and institutionalized means. 2) Innovators --

they accept cultural goals and reject institutionalized means. Merton believed that these 
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latter individuals engaged in deviant behaviors in order to achieve cultural goals. They 

are what we now call "delinquents." 3) Ritualists -- they reject cultural goals and accept 

institutionalized means. Stress is reduced by reducing aspirations and bringing them "in 

line" with accessible means. 4) Retreatists -- they reject both cultural goals and 

institutionalized means. The result is a psychological escape from society in various 

ways. Merton suggested that retreatists became "vagrants," "tramps" and "vagabonds" as 

well as "drunkards" and "druggies." And finally, 5) rebels -- they reject both goals and 

means and substitute them with new ones. 

According to Merton, the socially defined goals center on gaining material wealth 

in the United States, that is, they center around the accumulation of money and power. 

As everyone aspires to achieve this truly American Dream, but at the same time, as not 

everyone has equal access to the means to do so, the result is psychological pressure and 

strain. Access to this American Dream is often gained through a college education or 

previous family wealth, something limited to only a segment of the popUlation. 

Therefore, Merton theorized that lower-class youth would experience the greatest strain, 

and also engage in the largest portion of deviance in the American society. Merton's 

students and followers, such as Cloward, Ohlin, and Cohen, later modified and further 

refined his theory. They focused more heavily on predictors such as differential 

opportunity, social conflict, and criminal subculture, or the idea of gangs to explain 

juvenile delinquency. 
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Biolo~ical Theories 

Biological theories of deviance are often associated with 19th century work by 

physiognomists and phrenologists who correlated criminal activity with human facial 

features or body types. Such arguments that "anatomy is destiny" have since been 

replaced with much more sophisticated theories and theoretical propositions of how 

biology might influence deviancy. Wilson and Hermstein (1985), for example, propose 

that biological predispositions (e.g., age, sex, body type, IQ, and aggression) place some 

youths at greater risk for deviance. Much like a diathesis stress model, if such at-risk 

individuals encounter "adverse" environmental conditions, they are then more likely to 

engage in deviance than individuals who is not as biologically predisposed. 

Behavior genetics, a further biological perspective on juvenile deviance, seek to 

estimate the effects of both nature and nurture on human behavior. While often 

misunderstood, this method elegantly tests models and causal propositions by 

decomposing trait variability into environmental (shared and nonshared) and genetic 

effects. Recent twin and adoption studies have strengthened the case for biological 

influences on deviancy (e.g., Walters and White, 1989). For example, based on a sample 

of265 adolescent twin pairs, Rowe (1986) concluded that temperament was a correlate of 

delinquent behavior with an underlying genetic etiology. Similarly, Mednick, Gabrielli, 

and Hutchings (1987) related the court convictions of approximately 15,000 Danish 

adoptees to both their adoptive and biological parents. They found that criminality of the 

offspring was more closely related to that of biological parents than to that of the 



adoptive parents. However, criminality was not exclusively influenced by heredity, but 

rather by a combination of environmental and genetic factors. 
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In sum, there is evidence in a number of studies that suggests that adolescent 

deviance is partially determined by heredity. The question, therefore, no longer is 

whether a biological effect exists, but rather in what traits is it manifested? Is the genetic 

influence on delinquency attributable to heritable traits such as IQ or impulsiveness? The 

answers to these questions await further study which is likely to give new insights into 

the role of temperamental traits in juvenile delinquency. 

"'.,,. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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This chapter is divided into six sections that cover various topics needed to build 

the hypotheses. The first three sections deal with education and delinquency, including 

academic talent (IQ). The fourth section deals with the idea of similar developmental 

processes in different countries. The fifth section covers social status variables. The last 

section links this review back to self-control theory. 

Academic Achievement and Delinquency; The Effects of Educational Tracks 

Few investigations have examined the differential effects of educational 

experie~.ces on delinquency. Consider, for example, individuals in the apprenticeship 

programs commonly found in Europe. They may have overall lower levels of deviant 

behaviors as compared to Gymnasium students (high school equivalent), because they 

work towards clearly defined economic and social goals. Apprentices are more likely to 

conform socially because adults more consistently provide them with behavioral 

reinforcement and modeling of socially acceptable behaviors. Of course, this is in direct 

contrast to youths who spend most of their days with same-age peers at school. 

In the United States, little curricular differentiation exists during the first 12 years 

of schooling. Academically less successful students may simply drop out of high school, 

thereby effectively removing themselves from the school's socializing influences and 

from its institutional controls. Educational systems in other European countries, on the 

other hand, provide occupational tracking systems as early as at the age of 12 (Swiss 
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Federal Statistics Office, 1991; see discussion on the Swiss educational system in Chapter 

IV). These institutionalized systems effectively allow weaker students to pursue trade

specific educations which upon completion usually lead to secure jobs. Such systems 

should maintain adequate amounts of social control to socialize the young. 

Youths in different educational tracks may experience different degrees of social 

control. Although in the United States high school dropouts are "on their own" and 

therefore may develop less commitment to society or perhaps even loose their stake in 

conformity, other countries provide social agents, such as institutional and educational 

means, to at least maintain, perhaps even strengthen youths' bonds to the community. 

Individuals who are less competent academically and who find themselves pursuing a 

trade-specific education may therefore also be less likely to commit norm violating 

behaviors -- because of an overall stronger bond to the community. This is consistent 

with social control theory. 

According to strain theory, adolescents in "lower" educational tracks also may be 

less likely to engage in delinquent behaviors in such a system, because they experience 

less strain (less aspiration-achievement disparity). Institutionalized apprenticeships, for 

example, which lead to secure jobs, may actually result in little or no perceived strain. 

Once again, because the United States does not provide many educational or occupational 

alternatives to high school dropouts, because they experience few or no social controls 

effectively binding them to the community, and because they may perceive strain due to 
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lack of opportunity, we implicitly assume that dropouts, by nature, would be more likely 

to engage in delinquent behaviors. 

IQ and Delinquency 

A contrasting possibility is that the IQ determines the achievement-delinquency 

relationship. If so, the social bonds and psychological strain associated with different 

educational tracks would be less important: Instead, the lower the educational track, the 

greater the expected rate of delinquency. 

Many studies have examined the IQ-delinquency relationship. Most verify that a 

moderate correlation exists between them. In a recent review of the IQ and delinquency 

relationship, Lynam, Moffitt, and Stouthamer-Loeber (1993) re-establish the finding that 

"delinquents" consistently score lower on intelligence tests than "non-delinquents" (see 

also Hirschi & Hindelang, 1977; White, Moffitt, Silva, 1989). The authors also examined 

the causal mechanism underlying this relationship and proposed three plausible causal 

relationships: (1) A third variable may cause both delinquency and low achievement 

(spurious relationship); (2) a delinquent life-style may contribute to an overall lower IQ; 

and (3) a lower level of intelligence may lead to delinquent behaviors. Based on a sample 

of 430 White and Black early adolescent boys, Lynam et al. concluded that IQ causally 

preceded delinquency. They also found that the relationship was also equally potent for 

Whites and Blacks. Furthermore, the relationship between IQ and delinquency was 

robust after controlling for race, class, and test motivation. 
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In another attempt to examine causality, Lynam, Moffitt, and Stouthamer-Loeber 

hypothesized that impulsivity and school performance may mediate the relationship 

between intelligence and delinquency. Their evidence suggested, however, that although 

impulsivity was strongly associated with delinquency, it alone could not account for the 

IQ-delinquency relationship. School performance was also associated with IQ for both 

Blacks and Whites; however, only Black boys with poor school achievement were at 

greater risk for delinquency. This finding was consistent with social control theory -

Black boys who perform poorly in school are less attached to school and also are less 

committed to conventionality. The authors suggested that Black boys were more at-risk 

because formal social control agents, such as the school, were more salient for Blacks 

than Whites, because Black youth may lack informal control agents in their communities. 

Educational Tracks 

While at an individual level intelligence or school achievement is predictive of 

delinquent behavior, few studies in the United States have examined the effects of 

educational-structural variables. For example, a study by Wiatrowski, Hansell, Massey, 

and Wilson (1982) longitudinally examined the effects of within-high school curriculum 

tracking onjuvenile delinquency on a sample of almost 2,000 high school age boys in the 

United States (Youth in Transition data). Wiatrowski et al. tested whether tracking 

students into college preparatory, vocational, business, general, and agricultural curricula 

had adverse effects on school attachment, academic achievement, self esteem, and 

juvenile delinquency. They concluded that there was no effect of educational tracking on 
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rates of delinquent behavior. This finding is somewhat surprising given the well-known 

connection ofIQ and achievement to educational tracks in American schools. 

A further study examining the effects of educational-structural variables on rates 

of juvenile offending was done by Braithwaite and Braithwaite (1978) in Australia. In 

this exploratory study, the authors examined whether competitiveness of schools may 

possibly mediate the achievement-delinquency relationship. The authors hypothesized 

that children in non-competitive schools would engage less in delinquent behaviors than 

children in competitive schools. Based on data from a sample of 576 males at eight 

secondary schools across urban and rural Australia, the authors found that 

non-competitive schools actually had higher levels of self-reported delinquency than 

competitive ones. 

We would expect that brighter children self-select into more competitive schools 

-- the ones which will increase their chances of getting into a reputable university. From 

a social control perspective, we would predict that these same individuals would be more 

likely to go to a university and to be socially conforming as compared to non-competitive 

students. Also, they may have higher IQs, benefiting from the earlier described IQ effect. 

In general, American studies have shown that less academically competent children are at 

greater risk for deviance. 

In summary, although studies generally show a relationship between IQ and 

deviance, few studies have compared rates of delinquency in Gymnasium (high school) 

versus apprenticeship tracks. One of the main foci of this project will be to compare 
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delinquency rates between apprentices and university bound individuals in Switzerland. 

In general, we know that apprentices perform poorly in school compared to individuals 

on the university track -- apprentices simply do not gain entry into the Gymnasium 

because they fail the entrance examination or because they (their parents) so choose. 

While it is problematic to talk about "school failure" per se in apprentices or to compare 

apprentices to American high school dropouts -- apprentices must be very successful in 

their theoretical and practical education to obtain a Federal Diploma and to secure ajob -

nevertheless, the Swiss educational system provides a unique opportunity to test how the 

IQ-delinquency relationship may be moderated by educational structure. 

I could hypothesize that Gymnasium students as a whole are less deviant as 

. compared to apprentices. This is so because Gymnasium students are more competent 

academically and successful in school; they pass the Gymnasium entrance exam, and 

most students are admitted to studies at Swiss universities. Finally, from a self-control 

perspective, Gymnasium students probably may also have a greater amount of 

self-control and so are better able to delay gratification. 

At the same time, this study may generate some new insights into the 

achievement-delinquency relationship. For example, I may find that a Gymnasium 

student with a low achievement orientation may be at greater risk for delinquency than an 

apprentice with high achievement orientation. Or we may find that apprentices are not at 

greater risk for deviance. In fact, because they experience a greater amount of 

community-based informal social controls than Gymnasium students (apprentices spend 
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the majority of their work days under the close supervision and scrutiny of an 

experienced master of the trade), they may be less at-risk than Gymnasium students as a 

group for engaging in delinquent behaviors. 

Finally, I may find that structural educational tracks have little or no bearing upon 

the likelihood that an individual engages in deviant behaviors, but that family processes 

account for variation in crime-propensity. In their recent book entitled Crime in the 

makin~; Pathways and turnin~ points throu~hout life, Sampson and Laub (1993) suggest 

that behavioral scientists need to join both structural and process variables into a single 

theoretical model to account for adolescent deviant behavior. Based on a extensive data, 

they argue that developmental processes, such as the family involvement in a child's life, 

mediate the effects of social structure. 

The School-Work nexus and Delinquency; Macro and Micro Leyels of Influence 

A number of studies have examined the effects of macro-sociological variables on 

juvenile delinquency - for example, do current labor market conditions predict juvenile 

delinquency? The strain theory premise that poverty causes crime underlies these studies. 

Consider Allan and Steffensmeier (1989) who examined the relationship between 

employment conditions and property-crime arrests of male juveniles and young adults. 

They found that the market availability of employment was highly correlated with 

juvenile arrests; furthermore, low paying jobs increased arrest rates for young adults. 

Allan and Steffensmeier concluded that labor market conditions (quality and availability 



of jobs) and juvenile/young adult property offenses were highly interdependent on an 

aggregate state level . 
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In a similar aggregate analysis utilizing data from the FBI's Uniform Crime 

Report between 1959 and 1990, Britt (1994) also found that high rates of youth 

unemployment were consistently associated with a time-lagged effect on property 

offenses committed by juveniles ages 16 to 19. Lagged relationships, he argued, were 

evidence of motivational effects (either due to frustration or rational decision making) of 

youthful unemployment on juvenile delinquency (for additional evidence of the labor 

market-crime relationship, see Hartnagel & Krahn, 1989). 

At an individual level, it is plausible that current labor market conditions can 

greatly enhance the aspiration-achievement disparity. According to strain theory, "poor 

conditions," such as high rates of unemployment and large numbers oflow paying jobs, 

create an inherent psychological strain; in turn, this may increase the likelihood that they 

engage in deviant behaviors in order to overcome economic problems. Similarly, 

illegitimate pursuits may become attractive alternatives to poorly paid work. 

On the other hand, in a comprehensive review of studies examining the predictive 

strength of "disparity scores" (strain) for delinquent behavior, Kornhauser (1977) 

concluded that although some studies provided weak support for strain theory, the 

majority failed to support it. Youths who had the highest aspirations and the greatest 

expectations were consistently the least "delinquent," whereas those with the lowest 

aspirations and the least amount of expectations were consistently the most "delinquent" 
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(see e.g .. , Hirschi, 1969). The effects in the strain studies above could be given an 

interpretation in terms of selection. Less committed and less capable individuals may 

accept marginal positions in the labor market. Their individual traits may contribute to a 

higher crime rate, independently of labor histories. 

Control theorists have argued that "job theories" provide little information to 

explain individual crime propensity (proximal level causation) -- "the empirical 

relationship between unemployment and crime is too small to be of theoretical import" 

(Gottfredson and Hirschi, 1990, p. 164). In fact, some self-report studies have provided 

evidence that employed individuals report more delinquent acts -- they simply have the 

money and the time to buy drugs and to engage in momentary desires (West and 

Farrington as cited in Gottfredson and Hirschi, 1990). Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) 

summarized the findings of the longitudinal study by Glueck and Glueck which followed 

a matched sample of 500 delinquents and 500 nondelinquents in the Boston area. They 

argued that World War II was in a sense a full-employment program in the United States 

as employment was available to everyone. 

The findings are revealing. As compared with nondelinquents, delinquents were 
much more likely (ten time, in fact) to be found unemployable by the armed 
services because of 'psychiatric impairment' or 'moral unfitness. They held 
military jobs for shorter periods of time (a quarter of the delinquents, as compared 
to a twelfth of the nondelinquents, lasted less than a year), were much more likely 
to be 'brought up on charges' during the military service, and were much more 
likely to desert or to be absent without leave. Finally, delinquents were nearly 
eight times as likely as nondelinquents to be dishonorably discharged (p. 165). 

Making the selection argument, the authors concluded that levels of self-control 

pervasively affect work regardless of economic conditions. Individuals with low 
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self-control are more likely to be absent from work without an excuse, to be fired from a 

job, and to be unemployed. Examining the same data source, Sampson and Laub (1990) 

found that childhood delinquency consistently predicted later educational failure and job 

instability, again demonstrating an inherent stability within persons, not one imposed by 

the labor market. 

It is very difficult to test the effects of macro-level influences, such as 

unemployment rates, on adolescent deviance. This is especially true for this investigation 

in which the Swiss data set is cross-sectional and based on self-report methodology. 

Nevertheless, whether juvenile delinquency consistently varies with educational and 

occupational aspirations can be examined (Hirschi, 1969; Kornhauser, 1977). It is also 

possible to examine whether apprentices, for example, report that they are dissatisfied 

with their educational/occupational status, or that they would have preferred to complete 

the Gymnasium. Implicit in this line of reasoning is that apprentices are working toward 

lower status jobs relative to Gymnasium students. In effect, they are being groomed for a 

clearly lower or lower-middle class position within Swiss society. Strain theory would 

predict that apprentices would be more likely to engage in illegitimate means to attain the 

"Swiss Dream" of material and social success; they should report more deviant behaviors 

than the "satisfied" apprentices. 

Deyelopmental Process Similarity in the EtioloBY of Juyenile Delinquency 

In most cases, developmental processes cannot be measured directly. However, 

their effects are apparent in the linear relationship between various exploratory variables 



and developmental outcomes. If developmental processes are the same in different 

populations, we would expect that the same exploratory variables would predict 

developmental outcomes in each population. Furthermore, these variables should have 

similar, or perhaps equal, predictive strengths. We label this situation where a set of 

variables having equal predictive strength across populations as "process similarity." 

Consider a relationship between religiosity and delinquency in two countries. 
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Assume first that developmental processes are different in them. For instance, the 

correlation of religiosity and delinquency in country A may be r = -.30, whereas in 

country B it may be r = O. Perhaps in country A religiosity is an expression oftrue faith, 

whereas in country B, it is in expression of social convenience (e.g., people attend church 

to impress their neighbors). Thus, we can understand why an individual's religiosity 

would predict delinquency in one country but not in the other. 

In contrast, now assume that the developmental processes were similar in the two 

countries. In this case, the religiosity - delinquency correlation coefficient would be 

identical (e.g., r = -.30) in both countries. In each country, greater religious belief would 

reduce the likelihood of delinquent behavior. Despite equal correlations, it is still 

possible that people in country A are more religious than those in country B. It is 

understood that correlation coefficients (except for restriction of range) are statistically 

independent of variables' mean levels. Substantively, we would expect that in country B, 

where people are less religious than in A, that the mean level of delinquency would be 

higher. But developmental process would be the same in both countries: In both 



countries, an additional day per month in church should reduce delinquent behavior by 

the same amount (e.g., four deviant acts per year). 
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Whenever more than two variables are involved, process similarity implies that in 

each population, the variables' relationship to delinquency would have nearly equal 

magnitudes. For example, suppose three variables predict delinquency: achievement, 

parental supervision, and IQ. In country A, they may correlate .25, .40, and .30 with 

delinquency, respectively. If the correlations in country B matched these values in 

magnitude, then process similarity in this statistical sense would hold across countries (a 

weaker version of process similarity would be rank order agreement on the variables' 

strength of association across countries). Thus, process similarity means that the same set 

of variables informs our construction of delinquency theory for different populations. 

Consider the controversy -- developmental process difference versus similarity -

surrounding academic achievement. Reviewing work completed on this topic, Steinberg, 

Dornbush, and Brown (1992) found little disagreement exists that there are real 

differences in school performance across ethnic groups; however, there remains a lack of 

consensus about the underlying etiology accounting for these differences. On the basis of 

15,000 students from nine different high schools in Wisconsin and California, Steinberg 

and colleagues concluded Blacks were more influenced by their peers' attitudes towards 

achievement than were Whites. Steinberg et al. attributed the generally poor academic 

achievement of Blacks to the negative attitudes towards achievement held by Black peer 

groups. 
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On the other hand, Rowe, Vazsonyi, and Flannery (1995) examined whether the 

family environment differentially impacted on academic achievement in youngsters 

across different ethnic groups. For this purpose, the authors used approximately 1,000 

children (mean age = 7.8 years) from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. They 

distinguished mean levels from developmental processes in the following manner: 

We define a group average level as a group's statistical mean on either 
independent variable (e.g., influences) or dependent variables (outcomes). In 
contrast, we refer to developmental processes as the biological or psychosocial 
mechanisms relating the independent variables (influences) to the dependent ones 
(outcomes). It is sometimes thought that, if Ethnic Group A has a higher mean 
level on an outcome than Ethnic Group B, then some different developmental 
process is necessarily implied but, of course, this is not so (Rowe et aI., 1994; 
p.397). 

Their findings indicated that the underlying developmental process, the relationship 

between the home environment and school performance, was practically identical across 

the Hispanic, Black, and White groups examined. Their data supported similar 

developmental processes across ethnic groups, and thus the idea that developmental 

universals underlie human behavior. 

Acceptance of common developmental processes - regardless of group 

membership - would have profound implications both for social scientists and public 

policy. It would mean that one theory of delinquency applies to many popUlations. As 

Rowe, Vazsonyi, and Flannery (1994) concluded, "(p)owerful generalization is the 

hallmark of a successful scientific enterprise; it bodes well for future success of social 

science that developmental processes are alike in many subgroups of Homo sapiens" 

(p.412). 
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Back~round variables: Residential Mobility and Forei~ners 

In this section, I review some literature on two specific background variables that 

have been linked to juvenile delinquency, namely residential mobility and birth origin. 

Mobility within countries is often associated with social disorganization and thus a 

weakening of the social fabric and deviance. Most studies found that social mobility is 

weakly correlated with juvenile delinquency (e.g., Wolfgang, Figlio, & Sellin, 1972). 

The weakness of this relationship gives rise to models postulating psychological variables 

that may intervene (mediate) between mobility and delinquency. For example, Tittle and 

Paternoster (1988) examined the effects of geographic mobility on a sample of almost 

2,000 adolescents in the United States. They found that mobility was weakly related to 

deviance because its effect was indirect. Moving seemed to alter beliefs in 

conventionality, which in turn were associated with greater deviance. Finally, 

Kornhauser (1978) provided an excellent review of a number of studies completed in the 

United States. She concluded that "within a city aggregate, rates of neighborhood 

mobility and delinquency are related" (p. 112). She added that socio-economic 

background, as well as neighborhood, may condition the relationship between intra-city 

mobility and delinquency. She also concluded that previous friendship patterns, positive 

community relations, and a strong sense of fate control may moderate the relationship -

higher status (SES) individuals may not be as adversely affected by frequent residential 

moves as lower status persons. 
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Although a well-researched relationship, few studies have examined the 

residential mobility-delinquency relationship on a sample of individuals who 1) in 

general, experience much less residential mobility as compared to individual in the 

United States; and 2) who primarily live in small towns and villages. It is possible that 

people who make residential moves between smaller Swiss towns effectively replace 

"lost" social ties and bonds to the community quickly. On the other hand, moving 

between larger cities, where anonymity can be maintained long periods of time, may not 

provide the necessary opportunities to reestablish community ties. 

The second background variable I discuss is "birth origin," i.e., "foreign-born" or 

"of foreign-descent." This variable is important is because of its social implications. The 

popular belief exists today that foreigners, or ethnic/racial minorities, are most 

responsible for the crime problem in a number of countries. The populus 

characteristically seeks the culprit for any social problem in "outside" groups. Although 

official statistics indicate that minorities may be disproportionately represented in crime, 

self-report studies have found smaller differences between "natives" and ethnic or racial 

minorities. Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis (1981) found that part of the reason for this 

difference is a discrepancy in the likelihood of admitting to crimes by minorities in the 

United States. They also found that "the general failure of self-report studies to find the 

overrepresentation of blacks relative to whites in official data is attributable in large part 

to an overabundance of items tapping less serious, more numerous offenses (1979; 

p. 1001). 
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Junger (1989) examined this issue in the Netherlands on a sample of 800 

adolescents, predominantly ethnic minorities (Turks, Moroccans, and Surinamese). 

Comparing self-reported delinquent behaviors to official measures, Junger found that two 

of the three minority groups were less likely to admit to delinquent activity than "native" 

adolescents. She argued that official data, specifically arrest data, were the best source 

for comparing criminal activity between ethnic groups at an aggregate level. At the same 

time, she cautioned about employing official data from later stages in the juducial process 

which seem to be racially or ethnically biased (see also Goves et aI., 1985; Junger, 1988). 

Killias (1989) completed a comprehensive review of 50 European studies (from 

Austria, Great Britain, France, Sweden, Switzerland, and West-Germany) which 

examined whether second-generation juveniles were more likely to engage in delinquent 

behaviors than native adolescents. The majority of studies employed official measures of 

delinquency. Killias concluded that second-generation immigrant youths were more 

likely to be involved in deviant behaviors than native adolescents. In an earlier study 

examining the same question on two samples from large Swiss cities, Killias (1977) also 

found that "foreign" youth were consistently more deviant than native Swiss youth; once 

again, official data were used. 

In summary, I can expect that immigrant youths part of the Swiss study may 

underreport their delinquent activity. This means that because the Swiss data are based 

on self-report methodology, "foreign" adolescents may be equally or less delinquent than 
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Swiss youth. Finally, it is also possible that "foreign" youths may engage in more serious 

fonns of delinquency as compared to Swiss age mates. 

Self-Control Theory Revisited 

Self-control theory, as previously discussed, introduces the idea of a stable 

temperamental trait underlying the behavioral manifestation of deviance. While 

relatively few empirical investigations have explicitly tested the basic tenets of the theory 

(e.g., Brownfield and Sorenson, 1993, Grasmick, Tittle, Bursick, Arneklev, 1993; Hirschi 

and Gottfredson, 1994), a number of studies in allied disciplines, such as psychology, 

have implicitly done so without making specific reference to them. For example, 

Feldman and Weinberger (1994) longitudinally examined "self-restraint" as a mediator of 

family influences on boys' delinquent behavior. Their sample of 108 sixth grade boys 

and their families was followed over a four-year period (about 12 - 16 years). Self

restraint of the boys was measured through ratings by teachers, mothers, fathers, and 

peers as well as by a self-report scale (Weinberger Adjustment Inventory). The 30-item 

scale measured four restraint-related dimensions -- suppression of aggression, impulse 

control, consideration of others, and responsibility. Family influences were 

operationalized as parenting styles (inconsistency, child-centeredness, and 

power-assertiveness). 

The authors theorized that "successful socialization requires that family 

functioning and parenting as 'environmental' influences must partly become transfonned 

onto 'personality' influences as children increasingly engage in autonomous 
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self-regulation" (p. 206). Perhaps unaware, the authors outlined their theoretical 

perspective exactly the way the basic premise of self-control theory reads (Gottfredson 

and Hirschi, 1990). Results indicated that parenting during preadolescence was 

predictive of the level of self-restraint which, in turn, was strongly related to later 

delinquency. Interestingly, the Feldman and Weinberger study also found that time 2 

self-restraint accounted for all the variance in delinquency -- parenting of either time 1 or 

time 2 was not a significant predictor apart from its association with self-restraint. 

In another recent study, Caspi, Moffitt, Silva, Stouthamer-Loeber, Krueger, and 

Schmutte (1994) longitudinally examined "the relation between personality traits and 

crime" in a New Zealand sample of about 1,000 individuals and in a sample of about 500 

adolescents from the United States. The New Zealand sample was followed over 13 

years, from the age of 5 to 18, while the American sample was studied at ages 12 and 13. 

Personality measures in the first study included the Multidimensional Personality 

Questionnaire (MPQ). It consists of 177 items and 10 subscales which can be 

categorized into three "superfactors": Constraint, negative and positive emotionality. 

Delinquency was measured by a 43-item instrument measuring illegal acts in the past 

twelve months (Elliott and Huizinga, cited in Caspi et aI., 1994), through self-report, and 

by archival records (police contacts and court convictions). Each source of delinquency 

information was assessed separately. The authors concluded that "male and female 

delinquents exhibited convergent personality profiles characterized by impulsivity, 
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danger seeking, a rejection of traditional values, aggressive attitudes, feelings of 

alienation, and an adversarial attitude" (pp. 176-177). 

The second study used a different personality measure, namely the California 

Child Q-sort (CCQ). One hundred statements describing different personality attributes 

were scored by psychologists to match the three MPQ "superfactors" of constraint, 

negative and positive emotionality. Delinquency was assessed utilizing three sources --

teacher, parent ratings, and self report (same scale as in New Zealand study). Findings 

from the second sample were essentially identical. The authors did make reference to 

self-control theory, but noted that the theory is "simplistic psychologically." They 

maintained that single tendencies cannot explain crime-proneness as found in self-control 

theory; rather "multiple psychological components" underlie a stable crime-proneness 

across samples (race and sex), methods, time, and place. 

In response to this argument, Hirschi and Gottfredson (1994) suggest that we are 

not simply dealing with a single psychological variable, that is either temporary or 

limited to certain types of behavior, but rather a latent trait. The following passage 

summarizes their arguments for a multidimensional latent trait: 

Evidence for a "latent trait" that somehow causes deviant behavior thus comes 
from two primary sources. The first is the statistical association among diverse 
criminal, deviant, or reckless acts. Because these acts are behaviorally 
heterogeneous, because they occur in a variety of situations, and because they 
entail different sets of necessary conditions, it is somehow reasonable to suppose 
that what they have in common somehow resides in the person committing them. 
The second is the stability of differences between individuals over time. Because 
individuals relatively likely to commit criminal, deviant, or reckless acts at one 
point in time are also relatively likely to commit such acts at later points in time, 



it seems reasonable to ascribe these differences to a persistent underlying trait 
possessed in different degrees by those whose behavior is being compared 
(pp.2-3). 

In both studies reviewed, it seems evident that findings strongly support self-control 

theory, and that they provide an important stimulus to further subject the theory to 

rigorous empirical tests. 
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Two studies, in particular, have explicitly examined the basic tenets of self-control 

theory. Grasmick et al. (1993) tested the theory on a sample of389 adults; subjects were 

obtained as a random sample in the city of Oklahoma. Operationalizing Gottfredson and 

Hirschi's construct of self-control, the authors developed a 24-item self-control scale. 

Factor analyses indicated a 6-factor structure consisting of impulsivity, simple tasks, risk 

seeking, physical activities, self-centeredness, and temper. A reliability estimate of the 

total scale indicated that the items measured the same behavioral dimension (alpha = .81). 

Criminal behaviors were measured by two items (e.g., "How many times in the past 5 

years have you distorted the truth or falsely represented something to get something you 

couldn't otherwise obtain?"). Finally, the authors measured crime opportunity by items 

asking whether an act of force or fraud could have been "possible to do easily" or 

"without much chance that somebody who might do something about it would quickly 

find out." 

Grasmick et al. concluded that self-control consistently predicted deviance and 

that the theory merits serious consideration by the criminological community. They 

suggested that "the theory is in need of modification and expansion" (p. 23). Specifically, 



they argued that Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory needs to further elaborate on 

"situational conditions" and "other properties of the individual" in order to arrive at a 

more comprehensive and complete theoretical formulation of delinquency etiology. 

Currently, their theory primarily relies on one individual-level, latent trait, namely 

self-control. 
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A second explicit empirical test of the theory was completed by Brownfield and 

Sorenson (1993). The authors used data from the Richmond Youth Study (Hirschi, 1969) 

and selected indicators of self-control as well as other control theory variables from 

school records, self reports, and police records. In general, the authors found additional 

support for Hirschi's original theory of social control as well as support for the "new" 

self-control theory. While self-control as measured by the authors was significantly 

correlated with official indices of crime, it was not significantly related to self-report 

measures of deviance. Based on their findings, Brownfield and Sorenson concluded that 

the General Theory of Crime as conceptualized by Gottfredson and Hirschi was very 

powerful and likely to be highly influential in criminology. 

Finally, in a recent book edited by Hirschi and Gottfredson (1994), a number of 

tenets of self-control theory were examined and empirically tested. For example, Junger 

(1994) reviewed the empirical evidence on common correlates of delinquency and 

accident liability. Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) argue that because we are dealing with 

a stable, general, individual-level "disposition" of low self-control established early in 

life, we can expect that the same child who vandalizes school property will also be more 
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likely to frequently visit the hospital emergency room - heterogeneous behaviors. The 

author concluded that a large number of both personal (e.g. hyperactivity or psychosocial 

problems) as well as social variables (e.g., maternal employment or home environment) 

were correlates of both accident liability and crime. 

Uihlein (1994) reviewed the empirical evidence on commonalties between drug 

use and criminality. For this purpose, she tested a number of hypotheses on the National 

Youth Survey. She concluded that 1) both attachment and achievement were common 

predictors of crime and drug use; 2) the age curve for drug use and delinquent behaviors 

followed the "same general road;" 3) both drug use and delinquency were stable over 

time; and 4) drug use, like crime, is versatile. Both Uihlein and Junger provided 

additional evidence supporting the idea that deviance is a general phenomenon, primarily 

resident in the actor as opposed to the act. An individual who is picked up by the police 

at the age of 15 for shoplifting is also more likely, due to etiological risk factors (personal 

and family), to experience a motor vehicle accident or an accidental drowning, and to 

engage in substance use behaviors. 

The empirical evidence presented strongly supports a General Theory of Crime as 

outlined by Gottfredson & Hirschi (1990). However, a number of studies included in the 

review tested the theory implicitly, tested the theory utilizing new instruments, or tested it 

employing proxy variables. Thus, the existing evidence warrants further explicit 

investigation of the theory and its theoretical propositions. Furthermore, much like 

Grasmick et al. have argued, the theory must also be subjected to additional tests in order 



to perhaps modify and/or expand upon its basic tenets. The American data set, in 

particular, contains a number of self-report measures that were included to further test 

self-control theory. 
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Why Switzerland? 

CHAPTER III 

DELINQUENCY IN SWITZERLAND 
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Why should we employ entire countries as macro-sociological units of analysis? 

Can anything new be learned about delinquency etiology by accounting for deviance 

across nations? National comparisons can use the greater variability that exists between 

nations rather than within them. Crime rates vary tremendously among countries (see 

e.g., Archer and Gardner, 1984; Wilson and Daly, 1988). So do etiological correlates of 

crime (e.g., family structure, ethnic composition, poverty). By putting variables together 

in new combinations, national comparisons may give unexpected insights into the 

determinants of crime. 

An issue requiring brief treatment in the context of national comparisons is the 

definition of crime. Rates of crime and juvenile delinquency vary greatly between racial 

groups, regions, and countries. While this may partly be due to definitions of law and 

culture-specific legal practices, these differences cannot fully account for different rates 

of crime. In fact, this investigation is less concerned with country-specific legal 

definitions of delinquent behavior. Rather, the study it is concerned with adolescent 

conduct that is universally condemned. Destroying public property or harming a fellow 

human being is not socially acceptable behavior anywhere in the civilized world. 
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Comparative Crime Rates 

The Swiss may enjoy a disproportionately low incidence of juvenile delinquency 

and crime compared to other Western industrialized nations. The United States, on the 

other hand, has by far the highest levels of criminal activity cross-nationally. Despite 

such differences, according to a recent annual Human Development Report by the United 

Nations (United Nations, 1993), both countries are very similar as globally measured by 

the human development index (HDI). This index is a ranking system ranging from ° to 1 

of purchasing power, education, and health. For example, whereas Switzerland ranks 

fourth (HDI = .978, the United States ranks sixth (HDI = .976) among industrial 

countries. Upon closer inspection of other more specific demographic indicators, such as 

mean years of schooling in 1990, life expectancy, and deaths due to diseases, we again 

find many similarities between the countries (United Nations, 1993). In Western 

countries, deviance increases with greater levels of affluence and industrialization. From 

the HDI we can conclude that both countries possess affluence and a high level of 

industrialization. Yet remarkably, in Switzerland we find much lower crime rates. 

National statistics document these differences in crime and delinquency. 

Although some estimates in the past have indicated a ten-fold difference in homicide 

rates between the United States and Switzerland, data collected between 1987 and 1989 

show that while the U.S. reports 8 homicides per 100,000 people, Switzerland reports 2.5 

per 100,000 -- still a 300% difference. The number of rapes demonstrate even more 

dramatic differences; whereas the U.S. reports 118 per 100,000, the Swiss report 18, a 
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six-fold difference. Finally, some indicators of deviance, such as drug-crime offenses, 

show less dramatic differeIices, but large differences nevertheless -- 234 per 100,000 in 

the U.S. compared to 129 in Switzerland (United Nations, 1993). Because of relatively 

low crime rates in Switzerland, relatively few studies have addressed the issue of 

delinquency etiology in Switzerland. In fact, summarizing cross-national efforts in 

self-report delinquency research as a result of a NATO workshop held on this topic in the 

late 1980s, Klein (1988) notes that "Other planned papers, for example from Italy and 

Switzerland, had to be abandoned when the authors' reviews revealed a paucity of 

research in those countries" (p. 15). The following section includes examples of work on 

Swiss juvenile delinquency. 

The Snow-White Ima~e 

One comparative analysis of the Swiss crime problem -- some consider it a 

milestone in comparative criminology -- was done by Marshall Clinard (1978). In his 

book entitled Cities with Little Crime: The Case of Switzerland, Clinard examined 

national differences in crime rates between Switzerland, the United States, Sweden, and 

Germany. Clinard's conclusions were largely based on a victim survey he conducted in 

Zurich, Switzerland's largest city, on a sample of 482 households. The sample consisted 

of940 individuals, ages 14 and older, equally divided by sex (Clinard, 1978). He further 

utilized insurance record data, newspaper report content analyses, interviews of experts, 

and some official sources of crime data. 
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His conclusions can be summarized in the following manner: First, violent crime 

rates and victimization rates in Switzerland were low, lower than in anyone of the other 

countries. Second, the Swiss seemed to have very few concerns about crime as evidenced 

by victim reports, governmental action, and coverage by the mass media. In fact, the 

Swiss seemed to be the most concerned about criminal activity abroad. Yet, Clinard 

found concerns about recent rises in criminal activity in Switzerland. Third, he 

concluded that of the data available (only few larger cantons and larger cities maintained 

official records), official crime statistics in Switzerland were very reliable; furthermore, 

these data showed that crimes in Switzerland were either stable or that they declined in 

the 1960s and early 1970s. Clinard found a modest increasing trend in robbery and auto 

theft. Fourth, he found evidence that Swiss offenders were older than in other countries. 

Finally, foreign seasonal or permanent workers had the same or even lower crime rates 

than the Swiss born (some Swiss studies Clinard reviews find that foreign laborers have 

slightly higher rates of petty offenses and that Swiss officials may be more likely to 

prosecute an offense committed by a foreign individual than a Swiss one). 

Although a pioneering effort, Clinard's work in Switzerland has been heavily 

criticized for including haphazard data sources such as the newspapers, insurance claims, 

and court testimony. Furthermore, although he used victimization data to compare rates 

of crime, he did not have data with which the question of etiology could be addressed. In 

fact, in a final section of his book, Clinard largely guessed at possible explanations of 

national crime rate differences: 
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Several explanations may be advanced for this comparative lower incidence of 
ordinary crime. They include the nature of the urbanization process, the citizen's 
relation to government, the accessibility to firearms, together with a low rate of 
violent crimes, the criminal justice system, the nature of Swiss youth crime, the 
more open lines of intergenerational communications, and the low rate of crime 
among foreign workers (p. 150). 

These ad hoc hypotheses for national differences in crime rates lacked strong empirical 

support from his work. 

The Snow-White Ima~e Reyisited 

In his book The Snow-White Ima~e; The Hidden Reality of Crime in 

Switzerland, Balvig (1988) questioned Clinard's conclusions and argued that crime in 

Switzerland was not unusually low; nor was the crime picture there unique from that in 

other Western countries. He concluded that Clinard had perpetuated the Sonderfall 

Schweiz image of Switzerland, one that is maintained by the Swiss government, the 

media, and by Swiss regionalism and nationalism. Balvig cited a number of 

shortcomings of Clinard's interpretations. For example, based on the findings of 

victimization surveys completed in ZUrich and in Stuttgart, Clinard concluded that crime 

was lower in Switzerland than in Germany. Closer inspection revealed, however, that 

total criminality was essentially identical in the two cities (32% of the respondents in 

Stuttgart reported having been victims of one or more crimes during the past year, as 

compared to 34% of the respondents in ZUrich). Considering burglary, assault, and 

violent theft, Balvig found similar inconsistencies. Violent attack rates in ZUrich were 

higher than in Stuttgart; they were also on a par with the American cities of Denver and 

Portland. While 8.3% of Swiss respondents reported burglaries, 9.6% of the German 
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sample indicated that they had been burglarized in the previous year. Although Clinard 

concluded that this represented considerable differences, significance tests by Balvig 

indicated t hat differences were in fact not statistically significant. 

Balvig also disputed Clinard's finding of reliable official crime data in 

Switzerland. Although self-report percentages of crime were identical in the ZUrich and 

Stuttgart surveys, registered crimes in the two cities were very different. For example, in 

Stuttgart, 81.5 property crimes were registered per 1,000 inhabitants; in contrast, only 

45.1 incidents had been reported to the police in ZUrich. Similarly, registered violent 

crimes numbered 2.1 in Stuttgart and only 1.0 in ZUrich. Stephan (cited in Balvig) found 

that "the discrepancy between the victimization survey results and the police criminal 

statistics, one may suppose that the police in Switzerland more easily tend to keep the 

figures of their crime low, whereas the North American police try to increase as far as 

possible the police statistics" (pp. 49-50). Although Clinard was aware of the localized 

practices of record keeping in Switzerland (comprehensive national record keeping was 

not started until 1983 in Switzerland; Eve and Cassani, 1984), Balvig argued that he 

missed "the police's pronounced tendency to keep criminality out of the statistics" (p. 50). 

Perhaps more important for the current investigation is Balvig's discussion and 

treatment of the juvenile delinquency problem in Switzerland. Clinard concluded that 

offenders in Switzerland were generally older as compared to other countries. He 

hypothesized that Swiss youth enjoyed better communication with their "elders." They 

" 

were less alienated from the adult world, and they engaged in more "controlling" 
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activities, such as the mandatory military service which brought young men together on a 

regular basis from 18 - 50 years. 

Balvig criticized Clinard's conclusions on a number of grounds: First, Clinard 

never really made any attempt to compare his findings to a local self-report study on 707 

young men, ages 15-19, which had been completed in ZUrich in 1973 (see Casparis and 

Vaz, 1978). As Balvig points out, instead of reporting on actual rates of juvenile 

delinquency, Clinard used global generalizations to minimize juvenile crimes. In fact, 

comparing burglary rates reported by youth in ZUrich, Balvig found that they were 

comparable to other local self-report studies in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Finland. 

In addition, considering local victimization studies that have been completed since (e.g., 

Stadler, 1987), we find additional support for what Balvig calls "unremarkable 

differences" in crime rates and in the demographic characteristics of the criminals 

compared to other European countries. 

Second, although much of Clinard's conclusions about youth crime in Switzerland 

was based on court statistics, Balvig points out that the public record keeping can be very 

misleading. Examining Swiss Penal Code violations from 1954 to 1983, he discovered 

that youth crime increased 100% between 1955 and 1970, only to fall below 1955 levels 

to near zero by the early 1980s. What is misleading with this picture? Had the Swiss 

solved the youth crime problem? Clearly, they had not. Balvig argued that juvenile 

crime became invisible due to a number of changes over the years in record keeping. 

Changes in the trends of juvenile crime coincide with admissibility criteria into the 
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Central Crime Registry. For example, whereas fines of 50 Swiss Francs were entered 

into the register in 1955, this amount had increased to 100 by 1961; this amount doubled 

to 200 Swiss Francs by 1974 and increased to 500 Swiss Francs by 1982 (not corrected 

for inflation). The annual rate of inflation in Switzerland, according to recent estimates, 

remains relatively low at 3.7% (United Nations, 1993). From this, we would expect that 

over a 27 year period, the size of fines entered into the registry should move around 100 

Swiss Francs (the current exchange rate is approximately $1 = SFr. 1.20). In addition, 

while juveniles had been included ages 14-17 prior to 1974, later entries were restricted 

to youth ages 15-17. In 1975, registration criteria were changed to exclude the equivalent 

of community services; furthermore, increasing amounts of discretionary power was 

granted to the courts in the late 1970s to decide which sanctions would and which ones 

would not be included in the register. Finally, as youth under the age of 18 cannot be 

sent to prison, "custody" sentences did exist in special circumstances ranging from 1 day 

to 1 year. Balvig found that "very few 'custody' sentences for youths under 18 years are 

being imposed today or registered in the Central Criminal Register" (p. 32). 

These findings demonstrate that some juvenile crime was omitted from national 

statistics in Switzerland. In fact, Balvig estimates that only about 6-7 percent of juvenile 

convictions found in the canton of ZUrich are included in national statistics. This figure 

is consistent with estimates of Swiss researchers (see e.g. Kaiser, 1986). Balvig notes 

that Swiss criminal statistics related to children and youth 

cannot merely be dismissed as a trivial and technocratic reflection of changed 
registration criteria and statistical methods. I believe that they reflect a special 
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means of dealing with crimes committed by children and young people prevalent 
in Swiss society. The invisibility of children and young persons in the official 
Swiss crime picture is an expression of a strong and widespread reluctance to 
label as 'criminals' persons who are still developing and learning. The fear is that 
early labeling may become a self-fulfilling prophecy, whereby children and young 
people so labeled will seek each other out~ and the externally applied label of 
criminal will be assimilated as part of the personality and identity (p. 33). 

He concluded that juvenile crimes have generally increased over the past 10-15 years in 

Switzerland. His finding is consistent with Swiss victimization surveys completed in the 

1980s. They showed that Switzerland was not a crime-free society. 

In a local survey, Stadler (1987) estimated the rates of victimization in the 

previous year at 26% in the Canton Uri. This was not far below victimization rates 

reported in the U.S. (28.8%) or in the Netherlands (26.8%; Van Dijk, Mayhew, & Killias, 

1990). In conclusion, Switzerland is not-crime free. This study proposes to examine and 

compare crime rates and etiological risk-factors of juvenile delinquency in Switzerland 

and the United States. In this respect, it is one of few studies to compare Switzerland and 

the United States using the network of variables related to social/self-control theories. 



Swiss Educational Tracks 

CHAPTER IV 

EDUCATION IN SWITZERLAND 
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Different educational systems may be the root causes of juvenile problem 

behaviors. While the Swiss educational system lacks homogeneity from canton to canton 

-- each canton is sovereign with regard to education -- a coherent national philosophy 

exists to educate youths to contribute to the national economy. First, Swiss children are 

required to complete ten years of compulsory education. There is no evidence to suggest 

that the Swiss experience any problems with school drop-outs during the first ten years of 

compulsory education. Second, post-compulsory education puts Swiss children into 

specific educational tracks. 

Swiss youth generally follow one of two primary educational tracks. The 

majority (approximately 80 percent) complete a vocational education (apprenticeships or 

full-time vocational schooling) after elementary school and after completing three years 

of lower secondary education (Oberschule, Realschule, or Sekundarschule). A much 

smaller number, about 15 percent attend the Gymnasium. The Gymnasium provides a 

university preparatory education in the true spirit of a classical education, which lasts 

about six years after elementary school. The Gymnasium is divided into a lower 

secondary and upper secondary division. To enter, the student must pass an entrance 

examination administered during sixth grade (some cantons do so earlier). This test is 

usually taken only once by a student, although it is possible to attempt it again the 
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following year. The decision to take the examination rests with parents, although 

elementary school teachers will either encourage or discourage taking the exam. So, only 

a limited number of children even attempt the exam (I have been unable to get exact 

figures). Meyer, a Swiss higher education technical expert, notes that "despite attempts 

to make it easier to switch from one stream to the other, this initial selection is 

irrevocable for most children (as cited in Swiss Federal Statistics Office, 1991, p. 47). As 

a result, only about 11 percent complete the Gymnasium successfully, and only about 

60% of them later graduate from the university. This is perhaps the lowest rate (7%) in 

any Western nation (Swiss Federal Statistics Office, 1991). 

Standardization in these two educational tracks is achieved by federally regulated 

vocational training and ensuing federal competency exams and diplomas; in the 

Gymnasium, it is achieved by federal regulations of school curricula and federal 

guidelines for the Malurittilspru!ung (i.e., School Leaving Certificate). Youths in the 

Gymnasium are educated in a humanistic cultural ideal that is geared toward acquiring 

general and basic knowledge in preparation for the university. The Swiss distinguish five 

types of educational curricula within the Gymnasium (A, B, C, D, and E) focusing on 

"classics," modem languages and Latin, mathematics and natural sciences, languages and 

history, and economics respectively. The average age of graduation is about 19. Only 

approximately 10 percent of the total population later commence a university course of 

study (mean age = 21 years) which lasts, on average, 5 - 7 years (Swiss Federal Statistics 

Office, 1991). As relatively few individuals graduate from the university in Switzerland 
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(a university degree from a Swiss university is roughly equivalent to a American Master's 

degree), the vocational education system requires closer examination. 

The Dual System: A Case of Hi~h TransParency and Low Permeability 

Rosenbaum (1991) has compared American educational experiences with ones in 

Germany and Japan. He argued that many American adolescents experience 

"floundering" during their high school years, largely as a result of vagueness about the 

preparation for work. Although some students put forth great effort in high school in 

order to make it into college, a large number of students will never attend a university, or 

attend one for only a few years. Rosenbaum identifies systemic qualities as the source of 

the problem. American high school curricula are devised for the college-bound and give 

little incentives for the work-bound. For instance, employers rarely consider high school 

grades in hiring decisions. Schools simply do not prepare youths well for later 

employment. In fact, after reviewing a number of studies that compared accessibility of 

jobs for graduates of vocational programs in the United States, Rosenbaum concluded 

that vocational programs fail them. This can be attributed to a lack of preparation for 

employment even by specialized vocational programs. It seems then that the problem is 

one of what Hamilton (in press) calls low transparency and high permeability. Low 

transparency means that students cannot anticipate what type of job, if any, they will be 

able to secure once they complete their high school education. High permeability, 

according to Hamilton, implies that students may find work in a number of areas where 

they possess few specialized skills. 
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Hamilton characterizes youths in Germany, Switzerland, or Austria as facing the 

opposite situation -- high transparency and low permeability. Swiss adolescents 

completing their education in the dual system know that once they successfully pass the 

federal examination, they can secure well-paying employment in their area of 

specialization. They know that they are highly skilled, as do their potential employers. 

For example, holding a Swiss Federal Diploma as a butcher informs employers that an 

individual can do just about anything with meats. The difference in comparison to the 

American system is that adolescents entering a vocational education in Switzerland have 

ample incentives provided by the government and employers. Consequently, we can 

expect less "floundering" and more goal-oriented work. Swiss educational achievement 

may be less related to levels of deviance compared to the United States. 

Next, I will briefly outline the main features of the dual system as primarily found 

in Switzerland, Germany, and Austria. The dual system is a training model for 

apprentices. As pointed out previously, the Swiss federal government plays an important 

role regulating vocational education. Based on the Swiss Constitution, federal laws 

govern the content, length, and level of expertise (apprentices must pass federal exams at 

the end of their training and obtain a federal diploma in their trade) in most vocations. 

The number of regulated vocational trainings is estimated at about 400 and include ones 

in industry, crafts, trade, banking, insurance, transportation, hotel and tourism, and other 

service-oriented trades. However, because cantons implement federal regulations, each 

one is responsible for establishing schools, for approving apprenticeship contracts, for 
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organizing final examinations, and for maintaining a system of quality control. The 

private sector also plays an active role in the training process. Some business 

associations run schools that are subsidized by federal funds; they may also initiate new 

teaching methods that match technological change and train for newly emerging 

professions (Swiss Federal Statistical Office, 1991). 

Youths training to become an electrician, for example, typically spend four days 

gaining practical knowledge of their trade under the supervision of adults who have 

mastered the trade, while a day or a day and a half per week is spent in the' classroom 

learning theoretical bases of electronics. In general, training begins at the age of 15 or 16 

and lasts three or four years, depending on the craft. The education of an apprentice is 

distinctly tailored to learn an occupation or a craft and not specific training for one job. 

Consequently, about 60 percent of the schooling focuses on the profession, whereas about 

40 percent centers on general education. Apprentices generally enter a profession for life. 

That is, few individuals move into different jobs at a later time (Le., Hamilton's low 

permeability). This, of course, is in contrast to the American system, where generally 

individuals are much more likely to move across professions. 

The following brief account provides a nice illustration of this. Hans, a Swiss 

carpenter decided to emigrate and come to the United States for a few years at the age of 

22. He spent months looking for a job that would pay him adequately commensurate 

with his expertise. After all, he was a highly skilled Swiss carpenter holding a federal 

diploma in carpentry. Hans found that although there was work, contractors were 
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uninterested in his high skills. Because pay was only mediocre, Hans had to work more 

than one job in order to maintain a lifestyle he had been accustomed to in Switzerland. 

So, he started selling sporting goods at a local sports store, something he had believed 

could only be done by "trained" salespeople. He also found that many individuals he 

worked with were college students studying to become lawyers, psychologists, and 

accountants who had been doing carpentry work over the summer months for a number of 

years. Others had held other jobs -- for example, John used to work as a mechanic at a 

local gas station. Hans became more and more frustrated with the amount of work and 

the relatively low pay, and only after one year in the United States, he decided to return to 

Switzerland. 

In conclusion, because the Swiss educational system is so dramatically different, I 

expect to find that youths engaging in deviant behaviors not necessarily be non-college 

bound youths. In fact, we may find the opposite from youths in the United States -- for 

example, consistent with self-control theory, apprentices may be "adequately" socialized 

to delay gratification. The dual system provides very strong social control and little room 

for what Rosenbaum called adolescent floundering during the high school years. 

Gymnasium students, on the other hand, may be more likely to engage in deviant 

behaviors. This is so, because despite the fact that they are pursuing a long-term 

commitment, they are less likely to experience the same amount of social control from 

the community as compared to apprentices. Conversely, my hypothesis could not be 

supported by a biological trait theory which would argue that individuals with lower 
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intelligence, for example, would be more likely to engage in deviant activities. As most 

intellectually talented individuals pursue university careers in Switzerland, a biological 

perspective would invariably expect apprentices who on average have lower intelligence, 

to be more likely to commit crimes. 



CHAPTER V 

CROSS·NATIONAL COMPARISONS 

Substantive and Methodoloiical Considerations 
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A number of studies have compared the rates of juvenile delinquency between 

countries •• but ooly a few have examined etiological questions both between and within 

countries. The exceptions to this are the numerous cross-validation studies of the Glueck 

Social Prediction Tables (developed to identify potential delinquents) across nations. For 

example, in the late 1960s, a group a Czechoslovakian researchers selected a group of 

500 prisoners ages 19 to 25 and a matched group of nondelinquents. They found that 

family processes (mother's and father's affection, discipline, supervision and overall 

family cohesion) were equally predictive of delinquency in Czechoslovakia as they were 

in Gluecks' original U.S. sample (Veverka, 1972). Similarly, testing the Social Prediction 

Tables on a sample of 30 Japanese delinquents and 30 non-delinquents, Tatezawa (as 

cited in Glueck and Glueck, 1959) concluded that 89 percent of the children could have 

been correctly predicted in early childhood. 

Although numerous etiological investigations have tested criminological theories 

in the United States, and although a number of cross-national validation studies have 

supported the Glueck Social Prediction Tables, few have examined etiological factors and 

theories cross-nationally. Specifically, few have examined etiological factors, which may 

be similar or different in Switzerland. Thus, one aim of this research is to account for 

mean rate differences in crime and delinquency in the United States versus Switzerland. 
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Assuming for a moment that cultural norms with respect to conformity in 

Switzerland and the United States are fundamentally the same, one explanation is that 

individuals in one country have been more effectively socialized to cultural norms than 

those in another; this, in turn, may account for national rate differences in deviance. The 

socialized person is one who is invested in the social values; he accepts the values of the 

society as his own. We need to compare individuals who are located in different 

socialization contexts. In addition to comparing Swiss and American youth, we also need 

to consider youth of different socialization contexts within Switzerland -- for example, 

apprentices versus university bound adolescents. Do the same variables predict deviance 

in apprentices as in Gymnasium students? 

As previously mentioned, the number of self-report studies completed across 

national and cultural boundaries are very few with the exception of some Scandinavian 

investigations (e.g., Greve, 1974; Balvig, 1988) and some studies which were part of 

comparative efforts by NATO (Klein, 1988). In the first collection of papers that have 

come out of the NATO workshops, Klein lists a number of reasons why cross-national 

comparative efforts are needed and why European countries have not developed a more 

sophisticated self-report methodology. First, while in the U.S. self-report instruments 

have been developed and extensively used to overcome "major statutory differences" 

among the 50 states, European countries possess much more sophisticated data registers 

on residents -- something essentially absent in the U.S. European countries also lack the 

frequency of criminal behavior found in the United States. Secondly, although the U.S. 
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has national crime registers (e.g. the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports), these data are 

primarily aggregate information, lack detail of local efforts, overestimate prevalence of 

delinquency, overstate differentials by age, sex, race, and social class, and are often 

incomplete. Official statistics tend to biased by a nation's history, penal codes, 

institutional needs, and by cultural values. In short, they inevitably have both limitations 

and strengths. 

A number of investigations have concluded, on the other hand, that self-report 

studies are at least equivalent, and perhaps superior in some ways to the use of national 

data registers in addressing some of the issues raised. Klein summarizes conclusions 

made based on comparisons of official sources versus self-report studies in the following 

manner: 

The most recent studies on self-report methodology (Hirschi, Hindelang, & Weis, 
1980; Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis, 1981) have concluded that self-report 
advantages over official statistics from police and courts include more sensitivity 
to the broad spectrum of delinquent behavior, more flexibility of application to 
varying research needs, greater detail about the offense situation, and greater 
validity. The reliability and validity estimates were found to be equivalent to 
those of many standardized social science instruments, and remarkably consistent 
over place, time, and procedure. However, these two extensive reviews include 
bibliographies in which only three of 32 and eleven of 168 references are to 
non-U.S. writings. Cross-national exploration requires a major initiative (p. 3). 

The current research project includes a Swiss data set, namely the International 

Survey on Self-Reported Delinquency sponsored by the Swiss National Science 

Foundation. It satisfies a number of Moffitt's (1988) recommendations to improve 

cross-national comparative efforts. They include: 1) "key" illicit survey items must be 

used across cultures in order to allow generalizability and comparability; 2) self-report 
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studies in low-delinquency cultures must include instrument items that tap a more normal 

distribution of responses; 3) locally derived seriousness ratings may assist in overcoming 

the problem of culturally unique values; and 4) involvement of local personnel is 

essential both because many nations fear an exploitation of their young by American 

social scientists and because local individuals are far more savvy about local youth. 

The Swiss data set employed for this investigation also represents the only 

self-report data collection on a national scale assessing both rates of juvenile deviance as 

well as a number of etiological risk-factors consistent with a control perspective. 

Therefore, it represents a unique opportunity to address issues in a "low-deviance" nation 

that have been examined in other "high-deviance" nations. It also allows a cross-national 

comparison of etiological factors predicting juvenile delinquency between a "high" and 

"low" nation. 
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CHAPTER VI 

HYPOTHESES 

The following section contains the hypotheses as they pertain to the Swiss sample 

only, the American sample only, and to the cross-national comparisons of both samples 

based on the three theories covered in the introduction and in the literature review. 

Hypotheses for Switzerland. 

1. Swiss youths reporting less residential mobility are less likely to be engaging in 
delinquent behavior. 

The rationale behind this hypothesis is that residential moves may break up 

adolescents' emotional bonds with friends and teachers. According to social control 

theory, reduced bonds should lead to higher levels of delinquent behavior. In this 

hypothesis, residential moves would have a direct effect on delinquency. In a contrary 

view, a third variable may explain both the residential moves and adolescents' greater 

delinquency. For example, a third variable could be lack of attachment to parents, if 

families in which children do not get along with their parents tend to make more 

residential moves than other families. Thus, residential mobility effects will be explored 

before and after introducing various measures of family relationships as statistical 

controls. 

2. Individuals in apprenticeship programs will be less likely to be delinquent than 
youth in the Gymnasium (high school equivalent) or other secondary schools 
(teacher'S training). 

Youths in apprenticeship programs know that their course of study will lead to a 

particular occupational niche. Thus, what they want as occupational success and what 



they will attain should be well matched (producing little psychological strain). Greater 

strain would be found in Gymnasium youths, for example. Students in the Gymnasium 

take a general course of study. Many will attend universities. Other students, however, 

fail to gain entry and must change occupational tracks. Thus, these students should 

experience greater uncertainty about their future than apprentices. This is particularly 

true for students with lower grades, whose entry into the university is least assured. 
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Predictions from self-control theory would demand further assumptions. Clearly, 

selection into these different career tracks is non-random. Very bright and capable 

students, for example, usually opt for the Gymnasium -- they are the ones that pass the 

entrance examination. The rigorous course of study in this track also requires great 

self-control, both because long hours of study are required and because one must wait 

longer to attain occupational as well as material goals (Le., until after the university 

diploma). Therefore, self-control theory might predict that Gymnasium students would 

have lower levels of delinquency than apprentices. Furthermore, a low achieving 

Gymnasium student may have greater self-control than a high-achieving apprentice. If 

low achieving students within the "upper track" display low levels of deviance, the 

evidence would favor control theory over strain theory. Finally, according to social 

control theory, we can expect that youths who are under consistent adult supervision, as is 

the case with apprentices, may be less likely to engage in deviant behaviors. These 

individuals are effectively more bound to society and its norms; they are already part of 

adult life, more visible in local communities and therefore less likely to violate social 
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norms of behavior. This study will explore the association of delinquency with 

achievement orientation and family variables within tracks, looking in particular, for 

statistical interactions within track assignment. 

3. a. Swiss apprentices who report low achievement and occupational orientations 
are most likely to engage in deviant behaviors. 

This hypothesis is derived from control theorists who argue that individuals with 

the greatest future orientation are consistently least likely to engage in deviant behaviors, 

regardless of social class or race. This, of course, is in contrast to strain theory because 

unambitious youths should experience the least strain. The following proposition tests an 

alternative prediction made by the strain perspective. 

b. Swiss apprentices who report being dissatisfied with their current 
occupational prospect are more likely to report deviant behaviors than 
apprentices who are satisfied. 

Youths who experience less disparity between occupational aspirations and actual 

occupational satisfaction (success), according to strain theory, are more likely to maintain 

conforming behaviors. Individuals who perceive that they have been denied entry into 

the Gymnasium, and perhaps later into the university, and who as a result are 

experiencing psychological strain, will be more likely to engage in delinquent behaviors 

than their peers who do not perceive this disjunction. 

4. Foreign nationals in Switzerland will have a lower level of deviance as compared 
to Swiss youth. 

This prediction of the study follows from control theories (social and self-

control). In particular, it is expected that immigrants or seasonal workers are as a group 

self-selected for high levels of industriousness and ambition. That is, those people who 
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chose to come to Switzerland do so because they want to better themselves and often 

times provide for their families they left behind at home. They make a personal sacrifice 

to accept a low social status in Switzerland to advance themselves economically. In fact, 

a number of immigrants that come to Switzerland to take on menial jobs return after a 

lifetime of hard work to their native lands, in order to enjoy their later years in relative 

wealth. Thus, high levels of self-control should characterize immigrants and their 

children, resulting in less delinquency. 

Strain theory would predict the opposite. Immigrants are often employed in the 

lowest status work. Immigrants who feel more capable than their work allows, or who 

have experienced social discrimination, should feel psychological strain -- they should 

thus be more prone to greater levels of delinquency. Of course, it is usually the parent 

who has immigrated, not the adolescent child. According to biological theory, these 

children may share some of their parents behavioral dispositions by genetic inheritance -

thus, like their parents, they should be less susceptible to crime. Like their parents, they 

are also possible victims of discrimination and reduced opportunities. Thus, according to 

strain theory, they should experience a high level of psychological strain, resulting in 

deviant behaviors. The prediction of social control theory depends on how well the 

immigrants' parents socialize their children. If levels of attachment to parents are high, 

then the adolescent should be law-abiding. Finally, from a methodological viewpoint and 

based on previous research, we can expect that foreigners will underreport delinquent 

behavior as compared to native Swiss youth. 



5. The developmental process of delinquency is the same a) across Swiss 
educational tracts; b) across linguistic borders in Switzerland; c) and in Swiss 
youth versus youth offoreign nationality. 

While mean levels of deviance are compared in hypothesis 2, a comparisons of 

developmental process as operationalized by Rowe et al. (1994) contains the 

interrelationship of predictor variables with the outcome variable without taking mean 

levels into account. Process is predicted to be the same across groups. 

Hypotheses for the United States. 

6. a. Individuals reporting low self-control will be more likely to engage in 
delinquent activities than individuals reporting adequate amounts of 
self-control. 

This hypothesis was derived from self-control theory. According to the theory, 

the "most delinquent" individuals will also be the ones scoring the lowest on the 

self-control dimension (see Chapters I and II). 

b. The self-control trait is a more potent predictor of juvenile delinquency than 
family influence variables such as parental monitoring, parental disciplinary 
practices and parent-child closeness. 
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Gottfredson and Hirschi's model assumes that self control mediates the effects of 

the family environment on delinquency. Thus the relationship of the latter with 

delinquency is stronger than the relationship between family environment and 

delinquency. Furthermore, early environmental effects may now be represented in the 

trait, thereby weakening the direct relationship of family effects on delinquency. 

Alternatively, genetic involvement in trait etiology could also contribute to the fact that 

the trait has a greater effect on current delinquency than does family environment. 
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c. Variability in self-control at an early age will predict level of deviance at a 
later age. 

This proposition is consistent with a temperament or trait approach to juvenile 

delinquency, but also with self-control theory. Children who report low self-control at an 

early age are more likely to later engage in delinquent activities than are children who 

report normal or high amounts of self-control because the trait is stable over time. We 

can expect that children identified at time 1 of data collection as being impulsive but 

lacking self-reported deviance will consistently report deviant behaviors at time 2. On 

the other hand, an alternative explanation that attributes deviance to a third variable might 

suggest that self-control is not a trait and therefore unstable over time; it is not the 

primary variable accounting for deviance. For example, a child may report high levels of 

self-control at the age of nine and still report many deviant activities in later adolescence. 

7. Individuals reporting high rates of deviance will also frequently report high rates 
of crime-analogous behaviors. 

Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) have hypothesized that individuals reporting high 

rates of deviance will also be more likely to display other crime-analogous behaviors. 

For example, because an individual engaging in delinquent behavior is generally low on 

self-control, is unable to delay gratification, and is more likely to engage in risk taking 

behaviors, we are more likely to find that the same individual reports frequently breaking 

things around the house or going to the emergency room. 

.~ . 



Cross-National Hypotheses. 

8. The rate or frequency of delinquent behaviors and self-reported substance use 
will be lower in Switzerland than in the United States. 

Consistent with findings of lower total crime in Switzerland (United Nations, 

1993), we can expect that Swiss youth would also engage in overall fewer delinquent 
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behaviors. In addition, consistent with predictions from self-control theory, we can also 

expect that Swiss youth would engage in less crime-analogous behavior, e.g. substance 

use. 

9. Employing constructs of dependent and independent variables that are 
dimensionally measured in similar metrics across countries, developmental 
processes of juvenile delinquency will be the same across nations (see Literature 
Review for rationale). 

10. Emotional closeness and parental monitoring as experienced by adolescents in 
Swiss families will be stronger than in Americanfamilies. 

One plausible hypothesis why adolescents engage in less deviant behaviors is that 

socialization of youths in Switzerland is different -- Swiss youth may simply be 

socialized better. Because of "stronger" family units (the United Nations report, 1993, 

indicates that in 1980, there were 4% single parent homes in Switzerland as opposed to 

8% in the United States; similarly, while the United States 48% of all marriages ended in 

divorce, only 33% marital dissolutions were reported in Switzerland between 1987 and 

1990) they may be more closely monitored by parents resulting in greater compliance 

with social norms, but also in globally more close parent-child relationships. They may 

also be more effectively taught to delay personal gratification which could partially 

account for lower rates of juvenile delinquency as compared to the United States. As 
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little or no previous work has addressed this question in a cross-national self-report study, 

this hypothesis is largely exploratory. 

11. Adolescents' values and beliefs about the importance of schooling/performance 
will be greater in Switzerland than in the United States. 

Social control theory suggests that youth who are socialized to accept and 

internalize social values of conformity at an early age are less likely to engage in 

delinquent activity. These same adolescents are also more likely to accept culturally 

sanctioned means of obtaining an education for later employment. Thus, they recognize 

the importance of schooling and education in general. The hypothesis is also consistent 

with; adolescents who are taught to delay gratification and plan long-term are less likely 

to be deviant. Because we expect that Swiss youth are less likely to engage in delinquent 

activities due to high self-control, we should also expect that Swiss youth exercise large 

amounts of self-control in career preparations which will manifest itself in "good" school 

adjustment -- they will recognize the importance of schooling and rate its importance 

much higher than their American counterparts. 



Sample and Procedure: Swiss Study 

CHAPTER VII 

METHODS 
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Self-report data were collected in Switzerland from October, 1992 to February, 

1993 on a random national sample of 970 youth (ages 14 to 21 years) as part of a large 

scale, cross-national initiative sponsored by the Dutch Ministry of Justice Research 

Center (see also Klein, 1988). This study represents the first large scale, nationally 

representative effort in Switzerland to collect self-report data on adolescent problem 

behaviors. Data collection was completed by IPSO Fieldwork (Diibendorf, Switzerland) 

under the guidance of Martin Killias, a well known Swiss criminologist who has spent a 

number of years abroad both in the Netherlands and in the United States; currently, 

Killias is Dean and Professor at the School of Forensic Science and Criminology at the 

University of Lausanne, Switzerland. The project was sponsored by the Swiss National 

Science Foundation. 

The random sample was obtained by drawing 96 of 3,000 towns representing the 

major language groups of Switzerland (49 German speaking, 28 French speaking, and 19 

Italian speaking). This was done according to a sampling procedure developed by the 

Sociological Institute of Bern to obtain a Swiss nationally representative sample (Fritschi, 

Meyer, & Schweizer, 1976). With the refusal by nine towns and the addition of seven 

more, the final sample consisted of 47 German speaking, 28 French speaking, and 18 

Italian speaking towns. Families were contacted by mail and asked to participate in the 
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study. About 37% of the initial families contacted elected to refuse participation. An 

additional 31 % later failed to participate due to incorrect mailing addresses, refusal, and 

unavailability. Phone follow ups on approximately 30% of initial refusers and of "later 

refusers" indicated little or no differences in rates of juvenile delinquency as assessed by 

a shortened seven item delinquency scale. In fact, Killias, Villettaz, and Rabasa (1994) 

concluded that prevalence rates of delinquent behavior were consistently lower among 

refusers. The final response rate was approximately 31 %. Initial analyses have revealed 

no major biases in the sample by socioeconomic status. 

The sample consisted of970 adolescents (506 males and 464 females), ranging in 

age from 14 to 21 years (approximate mean age = 17). Consistent with the representation 

of towns in the study, 51 percent of participants were from the German speaking part, 30 

percent from the French speaking part, and about 19 percent of the participants were from 

the Italian speaking part of Switzerland. The French and Italian language regions were 

oversampled. While 860 adolescents reported having Swiss citizenship, 110 participants 

were "foreign." Of the 860 Swiss nationals, an additional 47 were born abroad. Of the 

110 foreign nationals, the five largest groups of foreigners consisted of 41 Italians, 14 

Spaniards, 13 Portuguese, 14 individuals from the former country of Yugoslavia, and 8 

youths from Turkey. Other nationalities included, among others, Eastern Europe, North 

Africa, Scandinavian countries, Great Britain and Ireland, and Asia. Participants also 

reported on their current school or work status. In general, 599 adolescents reported 



attending school every day of the week, while 371 participants were working, finishing 

an apprenticeship, unemployed, or living on welfare. 
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Ofthe 599 students, 19 were in elementary school, 252 in Sekundarschule (lower, 

mandatory secondary school education, 23 in a pre-professional education, 37 in an 

apprenticeship, 40 in a business education or teacher's training college, 157 in the 

Gymnasium (high school equivalent), 3 in a post-apprenticeship specializations, 6 in 

professional schools (advanced business education, for example), 9 at a post-secondary 

technical school (similar to an apprenticeship), 35 at the university, and 19 at other 

private schools (most of them Gymnasium students). Of the 371 "non-students," 209 

were in apprenticeship programs, 126 were working, 27 were unemployed, 3 were 

homemaker, and 6 had just completed their education and were looking for work. 

For the purposes of this investigation, the followingfive educational tracks are 

distinguished. This includes over 90 percent of the sample: 1. Mandatory 

Sekundarschule students (N = 252); 2. Apprentices (N = 246); 3. Gymnasium and 

teacher's college students (N = 197); 4. Employed individuals (N = 126); and 

5. University students and advanced post-secondary education students. This final 

category includes only N = 53 participants; it may not be a sufficiently large group to 

make reliable cross-educational-track comparisons. Table 1 contains a breakdown of the 

Swiss sample by major demographic categories. 



Table 1 

Demo~raphic Characteristics of the Swiss Sample 

Educational tracks 

Sekundarschule 

Apprenticeship 

Teacher's college 

Gymnasium 

University students 

Employed 

Geographic regions 

German speaking 

French speaking 

Italian speaking 

National origin 

Swiss 

Other 

Males 

119 (12.3%) 

160 (16.5%) 

9 (.9%) 

89 (9.2%) 

35 (3.6%) 

69 (7.1%) 

251 (25.8%) 

153 (15.8%) 

109 (11.2%) 

407 (41.9%) 

106 (10.9%) 

Females 

111 (11.4%) 

80 (8.2%) 

29 (3.0%) 

100 (10.3%) 

24 (2.5%) 

59 (6.1%) 

230 (23.7%) 

146 (15.1 %) 

81 (8.4%) 

380 (39.2%) 

77 (7.9%) 

~. Total sample size N. =970; educational track breakdown only includes 884 

subjects. Remaining subjects were either unemployed or did not fit into categories 

presented here. Values in parentheses are percentages relative to the total sample. 
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Measures: Swiss Study 

The survey used in Switzerland was translated from the original survey used by 

the Dutch Ministry of Justice Research Center. It was part of the International project on 

Self-Reported Delinquency (ISRD). Items included were primarily based on Hirschi's 

(1969) social control theory (Terlouw, 1993). According to Terlouw, most items 

measured the extent to which individuals were bound to society, i.e. attachment, 

commitment, belief, and involvement. More specifically, measures included school and 

work performance/involvement, parent-child relationships, parental supervision, and 

background variables. In general, measures were not based on tested scales; instead, 

individual items tapping certain behavioral dimensions were included. As three different 

language versions were necessary to carry out the study in Switzerland, the original 

DutchlEnglish version of the survey was translated into German, French, and Italian. 

Surveys were administered in the participants' homes by trained interviewers. Questions 

were read to individuals and response categories were presented to the participant while 

the interviewer recorded the answers. 

The survey was structured into four main parts: First, all participants answered a 

series of general background questions which included demographics, leisure time 

activities, education, and the seven item delinquency scale. Second, depending upon 

current educational or employment status, individuals responded to a number of specific 

questions as they pertained to their current schooling or work. There were five sections 

within this second part which included questions for 6th to 9th graders, Gymnasium or 
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teacher's training school students; for university students; for apprentices; for employed 

individuals; and finally, for unemployed individuals. Third, a set of questions assessed 

parent-child relations/closeness, parental disciplinary practices, parental monitoring, 

sibling relations, and peer group composition. Finally, in the fourth part, individuals 

responded to a very extensive list of questions on problem behaviors by rating statements 

about problem behaviors "yes" or "no". This included both substance use and 

delinquency items. Later, based on the initial yes/no ratings, interviewers asked in-depth 

questions on items the respondent had positively acknowledged. As previously 

mentioned, because scales used for this study were based on the individual items part of 

the survey as opposed to established measures and because scales were based on few 

items, reliability estimates were generally mid-range (see Appendix I). 

Delinquency. Adolescent deviance was assessed very extensively. First, 

respondents rated 20 items of illegal behaviors. Participants were asked to indicate 

whether they considered the listed illegal behaviors "good" or "bad" if committed by a 

peer of similar age. Items included "Steeling something from a store," "Threatening 

someone with a weapon," "Destroying a phone booth for no reason" etc. Respondents 

rated this item on a 5-point Likert scale as 1 = not bad at all; 2 = not ~o bad; 3 = I don't 

know; 4 = pretty bad; and 5 = very bad. Items were summed to obtain an overall score of 

deviant behaviors. In addition, respondents rated a behavior list of 46 deviant behaviors 

(theft, vandalism, assault, drug use etc.) which was used to determine whether further 

questions regarding each item should be asked. Participants responded to questions such 
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as "Did you ever damage or destroy a car" with either "yes" or "no." Based on this initial 

assessment, an additional battery of detail questions (frequency, first age of offense, date 

of most recent offense etc.) was asked for each item the participant had answered 

affirmatively. This detail data on offenses was not used for this investigation. 

parental Monitorin~. Three items assessed to what extent parents monitored their 

child's behaviors. They included "Do you tell your parents where you are going when 

you leave home," "Do you tell your parents who you spend time with when you are not at 

home," and" Do you come home when you told your parents you would (e.g., on days 

when you don't have to go to school the next morning)." Two additional items 

specifically asked: "Does your mother/father care who you spend your time with." 

Participants rated the items on a 4-point Likert scale: 1 = never; 2 = sometimes; 

3 = often; and 4 = always. They also had the option to respond "I don't know" or "no 

answer/answer refused." Items were summed to obtain a parental monitoring score for 

each individual (alpha = .57). 

Mother-Child Relationship. Respondents rated four items assessing the quality of 

their relationship with their mother. They included questions like "In general, how well 

do you get along with your mother" or "Does you mother praise you when you did 

something well." Items were coded as: 1 = very well/very often; 2 = pretty well/ 

frequently; 3 = not well/rarely; and 4 = not well at all/never. Items were recoded for 

analyses, so that a high score on the variable meant a positive relationship. A sum score 

was computed for each individual (alpha =.56). 
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Father-Child Relationship. Respondents rated four items assessing the quality of 

their relationship with their father. The items were identical to the ones completed on the 

mother-child relationship. They included questions like "In general, how well do you get 

along with your mother" or "Does you mother praise you when you did something well." 

Items were coded as: 1 = very well/very often; 2 = pretty well/frequently; 3 = not 

well/rarely; and 4 = not well at all/never. Items were summed to obtain an overall 

father-child relationship score. Items were recoded for analyses, so that a high score on 

the variable meant a positive relationship (alpha = .67). 

Family Communication/Closeness. Respondents also rated three general items 

that tapped the family interpersonal style. Questions included "Does your family discuss 

important family matters together with you" and "Do you discuss personal problems with 

your parents." Participants rated the items on a 4-point Likert scale: 1 = never; 

2 = sometimes; 3 = often; and 4 = always. They also had the option to respond "I don't 

know" or "no answer/answer refused." Finally, one question asked "Assume you had 

your own children: Would you raise your children the same way your parents raised you 

or would you do it differently." Responses included: 1 = very differently; 

2 = differently; 3 = about the same; and 4 = exactly the same. The sum of the three items 

was used as a family closeness dimension (alpha = .57). 

Parental Investment. For most participants (except university student track, where 

there was only one item), two items assessed the amount of parental interest or 

investment in the adolescent's current schooling or work situation. These questions were 
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asked in the track-specific contexts, as opposed to the general sections. They included, 

"Are your parents interested in the classes you are currently enrolled in" and "Are your 

parents happy with your educational development." Responses included: 1 = very much; 

2 = fairly; 3 = not very well; and 4 = not at all. A fifth response option included "I still 

attend school because it is mandatory." Items were recoded for analyses, so that a high 

score on the variable meant a strong interest by the parents. The sum of the two items 

formed the parental investment score for each individual. 

Occupational Aspirations. One item assessed occupational aspirations of all 

participants. "How important is it to you to have ajob or profession with which you can 

earn money?" Respondents rated this item on a 4-point Likert scale as 1 = very 

important; 2 = somewhat important; 3 = not very important; and 4 = not important at all. 

The item was recoded for analyses, so that a high score on the variable meant a strong 

occupational aspiration. 

Educational Aspirations. Achievement orientation was measured by a single item 

in each respective educational/occupational track. "How important is it to you to get 

good grades in school, in order to find a good job or position later in life?" Again, 

respondents rated this item on a 4-point Likert scale as 1 = very important; 2 = somewhat 

important; 3 = not very important; and 4 = not important at all. The item was recoded 

for analyses, so that a high score on the variable meant a strong educational orientation. 

Educational Satisfaction. Two independent items assessed the degree to which 

adolescents were satisfied with their current educational choice/track. "Assuming you 
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could have chosen your career: Would you have selected a university education, an 

apprenticeship, or would you have preferred to start working immediately?" Respondents 

were given three choices to respond to this item: 1 = I would have preferred to start an 

apprenticeship; 2 = I would have preferred to start a university career; and 3 = I would 

have preferred to start working immediately. The second assessed whether the individual 

was content with their educational progress. "Do you like the education you are currently 

completing?" Respondents replied 1 = yes, very well; 2 = pretty well; 3 = not well; and 

4 = not at all. A high score on this dimension implied a high degree of satisfaction. 

Residential Mobility. A single item asked "How often have you moved into a 

different town with your family." Participants responded by supplying an actual 

number. For analytical purposes and because of low geographic mobility in Switzerland, 

the variable was recoded into three categories: 1 = no moves in the past 10 years; 2 = one 

move in the past 10 years; and 3 = two or more moves in the past 10 years. 

Extracurricular Actiyities. Adolescents indicated what type of extracurricular 

activities they participated in (e.g., athletics, golf, chess, choir etc.). They had the 

opportunity to indicate mUltiple activities. Next, they rated how many hours per week 

they spent in all extracurricular activities combined. They had six choices: I = less than 

an hour; 2 = 1 to 2 hours; 3 = 3 to 4 hours; 4 = 5 to 6 hours; 5 = 7 to 8 hours; and finally, 

6 = 9 or more hours total per week. 
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Sample and Procedure: American Study 

The American study consisted of a sample of 116 same-sex, birth-order adjacent 

sibling pairs which were part of a three-year follow-up effort on em earlier sample of 418 

sibling pairs. Like round 1 data collection, the follow-up was completed in a mid-size, 

southwestern city in the United States (see Rowe & Gulley, 1992 for a detailed 

description of the initial sample). Due to budgetary constraints, the follow-up study had 

to be limited to approximately 30% of the initial sample. English-speaking subjects were 

selected on the basis of drinking histories and problem behaviors of the older sibling at 

time 1 .. Half of the sibling pairs were selected from each extreme; this was done 

separately for each sex. For example, 35 male pairs were selected based on a high score 

(combined drinking and problem behaviors), while 35 were selected because ofa low 

combined score. The target sample size by sex was 55 pairs; in anticipation of subject 

loss due to moving, each category by sex was initially overselected. 

Participants (two siblings and the mother) were from primarily middle class, 

two-parent families. The mean age of the adolescents was 16.8 years (age range 13 to 

20). A letter was sent to each selected family (initial sample N = 140) inviting its 

members to participate in the follow-up study. Later, families were contacted via phone 

to reconfirm their interest in participation. Because of the three year time span between 

time 1 and the follow-up, a number of families had moved and could not be located after 

the initial letter was sent out; a number of letters were returned marked "Return to sender" 

or "Forwarding order expired" (N = 24; 17%). A small number of families simply 
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declined to participate at the time of the first phone contact (N = 19; 14%). Reasons for 

declining to participate included "lack oftime" or "children moved away for college." 

Additional families were added employing the same criteria described above in an effort 

to replace "lost" families or families that had refused participation and to obtain a 

balanced sample size between and within male and female pairs. The final sample 

consisted of60 brother and 56 sister sibling pairs for a total of232 adolescents. Families 

received a $50 for taking part in the study. 

After an initial phone contact, families were contacted to set up interview times. 

Two interviewers visited each home and administered a questionnaire to both siblings 

and to the mother; in a few cases, where the mother was not available, the father 

completed the survey. Parents signed consent forms at the time of the interview; 

adolescents who had passed their 18th birthday completed their own consent forms. 

Interviewers made sure that each participant had a "private" place to complete the 

questionnaire which on average required approximately 30 minutes. Following the 

paper-and -pencil survey, each child completed two verbal scales (vocabulary and 

information) of either the WAIS-R or the WISC-3, depending on their age. Participants 

were paid immediately upon completion of the interviews. In some cases, one sibling 

was not unavailable at the time of the interview; therefore, a few surveys had to be mailed 

to the research office upon completion. 
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Measures: American Study 

As in the Swiss study, subjects responded to general questions on family 

background, parental education, sibling and peer relations, and demographics. The study 

also contained specific scales measuring parent-child relationships, parental disciplinary 

practices, parental monitoring, academic achievement, alcohol use, and delinquency. In 

addition, the study contained a scale on self-control and an experimental set of items 

assessing "crime-analogous" behaviors. 

Substance Use. Substance use was measured by frequency and quantity items of 

beer, wine, liquor, marijuana, crack/cocaine, and inhalants. Responses on frequency 

items ranged from 1 = never to 6 = every/nearly every day. Quantity of substance use 

was assessed by asking the respondents "how many cans or bottles of beer do you drink 

at one time, on average?' Participants answered on a 4-point Likert scale: 1 = less than 

one; and 4 = more than 7. 

Delinquency. The delinquency items scale was adapted from time 1 (Rowe & 

Gulley, 1992; see also Rowe, 1985). It consists of twenty items which can be classified 

as vandalism and trespassing (6 items), aggression (7 items), shoplifting and theft (4 

items), lying, speeding, and noncompliance to an adult (1 item each). Subjects were 

asked to rate each statement on a 4-point Likert scale (in the past year, have you ... ): 

1 = no/never, 2 = one time/once, 3 = several times, and 4 = very often. The scale was 

found to be reliable (alpha = .72). 
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Self-Control. A 24-item self-control scale by Grasmick, Tittle, Bursick, and 

Arneklev (1993) was included. Grasmick and colleagues developed this scale 

specifically to test Gottfredson and Hirschi's self-control theory (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 

1990) which argues that the individual propensity to commit delinquent acts is rooted in a 

unidimensional construct of low self-control. Factor analyses completed on the scale 

developed by Grasmick et al. revealed six subscales: impulsivity, task persistence, risk 

seeking, physical activities, self-centeredness, and temper. Respondents were asked to 

rate the 24 statements employing 4 = strongly agree, 3 = agree somewhat, 2 = disagree 

somewhat, and 1 = strongly disagree. Item examples include "I lose my temper pretty 

easily" or "I dislike really hard tasks that stretch my abilities to the limit." Reliability 

estimates indicated that this scale was internally consistent (alpha = .88). 

Crime-Analo"ous Behaviors. Nine experimental items were included to measure 

crime-analogous behaviors. In General Theory of Crime, Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) 

theorize that individuals commit delinquent acts because of an underlying unidimensional 

tendency to seek pleasure and the inability to delay gratification. Part of their argument 

includes the proposition that individuals engaging in deviant behaviors should also be 

more likely to be over-represented in analogous behaviors. Low self-control means that 

one is more likely to speed, more likely to be stopped by a law enforcement official, more 

likely to be drinking and driving, and more likely to be involved in accidents. Therefore, 

nine items were included such as "Have you ever been in an automobile accident since 
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you received your driving permit?" Questions were rated on a 4-point scale: 1 = no/never, 

2 = one time/once, 3 = several times, and 4 = very often. 

Parent-Child Relationship and Parental Disciplinary Practices. The parent-child 

relationship was assessed by two subscales of the shortened Children's Reports of 

Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI; Schludermann & Schludermann, 1970; Kawash, 

1989). Parental acceptance-rejection was measured for each parent by five items 

assessing acceptance such as 'My mother is a person who becomes very involved in my 

life' and five items assessing rejection such as 'My father is a person who is not very 

patient with me'. Respondents rated each statement as 'I = not like', '2 = somewhat like', 

and '3 = a lot like' my parent. Items were summed and reversed in the case of rejection to 

obtain a single score on the acceptance-rejection dimension. A high score represents high 

acceptance, while a low score implies low acceptance or rejection. 

The same procedure was followed for the second subscale on firm versus lax 

control. Each respondent rated statements about both his/her mother and father. While 

four items assessed firm control (e.g., 'My mother is a person who believes in a lot of 

rules and sticking with them') six items measured lax control ('My father is a person who 

does not pay much attention to my misbehavior'). A high score on this dimension 

demonstrated firm control, while a low score indicated lax control. Separate reliability 

estimates on ratings of the mother and of the father indicated that subscales were reliable 

(alpha range = .67 to .76). 
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Parental Monitorin~. A 5-item measure of parental supervision was included. 

Four core items assessing parental supervision were adapted from Patterson and Dishion 

(1985) and one item was added. Questions about supervision or rules, on a 4-point scale, 

included "Does your parent or guardian make you come home at night" and "Do your 

parents punish you if you break the rules?" Parental monitoring practices were 

operationalized as a summary score of all five items (alpha = .75). 

Educational Aspirations. Subjects responded to the question "How important is it 

to you to get good grades in school?" Ratings were made on a five-point scale, ranging 

from either "not important" to "very important." 



Swiss Sample 

CHAPTER VIII 

RESULTS 
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In a preliminary analysis, mean delinquency scores were computed by each major 

demographic category (Table 2). The delinquency scale for these analyses contained 18 

of the original 46 items (see Table 4). For analyses requiring categorical data, 

delinquency was grouped into 1 = no delinquency eN = 89); 2 = low delinquency 

(N = 370); 3 = moderate delinquency (N = 355); and 4 = high delinquency eN = 156). 

Table 2 

Mean Levels of Self-Reported Delinquency by Mcijor Demo~raphic Cate~oriesl 

Delinquency 

N M 

Educational tracks 884 17.6 4.24 3.11 

Sekundarschule 230 15.1 3.17 2.59 

Apprenticeship 240 18.2 5.11 3.48 

Teacher's college 38 17.8 4.13 3.23 

Gymnasium 189 17.2 3.91 2.74 

University students 59 20.0 4.63 2.51 

Employed 128 20.3 4.84 3.36 



Table 2 (continued) 

Delinquency 

M S12 

Geographic regions 

German speaking 481 17.7 4.66 3.21 

French speaking 299 17.4 4.15 3.06 

Italian speaking 190 17.8 3.91 3.09 

National origin 

Swiss 787 17.7 4.25 3.06 

Other 183 17.4 4.30 3.40 

NQm. Educational track breakdown includes N = 884 subjects (M age = 17.6 years; 

M delinquency = 4.24, Sl2 =3.11). Mean age of the total sample (N = 970) is 

M = 17.6 years (Sll = 2.2). The mean self-reported delinquency score is M = 4.21 

(Sll = 3.1). IDelinquency is the unchanged delinquency scale (range: 0-16). 
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Hypothesis 1. In order to examine whether the number of moves was associated 

with self-reported delinquency, a chi square test on delinquency by residential moves was 

completed. Respondents indicated the total number of moves in the past 10 years. 

Because of a very low rate of residential mobility in Switzerland, moves were 

categorized into: 1 = no moves; 2 = one move; and 3 = two or more moves. Despite a 
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slightly higher proportion of "high delinquency" cases in the "one move" and "two or 

more moves" categories, results indicated that residential mobility did not have a 

significant association with delinquency in this sample (X2(6, N = 887) = 7.64, 12 < .27). 

Table 3 

Frequencies of Delinquent Behaviors by Number of Residential Moyes 

No moves One move Two or more moves 

No delinquency 76.5% 17.3% 6.2% 

Low delinquency 77.2% 19.2% 3.6% 

Moderate delinquency 77.2% 18.5% 4.3% 

High delinquency 67.1% 26.6% 6.3% 

In a next step, a series of regression analyses examined whether age or sex 

moderated the effects of residential mobility on delinquency. For this purpose, in two 

independent regressions analyses, main effects were entered first followed by the 

interaction of residential mobility by age and by sex alternatively .. While the age and sex 

effects were significant in the two regressions, the interaction terms were not. 

Hypothesis II. This hypothesis examined whether apprentices were less 

delinquent than Gymnasium students. In a first step, a oneway analysis of variance 

revealed that apprentices had a significantly higher mean delinquency score (continuous 
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delinquency scale; M = 5.11, M = 3.91, SJ2 = 3.2, E = 15.2,12 < .0001). Additional mean 

level comparisons of the eighteen delinquency scale items revealed that apprentices were 

significantly more likely to have committed: 1) a theft at school; and 2) a theft at work. 

They were also more li~ely to have 3) carried a weapon; 4) engaged in assaultive 

behaviors; 5) consumed marijuana; 6) sold marijuana; and 7) consumed crack/cocaine as 

compared to Gymnasium students. Table 4 contains the frequencies of adolescents by 

educational track who admitted to individual delinquent behaviors. 

Table 4 

Frequencies of Delinquent Behaviors by Educational Track 

Apprentices Gymnasium students 

Skip school 36.3% 32.8% 

Runaway 7.5% 4.8% 

No fare 70.8% 72.0% 

No license 60.4% 51.9% 

Graffiti 7.5% 3.7% 

Vandalism 52.9% 48.7% 

Theft store 47.1% 42.9% 

Theft school 50.4% 39.2% u 



Table 4 (continued) 

Apprentices Gymnasium students 

Theft home 17.9% 11.7% 

Theft work 17.9% 4.2%h.1 

Burglary 5.8% 2.1% 

Buy stolen goods 13.8% 9.5% 

Weapon 24.6%) 12.2%C 

Assault 23.80/0 8.5%d 

Assault weapon 5.4% 3.2% 

Marijuana 35.0% 21.1%e 

Sell marijuana 19.6% 9.30// 

Illicit drugs 5.0% 1.1%11 

~. ax2(I, N = 429) = 5.41, 12 < .. 02); bX2(I, N = 429) = 18.9,12 < .0001); 

CX2(1, N = 429) = 10.54,12 < .001); dX2 (1, N = 429) = 17.49,12 < .0001); 

ex2 (1, N = 429) = 9.85, 12 < .002); fX2 (1, N = 429) = 9.23, 12 < .002); 

!.X2 (1, N = 429) = 5.20, 12 < .02); frequencies in bold are significantly different by 

educational track. I This significant difference is primarily due to the fact that 

Gymnasium students are full time students and usually don't work; this is in contrast to 

apprentices who work up to 4 days a week. 
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Next, consistent with a control perspective, oneway analyses of variance were 

completed on delinquency predictor variables by educational track. Table 5 contains 

means, standard deviations, and the F-test by educational track. As mentioned, contrary 

to expectations, apprentices were significantly more delinquent than Gymnasium students 

(g = MI -M2 / sn pooled = .4, where g, the effect size, is a measure of mean differences 

standardized by the pooled standard deviation). They also reported a greater amount of 

parental investment as well as greater educational aspirations as compared to Gymnasium 

students. On the other hand, Gymnasium students reported a greater amount of parental 

monitoring than their apprentice age mates. The three significant mean level differences 

were very small, approximately 113 SU. 

In order to rule out spurious associations between the educational track and 

delinquency as well as between explanatory predictor variables and educational tracks, 

additional correctional analyses were completed partialling out the age effect. Recall that 

on average apprentices were about one year older than Gymnasium students. Educational 

track was coded into "0" for apprentices and "1" for Gymnasium students. 

Table 6 contains the correlations of the educational track with delinquency and 

explanatory variables that were significantly different by educational track in the previous 

set of ANOV AS (see Table 5). Delinquency was correlated significantly with parental 

monitoring, family closeness, parental investment; most importantly, it was also 



Table 5 

Oneway ANOYAS on Delinquency and Delinquency Predictors by Educational Track 

Apprentices Gymnasium 

Predictor variable M .so. M E 

Delinquency 5.11 3.48 3.91 2.74 15.18 .0001 

Parmon 11.90 3.80 13.09 3.74 10.57 .001 

Mornrel 9.38 1.85 9.54 1.61 .87 .35 

Dadrel 8.83 2.35 9.06 1.83 1.20 .27 

Famclose 8.17 2.06 8.53 1.89 3.55 .06 

Parinvst 3.66 .47 3.52 .50 8.12 .004 

Clubs 2.19 2.09 2.58 1.94 3.91 .05 

Educasp 3.44 .66 3.20 .69 13.36 .0003 

Occasp 2.88 .77 2.78 .72 1.73 .19 

~. Response range for the delinquency score was 0-16. Means in bold were 

significantly different by educational track. 

moderately correlated with educational track (apprentice versus Gymnasium student). 

Partialling out age did not significantly change these relationships. In general, the 

magnitude of the association slightly decreased (average decrease r =.05) with the 
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Table 6 

Correlations of Delinquency with the Educational Track and Select Predictors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Track .15 -.14 .08 .07 -.18 -.18 

2. Parmon .05 .23 .25 .10 .11 -.22 

3. Parinvst -.18 .22 .35 -.02 .13 -.14 

4. Famclose .06 .24 .35 .08 .08 -.30 

5. Clubs .04 .05 .02 .07 -.11 .05 

6. Educasp -.24 .05 .12 .06 -.14 -.17 

7. Delinq -.13 -.17 -.10 -.29 .05 -.14 

~. Numbers above diagonal are zero order numbers below are partial correlations 

corrected for age. Correlations in bold are significant at 12 < .05. The zero order 

correlations of age with each variable were: -.32, -.33, -.06, -.08, .14, .18 respectively. 

exceptions ofparental investment and educational aspirations (average increase r = .05). 

While the correlation between track and educational aspirations increased, the 

relationship between parental monitoring and educational track disappeared after 

partialling out age. 
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A final set of analyses examined whether the modest correlation that survived the 

age test could also survive a control on educational aspirations. For this purpose, in 

addition to controlling for age, correlations were controlled for educational aspirations as 

well. Table 7 contains the correlations among predictor variables controlled for age and 

educational aspirations. 

Table 7 

Correlations of Delinquency and Predictors across Educational Tracks 

after ControIlin~ for Age and Educational Aspirations 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Track 1.0 

2. Parmon .06 1.0 

3. Parinvst -.15 .21 1.0 

4. Famclose .08 .24 .34 1.0 

5. Clubs .00 .06 .02 .08 1.0 

6. Delinq -.18 -.17 -.11 -.28 .04 1.0 

~. Correlations in bold are significant at 12 < .05. 
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The variation in educational aspirations across tracks was unable to account for 

the difference in delinquency in apprentices and Gymnasium students. The modest 

correlation of delinquency and educational track persisted (I = -.18) after controlling for 

both age and educational aspirations. This was in part due to a suppresser effect; that is, 

while apprentices reported a higher level of delinquency, they also had higher educational 

aspirations as compared to Gymnasium students. Therefore, controlling for educational 

aspirations accounted for a small increase in the association between educational track 

and delinquency. 

Hypothesis IlIa. This question examined within group variability of future 

orientations (achievement and occupational) in low-and high-delinquency apprentices. In 

order to "normalize" responses on the occupational and educational aspiration variables, 

they were grouped into "low," "medium," and "high" scores. Initial oneway ANOVAS 

indicated that different occupational orientation scores did not significantly affect the 

mean delinquency score. On the other hand, delinquency scores were significantly 

different by levels of educational aspirations. In fact, adolescents indicating a "low" 

educational aspiration scored approximately one standard deviation above the mean 

delinquency score of the "high" educational aspiration group. Table 8 contains the 

means, standard deviations, and effect sizes by "low," medium," and "high" educational 

aspirations groups. Consistent with the hypothesis, post hoc Scheffe comparisons 

confirmed that the "high" educational aspirations group was significantly less deviant 

than the "low" educational achievement group (p < .05). 



Table 8 

Oneway ANOYA on Delinquency by Apprentices' Educational Aspirations 

Educational aspirations 

Low 

Medium 

High 

M 

Delinquency 

3.0 

3.5 

3.4 

.58 

.88 

~. E (2,237) = 7.5, Il < .001. aN = 20; ~ = 93; ~ = 127. 

Response range for delinquency score was 0-15. 
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Hypothesis IIIb. In the next within group analysis, apprentices who were 

dissatisfied with their future occupational prospect were compared to apprentices who 

were satisfied (educational satisfaction variable). This hypothesis was a specific test of 

strain theory. The satisfaction variable was reduced from four to three categories - "low," 

"medium," and "high" satisfaction - to allow for a more normal distribution of scores. In 

an initial step, a oneway ANOY A was completed on delinquency by levels of 

satisfaction. Results indicated that mean levels of delinquency were different by levels of 

satisfaction. Table 9 contains the means, standard deviations, and effect sizes by 

satisfaction group. Post hoc Scheffe comparisons were employed to further test this 



Table 9 

Oneway ANOYA on Delinquency by At")t")rentices' Occupational Satisfaction 

Satisfaction 

Low 

Medium 

High 

M 

Delinquency 

3.7 

3.4 

3.3 

.12 

.55 

NQm. E (2,237) = 9.0, 12 < .0002. aN = 20; 'N = 65; ~ = 155. 

Delinquency score range: 0-16. 

association. The differences in mean delinquency between the "low" and "high," and 

between the "medium" and "high" satisfaction groups were statistically significant 

(12 < .05). 
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Next regression analyses were completed in order to determine whether 1) sex 

moderated this relationship; and 2) whether either educational or occupational aspirations 

moderated the educational satisfaction-delinquency relationship. The educational and 

occupational orientation variables were summed and combined into a single future 

orientation variable. For example, does the relationship between low satisfaction and 
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delinquency change as a function of low, medium or high educational aspirations. Main 

effects were entered into regression equations followed by an interaction term. The first 

regression analysis indicated that sex was a significant predictor of deviance (main 

effect), i.e., delinquency differed as a function of sex; however, the sex by satisfaction 

interaction term was not significant. The second set of regressions yielded similar results. 

Thus, findings indicated that neither educational aspirations nor occupational aspirations 

moderated the occupational satisfaction-delinquency relationship. Table 10 includes 

delinquency scores by level of satisfaction and by level of future orientation. The results 

illustrated the absence of a moderator effect by educational or occupational aspirations on 

the satisfaction-delinquency relationship. 

Table 10 

Mean Delinquency Scores by Future Orientations by Satisfaction Score 

Satisfaction 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

7.3 (8) 

7.5 (12) 

5.2 (25) 

Future orientation 

Medium 

5.8 (5) 

6.4 (22) 

4.7 (55) 

High 

6.1 (7) 

5.6 (31) 

4.0 (75) 

~. N = 240; numbers in parentheses are cases per cell. Response range 

for delinquency scores was 0-16. 



Consistent with strain theory, we would expect that the low satisfaction/high 

aspiration group would report the highest level of deviance, because these adolescents 

experience the greatest amount of strain. Alternatively, we would also expect that the 

high satisfaction/low aspiration group would report the lowest amount of deviance as 

they are least likely to experience strain. The data failed to support either prediction 

made by strain theory. 
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Hypothesis IY. The next set of analyses examined whether foreign youth resident 

in Switzerland (primarily second generation immigrants) were less delinquent than Swiss 

youth. The sample contained N = 183 foreign youth eN = 106 males and N = 77 females) 

and N = 787 Swiss adolescents eN = 407 males and N = 380 females). Again, a oneway 

ANOV A and chi square tests were employed to test the hypothesis. Results indicated no 

significant differences between Swiss youth (M = 4.3;.s.u = 3.1) and children of foreign 

immigrants (M = 4.3; SO = 3.4; E (1,968) = .02). 

Additional analyses included item level frequency comparisons to examine 

whether there were significant group differences in more serious types of delinquent 

behaviors. Table 11 contains the item-level frequencies of delinquent behaviors by birth 

origin. Both groups were equally delinquent across the majority of delinquency scale 

items (14 of 18 items). While foreign youth were more likely to paint graffiti, Swiss 

youth were more likely to drive without as license and to steal items from school. 

Of the items tapping more serious delinquent behaviors, only one emerged significantly 

higher for foreign youth, namely assaultive behaviors. Over 20% of foreign youth 
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Table 11 

E[e~ryen~i~s QfD~liDQU~Dt B~b§YiQ[S Q;}! NatiQDal Od"iD 

Swiss youth Foreign youth 

Skip school 34.1% 40.4% 

Runaway 7.3% 8.7% 

No fare 70.8% 72.0% 

No license 56.5% 48.6%U 

Graffiti 8.9% 14.8%h 

Vandalism 41.8 % 41.0% 

Theft store 44.5% 36.6% 

Theft school 50.4% 39.2% c 

Theft home 28.0% 29.5% 

Theft work 9.5% 7.1% 

Burglary 3.9% 2.7% 

Buy stolen goods 10.4% 13.7% 

Weapon 16.5% 14.8% 

Assault 14.1% 20.8%d 

Assault weapon 3.8% 4.9% 

Marijuana 26.4% 23.5% 



Table 11 (continued) 

Sell marijuana 

Illicit drugs 

Swiss youth 

5.0% 

3.4% 

Foreign youth 

6.6% 

3.3% 

~. b(l, N = 970) = 3.8, 12 < .05); b(l, N = 970) = 5.66, 12 < .02); 

c(1, N = 970) = 3.8, 12 < .05); d(l, N = 970) = 5.1, 12 < .02); frequencies in bold are 

significantly different by national origin. 

reported engaging in public fights/assaultive behaviors as compared to about 14% of 

Swiss youth. Overall, the frequency comparisons between both groups indicated that 

Swiss and foreign youth were very similar in their level of involvement in delinquent 

behaviors. 

Additional analyses on predictor variables by birth origin revealed that foreign 

youth had greater educational (M = 3.5 versus M = 3.3, SD. = .7; F (1, 797) = 8.8; 
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12 < .003) and occupational aspirations (M = 3.0 versus M = 2.8,.sn = .8; F (1, 967) = 9.2; 

12 < .003) as compared to Swiss youth; however, the mean level differences were very 

small. Similarly, Swiss youth reported having an affectively closer relationship with their 

mothers than foreign youth (M = 9.6 versus M = 9.2,.sn = 1.7; F (1, 954) = 8.9; 

12 < .003). Finally, foreign youth reported having moved more frequently in the past ten 
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years as compared to Swiss youth (M = 1.5 versus M = 1.2, Sll = .5; F (1, 885) = 37.9; 

12 < .001). 

Hypothesis V. The final set of analyses on the Swiss data set only examined 

whether developmental processes between different groups (apprentices versus 

Gymnasium students; Swiss versus foreign nationals; and adolescents from the three 

Swiss language regions) were the same. 

A model-free LISREL analysis was employed (LISREL VII; Joreskog and 

Sorbom, 1988), where lOX 10 covariance matrices computed for each group were 

compared. This was done in an effort to determine whether the interrelationships among 

predictor variables was similar or different across groups. Similarities of covariance 

matrices were assessed by both fit indices and chi square tests. Table 12 contains an 

example of the correlations between the ten predictor variables (age, occupational 

aspirations, occupational satisfaction, mother-child relationship, father-child relationship, 

parental monitoring, family closeness, parental investment, and extracurricular activities) 

and delinquency for Gymnasium students, as inspection of covariances is difficult at best. 

Results of the model-free comparisons of covariance matrices are illustrated in Table 13. 

Results indicated an excellent fit for all three group comparisons. While one 

comparison had a nonsignificant chi square (Swiss versus foreign youth), the other 

comparisons were significant. Previous work has found that the chi square difference test 

has severe limitations as a model fit index (for a brief description, see Loehlin, 1992). 

Large enough samples with trivial discrepancies often lead to model rejection; on the 
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Table 12 

Correlation Matrix of Predictor variables for Gymnasium Students 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Delinq 

Age .16 

Occasp .08 .09 

Satisf -.26 -.13 -.17 

Mornrel -.11 -.09 .04 .09 

Dadrel -.20 -.17 .07 .22 .44 

Parmon -.10 -.36 .09 .04 .22 .25 

Famclose -.27 -.04 .05 .18 .57 .48 .18 

Parinvst -.18 -.23 -.04 .08 .43 .33 .23 .36 

Clubs -.02 -.15 -.07 .09 .11 .18 .10 .10 .04 

NQm. N = 189. Correlations in bold are significant at 12 < .05. 

other hand, in comparisons with small samples, the chi square frequently remains 

nonsignificant even in cases of a gross mis-fit (Loehlin, 1992). For this reason, numerous 

alternative evaluative criteria have been proposed to estimate model fit, including Bentler 

and Bonnet's fit indices. 
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Table 13 

Fit Indices and Chi Square 

Group Comparisons 

Educational tracks 

Apprentices 229 .97 

Gymnasium students 179 .93 103.5 55 .001 

National origin 

Swiss 720 .99 

Non-Swiss 161 .96 45.2 55 .82 

Language regions 

French 271 .97 

German 444 .98 

Italian 166 .94 144.3 110 .02 

~. L1SREL VII was used for this analysis as opposed to L1SREL VIII (Joreskog and 

Sorbom, 1993) because the newer version no longer generates a fit index for each group 

in a multiple group comparison. Rather, it simply generates an overall, average fit and 

percent contribution to the chi square value by group. 
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One of the most common "rules of thumb" used with large sample sizes is the 

descriptive ratio ofX2/Qf. There has been some debate over an acceptable magnitude of 

the ratio which has ranged between 2-3 (Foshee and Bauman, 1994; Loehlin, 1992; for a 

brief discussion, see Polakowski, 1994). In each of the three comparisons, the chi square 

to degree of freedom ratio (between 1-2 for all comparisons) fell well within an 

acceptable range for a good fit. In addition, fit indices also indicated excellent fit 

(range: .93 to .99). Necessarily, the group with the larger sample size achieved a better fit 

index in comparison because the LISREL routine "favored" the larger group. Therefore, 

the discrepancy in fit between Gymnasium students and apprentices (.93 versus .97) was 

largely due to a difference in sample sizes. This was even more dramatically evident for 

the Swiss versus foreign youth comparison (.99 versus .96). 
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American Sample 

Hypothesis VIa. Consistent with expectations, correlation analyses indicated a 

very strong relationship between delinquency and self-control (r = -.48) in this sample. 

Figure 1 shows the scatter plot of the association between self-control and delinquency. 

With the exception of a few outliers (e.g., a score of 73 was deleted from this and all 

subsequent analyses), the delinquency-self-control relationship was consistently linear. 

To further examine homogeneity of variance, several comparisons were completed on 

different self-control groups. Scores were grouped into "low" (33%; score range: 43-73), 

"moderate" (35%; score range: 74 -85), and "high" (32%; score range: 86-109 ) 

self-control. An analysis of variance with post hoc Scheffe comparisons tested whether 

mean levels of delinquency reported by group were significantly different. As expected, 

"moderate" and "high" self-control groups were significantly higher on delinquency than 

the "low" group (F (2, 228) = 26.88; 12 < .0001; see Table 14). 

Score variances also increased as a function of group membership - the variances 

were heteroscedastic, as shown by the fan distribution in the scatter plot (see Figure 1). 

To examine this further, homogeneity ofvariance was tested for each pair of residual 

variances. The F-ratios were significant at 12 < .05 in comparisons (high vs. moderate: 

1.61; high vs. low: 2.94; moderate vs.low: 1.83). Table 14 also contains the mean 

residual scores and standard deviations of residual scores. 
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Figure 1 

Scatter Plot of Delinquency by Self-Control 

legend: A = 1 obs, B = 2 obs, elc. 
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Table 14 

Oneway ANOYA on Delinquency by Self-Control Level 

Delinquency 

Self Control Group eN) 

High (74) 

Medium (81) 

Low (76) 

M 

25.8 5.8 33.4 

28.5 8.1 65.8 

35.6 10.9 117.9 

NQm. N = 231; M = 29.9;.s.D. = 9.4. 

1.03 5.9 35.4 

-1.01 8.1 64.8 

.86 10.2 104.2 
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Hypothesis Vlb. To examine whether self-control mediated the effects of family 

context variables (parental monitoring, maternal acceptance, paternal acceptance, 

maternal firmness, and paternal firmness), a path analysis was used. Figure 2 shows the 

complete path model and its standardized path coefficients. Then, in a second step, the 

direct effects of family variables on delinquency were omitted to examine whether their 

effects were mediated through self-control. This mediated model fit poorly despite a 

reasonable GFI (QEl = .95; X2 (5, N = 231) = 32.18, 12 < .001). The Adjusted Goodness 

of Fit Index (A.QEl = .80) was low. The chi square to df ratio also indicated that the 

mediated model fit poorly. For mediation of family process to occur through self-control 

to, family process variables needed to be more strongly associated with self-control 



Figure 2 

A Saturated Model of Family Effects Predicting Delinquency Mediated through 
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than with delinquency - about twice the size of the "self-control to delinquency 

association" to be exact. This pattern was necessary for a family effect to be carried 

through self-control. However, this pattern of "necessary" associations was not observed. 

Hypothesis VIc. This hypothesis examined whether an early lack of self-control 

was predictive of later delinquency (measured four years later) in the American data set. 

For this purpose, individuals were selected who reported no or very low delinquency at 

time 1 (individuals selected reported 0-3 on a 20 item scale; N = 126). Next, they were 

classified on time 1 impulsivity (range: 6 to 21; M = 15.4; Sll = 3.1). The groups were 

"low" (3 to 13; N = 46), "moderate" (14 to 15; N = 34), and "high" impUlsiveness (16 to 

21; N = 46). In a final step, an ANOV A compared the groups' mean levels. 

Impulsiveness at time 1 (in individuals who did not report delinquent behaviors) 

did predict delinquent behaviors four years later (F (2, 123) = 3.0; 12 < .05). Specifically, 

Scheffe comparisons revealed that at time 2, the high impulsiveness group was 

significantly more delinquent than the low one. To rule out a spurious associations due to 

age, the groups' mean ages were compared at time 2. The average ages were essentially 

identical; therefore, differences in delinquency could not be due to age. Table 15 

contains mean delinquency scores by impulsiveness groups and mean ages at time 2. 

Hypothesis VII. This hypothesis examined the association of crime analo(ious 

behaviors and delinquency. Table 16 contains the associations of the three items and 

delinquency. It also shows a summary scale of the three items. The three items were, 

(1) "Have you been in an automobile accident since you received your driving permit," 



Table 15 

Onewa}' ANOYA on Time 2 Delinquency by Time 1 Impulsiyeness 

Impulsiveness 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Delinquency 

M 

11.3 

14.4 

17.1 

1.89 

0.50 

1.22 

NQm. N = 126; M =14.23; £Q = 2.83. 

Table 16 

T2Age 

17.4 

17.3 

17.4 

Correlations of Delinquency. Crime Analogous Items. and Crime Analogous Scale 

Variable 1 2 3 4 

1. Delinq 

2. Anal 1 .23 

3. Anal 2 .16 .03 

4. Anal 3 .21 .02 .18 

5. Sum scale .31 .57 .61 .65 

NQm. N = 231. Numbers in bold are significant at 12 < .01. 
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(2) "Have you had to visit the hospital· emergency room in the past 6 months" and (3) "Do 

you frequently break things around the house." They were not strictly illegal acts, but 

they were crime-analogous items in that they correlated with delinquency. A summed act 

scale accounted for about ten percent ofthe total variance in self-reported delinquency. 

Analyses by sex did not meaningfully change these findings. 
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Cross-National Comparisons 

Hypothesis VIII. To make national comparisons, I matched Swiss and American 

items by conceptual similarity. The Swiss questionnaire asked respondents "Have you 

ever done any of the following acts in your lifetime," whereas the American questionnaire 

asked "Which of the following acts have you done on purpose in the past year." Based on 

this, it was expected that the rates of delinquency in the American sample would be 

depressed when compared to the Swiss sample. In addition, the Swiss participants were 

older (about 17.6 years old, (Sll = 2.2, range = 14.0-21.92) than the Americans (about 

16.8 years, £l2 = 2.0, range = 13.03-20.09). Despite a larger age range in the Swiss 

sample, both the average ages as well as the variability of ages in the two samples were 

close. Again, age may lower the rate of delinquency among the Americans vis-a-vis the 

Swiss. Based on this direction of effect delinquency scores were not age-corrected. 

Eight delinquency items yielded practically identical in content across the national 

samples. They were: 1) vandalism l
; 2) theft from a store; 3) theft of items valued at less 

than $50.-; 4) theft of items valued at more than $50.-2
; 5) public fighting or assaultive 

I The Swiss vandalism score was based on fourteen items asking about different 

acts ofvandalism; one affirmative response resulted in a "positive vandalism" score 

which was coded as 1 = yes. A lack of affirmative responses was coded as 0 = no (see 

Appendix A). The American vandalism score was obtained employing the same 

procedure based on three survey items (see Appendix B). 
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behaviors; 6) physical aggression requiring medical attention; 7) marijuana use or a like 

substance; and 8) crack/cocaine use or a like substance. Each item was coded 0 = no and 

1 = yes. 

In order to test this hypothesis, five frequencies were compared: 1) within 

country, by sex; 2) between countries, within sex; and 3) between countries by the sample 

totals. These findings appear in Table 17. In the Swiss sample, each item was 

significantly different by sex at 12 < .001, with the sole exception of marijuana use. In the 

American sample, males reported significantly higher frequencies on each item, except 

for marijuana and crack/cocaine use. Comparing males between countries, American 

adolescent males reported a greater rate of engaging in delinquent behaviors across all 

behaviors than did the Swiss with the exception of marijuana use. A very similar 

2 While items 3 and 4 in the American sample specifically asked dollar amounts, 

the Swiss survey asked respondents about specific items of theft which for the purposes 

of this study were grouped into the two "value" categories corresponding to items 3 and 

4. In addition to the different items which included theft from parents or work, from a 

phone booth or theft of a bicycle, the Swiss survey then asked to value each item 

indicated as below 50 Swiss Francs, between 50 and 100 Swiss Francs, etc. An 

examination of the less then $50.- items and the greater than $50.- items revealed a 

consistent and comparable categorization of the Swiss items to the American questions. 
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Table 17 

Frequencies of Delinquent Behaviors by Country 

Swiss sample American sample 

Males Females Total Males Females Total 
(513) (457) (970) (120) (112) (232) 

Vandalism 59.1 33.53
•

C 47.0 77.5 41.1 b 59.9C 

Store theft 46.6 36.1 3
•
c 41.6 63.3 29.5b•d 47.0 

Theft <50 61.0 50.53
•

C 56.1 73.3 36.6b 55.6 

Theft >50 22.4 7.93
•

C 15.6 30.8 8.0b 19.7 

Fights 21.8 8.1 8
•

C 15.4 36.7 16.1b•d 26.7c 

Medatt 7.0 .73
•

C 4.0 37.5 4.5b•d 21.6e 

Soft drugs 31.2 19.9 25.9 29.2 24.1 26.7 

Hard drugs 3.7 3.1 8 3.4 9.2 7.l d 8.2C 

~. a Comparisons by sex within the Swiss sample significant 12 < .001; b Comparisons 

by sex within the American sample significant 12 < .001; C Comparisons for males across 

countries significant 12 < .05; d Comparisons for females across countries significant 

12 < .05; e Comparisons of totals across countries significant 12 < .00 I. 
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prevalence (31.2% and 29.2%) of Swiss and American males reported using marijuana. 

For females, fewer national differences existed. A greater number of Swiss 

adolescent females reported stealing from a store, but more American females reported 

engaging in assaultive behaviors and in crack/cocaine use. Finally, the sample totals for 

the sexes combined revealed that half of the delinquency items were significantly 

different by nation. On average, a greater number of American adolescents reported 

vandalizing property, engaging in assaultive behaviors, and having used crack/cocaine. 

The two items that differed most by nation were "Have you hurt someone so badly that 

they required medical attention" and "Have you used crack/cocaine use." In comparison 

to the Swiss, over five times as many American youths reported having hurt someone 

badly enough to require medical attention (4.0% versus 21.6%). Similarly, over twice as 

many American adolescents reported having used or tried crack/cocaine (3.4% versus 

8.2%). In summary, a greater number of American youth admitted to delinquent 

behaviors, especially aggressive ones. This was found despite the fact that the American 

sample was younger on average than the Swiss sample (no age correction was made) and 

that the American sample was disproportionately white and middle class. Furthermore, 

American youth responded to questions inquiring "within the past year, have you ... " as 

compared to the lifetime questions in the Swiss questionnaire. 

Hypothesis IX. This hypothesis compared developmental processes between 

nations. As with the delinquency measure, because the surveys used in the two studies 
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were not identical, considerable time and effort was devoted to choosing items that were 

alike in content in both surveys. 

Developmental processes were compared employing a model-free LISREL 

approach. In this case, 7X7 correlation and covariance matrices were used. The 

following variables were included in the matrices: 1) a delinquency measure -- as 

described in hypothesis VIII; 2) age; 3) parental monitoring3
; 4) self-controI4

; 

3 The sum of two parallel items in each study formed a monitoring measure. The 

American survey asked respondents to rate two statements on a 4-point scale (never to 

always): "Is it important for your parents to know where you are all the time" and "Is it 

important for your parents to know who your friends are." Swiss adolescents were 

asked (in German, French or Italian language) to rate the following items on a 4-point 

scale (never to always): "When you leave home, do you tell your parents where you go" 

and "When you leave home, do you tell your parents who you spend your time with." A 

high score for both samples meant consistent parental monitoring. Table 18 contains 

descriptive information on all seven items employed for this comparison. 

4 A single item measuring an adolescent's amount of self restraint was selected 

from each study. While the American survey asked "I often act on the spur of the 

moment," the Swiss survey asked "Do you spend much time thinking about doing 

something that is not permitted." The responses in the US survey ranged from "strongly 

agree" to "strongly disagree;" in the Swiss survey, respondents selected one of four 
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5) educational aspirationsS
; 6) mother-child relationship6; 7) father-child relationship. 

Table 18 shows the mean scale differences of predictors that were statistically 

significant by nation. With the exceptions of educational aspirations (no difference), all 

means were significantly higher for the Swiss. 

responses ranging from "never" to "always." In order to achieve similar range of scores, 

US responses were multiplied by 4, while Swiss responses were multiplied by 5. 

5 This dimensions was assessed by one item from each survey. Both surveys 

asked participants about the importance of grades. This item was not asked of all 

participants in the Swiss survey (primarily of adolescents who were still in school, i.e., 

Sekundarschule, Gymnasium, and apprentices); therefore, the sample size was reduced to 

N = 799. As analyses employed listwise deletions to compute correlation and covariance 

matrices, the final sample size was N = 707). Again, the US score was multiplied by 4, 

while the Swiss score was mUltiplied by 5. 

6 A global measure of maternal acceptance was used to asses the mother-child 

relationship. For this purpose, three items from the CRPBI were selected to measure the 

acceptance dimension in the US sample, i.e. "My mother is a person who becomes very 

involved in my life, " "My mother is a person who enjoys doing things with me," and 

"My mother is a person who listens to my ideas and opinions." Responses ranged from 

1 = not like to 3 = a lot like my mother. A mean score was computed of the three items. 

For the Swiss sample, one item was selected to measure the affective mother-child 
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Table 18 

Descriptive Statistics of Predictor variables Employed for Cross-National Comparisons 

Swiss sample American sample 

Variable Mean SD Mean SD 

Delinquency 2.04a 1.72 2.65 2.15 .32 

Parental monitoring 6.61a 1.66 5.87 1.46 .47 

Self-control 16.16° 4.29 12.12 4.33 .94 

Educational aspirations 16.92 3.32 16.84 3.45 .04 

Mother-child reI. 1O.47a 1.78 9.26 1.95 .65 

Father-child reI. 1O.16a 2.04 8.66 2.27 .70 

~. a Significantly different at 12 < .05. b Effect size based on pooled standard 

deviations. 

relationship ("In general, how well do you get along with your mother"). Responses were 

made on a 4-point scale: 1 = "very well" to 4 = "not well at all." Again, to make 

response score similar, the US score was mUltiplied by 4, while the Swiss score was 

multiplied by 3. 
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Because only part of the Swiss sample was employed (see Footnote 5), the one 

year age difference between the Americans and Swiss was reduced to about two months 

(Swiss mean age: 16.97, SD. = 1.90; American mean age: 16.81, SD. = 1.93; g = .08). A 

large mean level difference was found for the self-control variable. Swiss adolescents 

reported a score about one standard deviation above the American one (g = .94). This 

was so despite the fact that the wording ofthe Swiss item assessed "unacceptable or 

inappropriate" behavior as defined by implicit social standards; in contrast, the American 

question was more neutrally worded. 

In this context, it was also appropriate to consider Hypotheses X and XI. 

Comparisons of parental monitoring, mother-child, and the father-child relationships by 

nation indicated that Swiss youths were monitored more by parents (g = .47) and enjoyed 

affectively closer relationships with both mothers and fathers as compared to their 

American age mates. In fact, the effect sizes were rather large on the latter two variables 

(g = .65 for the mother-child relationship and g = .70 for the father-child relationship). 

Surprisingly, Swiss and American adolescents reported an almost identical average level 

of educational aspirations (M = 16.92, sn = 3.32 in the Swiss sample and M = 16.84, 

SD. = 3.45 in the American sample). In other words, adolescents in both countries rated 

the importance of doing well in school equally. 

Developmental processes between counties were similar. Table 19 shows that for 

both comparisons with correlation and covariance matrices, satisfactory fit was achieved 

(QEfi greater than .9). Similar to analyses for hypothesis V, the fitting routine employed 
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by LISREL VII favored the much larger Swiss sample. Therefore, we would expect that 

the GFI fit for the Swiss sample would be substantially better. Although the chi square 

values were significant, the chi square to degrees of freedom ratio was still acceptable for 

Table 19 

Fit Indices and Chi Square 

Group Comparisons 

Country 

Switzerland 

United States 

707 

229 

Correlations 

.99 

.92 92.5 28 .001 

.99 

.90 

Covariances 

df 12 

121.1 28.001 

the comparison employing correlation matrices (about 3). This was not true for the 

comparison with covariance matrices (about 4). This provided tentative evidence that 

there may have been an isolated difference by nation in covariance matrices. To further 

examine this question, Tables 20 (Swiss sample) and 21 (American sample) contain the 

correlations of predictor variables and fitted residual values generated by LISREL. 
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Table 20 

Correlations of Predictor Variables and Fitted Residuals for Swiss Sample 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Delinquency .02 -.03 .04 .03 .01 -.03 

2. Age .18 .02 .02 -.07 -.04 -.01 

3. Monitoring -.36 -.19 .02 -.05 -.02 -.02 

4. Self control -.17 .02 .19 -.04 -.01 -.01 

5. Ed. asp. -.11 -.24 .01 .07 -.10 -.01 

6. Mother -.15 -.02 .20 .07 .02 -.03 

7. Father -.20 -.09 .19 .08 .08 .34 

~. N = 707. Correlations are below diagonal and fitted residuals 

are above. Correlations in bold are significant at 12 < .05. 

Comparing the correlations of delinquency with the six predictor variables by nation led 

to the following observations: 1) The associations of predictors with delinquency were 

negative; the relationship of age and delinquency was positive; 2) except for the 

father-child relationship and age in the American sample, all correlations were 

statistically significant, although they were moderate in magnitude; and 3) examining the 

size of associations of individual predictors by nation, two variables appeared to be 



Table 21 

Correlations of Predictor variables for American Sample 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Delinquency -.07 .10 -.11 -.09 -.03 .08 

2. Age .09 -.05 -.06 .22 .11 .03 

3. Monitoring -.23 -.26 -.06 .14 .05 .06 

4. Self control -.31 -.05 .12 .12 .03 .03 

5. Ed. asp. -.23 .05 .19 .22 .32 .03 

6. Mother -.19 .13. .27 .11 .43 .10 

7. Father -.10 -.05 .27 .12 .12 .47 

~. N = 229. Correlations are below diagonal and fitted residuals are 

above. Correlations in bold are significant at 12 < .05. 
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slightly different in magnitude - parental monitoring and self-control. While self-control 

was more strongly correlated with delinquency in the American sample (r = -.31 vs. 

r = -17), parental monitoring had the larger association in the Swiss one (r = -.23 vs. 

r = -36). Considering the other associations and fitted residuals, educational aspirations 

was related differently by nation to the other predictors. This was apparent as a lack of 

consistent associations with other predictor variables in the Swiss correlation matrix. 

Consequently, because the LISREL fitting routine favored the larger Swiss sample, 
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American residuals were very large. This was also so because there consistently were 

moderate correlations between educational aspirations and other predictor variables. 

National differences in patterns of associations between educational aspirations and other 

family process variables may have accounted for "localized differences" alluded to 

earlier. This finding was anomalous in that closer examination of item characteristics in 

educational aspirations in both samples did not explain the difference. In fact, frequency 

comparisons indicated that in both samples, over 80 percent of youths reported high 

aspirations (Le., the top 2 of 4 or 5 response categories). It is possible that because this 

variable was measured by a single item, findings were simply unreliable. 

In an effort to determine whether the educational aspirations variable was the 

"localized difference," model-free LISREL comparisons were repeated on the remaining 

six variables (Le., 6 X 6 correlation and covariance matrices). Not surprisingly, the fit of 

the matrices improved in both analyses. Fit indices for the American sample improved to 

QEl = .97 for the correlation matrix analysis and QEl = .94 for the covariance matrix 

comparison (X2 (21) = 32.8, 12 < .05; X2 (21) = 63.9, 12 < .001). Fit for the Swiss sample 

remained equally high (GEl = 1.0 and .99). Therefore, X2/df ratios improved as well in 

both analyses. While the ratio for the correlation matrix comparison decreased to a value 

of a little greater than 1, covariance matrix comparisons improved the ratio to about 3. 

Finally, Table 22 contains the results of residualizing significantly different 

predictor variables (see Table 18) on delinquency. Because findings indicated that 

developmental processes were generally similar between Swiss and American youths, the 
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next plausible hypothesis was to examine whether mean level differences on antecedent 

causal variables were able to account for mean differences in delinquency. Table 22 also 

illustrates that national differences in delinquency were primarily due to differences in 

male delinquency. In fact, an ANOVA indicated that the mean differences between 

female scores were not statistically significant Cd = .07); of course, this was not true for 

males Cd = .58). 

Table 22 

Effect Size Comparisons of Delinquency and Residual Scores by Country 

Switzerland United States 

Variable M M E 

Delinquency 

Total sample 2.03 1.7 2.66 2.1 .34 21.4 .0001 

Males 2.43 1.9 3.58 2.2 .58 32.7 .0001 

Females 1.57 1.4 1.67 1.5 .07 .4 ns 

Residual scores 

Males -.06 1.7 .25 2.1 .17 2.68 ns 71% 

~. Residual scores for males based on sample ofN = 499. 
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The male delinquency residual was computed by subtracting the expected 

delinquency score from the observed delinquency score (residual=delinquency

(blXl+b2X2+b3X3+ b4X4+ b5X5+bO)). An ANOVA of the male residualized 

delinquency scores indicated that the mean difference was no longer statistically 

significant after controlling for the five predictor variables. The sum of the five predictor 

variables (age, parental monitoring, mother-child relationship, father-child relationship, 

and self-control) reduced the male delinquency difference (Le., the effect size) by 71%.. 

Figure 3 graphically illustrates this large reduction (from .4 = .58 to .4 = .17). 
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Figure 3 

Mean Delinquency and Residualized Delinquency Scores by Nation 
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CHAPTER IX 

DISCUSSION 
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The discussion section is divided into four parts; each one treats a different aspect 

of the current investigation. The first part elaborates upon findings from the cross

national comparisons - Switzerland and the United States. The second part examines the 

findings relevant to whether Swiss educational tracks (Gymnasium students versus 

apprentices) differentially influence the developmental processes in juvenile delinquency. 

In the third part, discussion focuses on empirical tests of self-control theory. The fourth 

and final part examines theoretical implications of the study. It also discusses the 

possible confounds of genetic and environmental determinants of juvenile delinquency 

and suggests future research directions in light of the present findings. 

1. A Cross-National Comparison: Switzerland and the United States 

In a recent review of cross-cultural research, Gartner (1993) suggests that the 

study of violence must move beyond ethnographic case studies; instead, researchers need 

to utilize survey data to capture the relatively infrequent acts of violence. In tum, this 

would allow for statistical analysis of "rare" behaviors and systematic comparisons of 

levels of violence across cultures. An analogous argument can be made for juvenile 

delinquency - the more serious forms of which are rare. In this study, because two large 

scale survey data sources from Switzerland and the United States were employed, we can 

consider both the properties of a culture or macro-social influences and individual- or 

micro-level variability, which may account for differences in behavior. 
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Switzerland and the United States are similar in a number of respects -- they are 

both highly affluent and very "Western" countries. Yet, rates of deviance and rates of 

adult criminal behavior vary greatly between them, especially in more "serious" crimes. 

For instance, reviewing the cross-national evidence on crimes committed against persons 

in industrialized countries (victimization studies), Waller (1992) found that in 1988, 1 in 

5 adults was a victim of theft or vandalism in the United States or Canada; in contrast, 1 

in 7 adults residing in Europe was a victim of the same crimes. In a comprehensive 

comparison of rates of deviance across fourteen Western nations, Van Dijk, Mayhew, and 

Killias (cited in Waller, 1992) concluded that adults ages sixteen and older in the U.S. 

were almostfifty percent more likely to be the victims of burglary, armed robbery, or 

aggravated assault than citizens of Canada. In turn, Canadians were fifty percent more 

likely to be the victims of the same crimes as Europeans, and five times more likely than 

someone living in Japan (the author notes that not all European countries had the same 

rates of victimization -- Spain, for example, had much higher rates than England). 

What accounts for these national differences in rates of victimization and criminal 

behavior? Can we learn anything new from them? Comparisons of rates of deviance 

across eight individual delinquency items between Switzerland and the United States 

indicated similar rates of some acts (store theft, thefts of items valued at less than $50.-, 

thefts of items valued at more than $50.-, and "soft" drug use, e.g., marijuana). However, 

analyses also found that American adolescents reported a much higher rate of deviance on 

many acts than their Swiss age mates. Most striking were the national differences found 
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in violence. Almost 60% more American adolescents reported having engaged in 

assaultive behaviors. Put in different terms, American youths are almost twice as likely 

to have engaged in assaultive behaviors than Swiss youth. Similarly, over five times as 

many American youths reported having hurt someone badly enough to require medical 

attention. American adolescents also engaged in higher rates of illicit drug use (e.g., 

crack/cocaine) and reported slightly higher levels of vandalism as compared to the Swiss. 

Comparisons by sex indicated that males engaged in significantly higher rates of 

deviance as compared to females across both countries (with the exception of some forms 

of drug use). Similarly, American males were significantly more delinquent than Swiss 

males with the exception of drug use. Because they had relatively low rates of crime, few 

delinquent acts differentiated Swiss and American females. 

From comparisons, the following can be concluded: In both countries. males 

engage in delinquent behaviors more frequently than females. American males were 

much more delinquent than Swiss males, whereas females reported essentially identical 

levels of deviance. American males, in particular, appear to be much more aggressive. 

What accounts for these differences? Is there something different in the socialization 

process of Swiss youth that explains them? 

In one explanation, developmental processes may be similar between the two 

nations. In this case, mean level differences in delinquency would have to be due to 

mean level differences on common antecedent variables. For a hypothetical example, 

parental monitoring would be related to deviance in the same way in both countries 
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(e.g., a regression coefficient of .20). Swiss adolescents would also experience greater 

levels of monitoring relative to their American peers - their monitoring score may be .5 

standard deviations above the combined group mean, whereas the American monitoring 

score may be -.5 below it. Consequently, their delinquency means should differ by 

approximately .2 SD. units «.5 X .20) - «-.5) X .20)). Put differently, if the mean level 

difference in delinquency scores is about .2 .so. units between countries, then mean 

differences in parental monitoring could account for this. 

Findings from this investigation provided evidence that developmental processes 

were similar in the two countries. In fact, model-free LISREL analyses on both 

correlation and covariance matrices achieved a satisfactory fit. Therefore, self-control, 

parental monitoring, the mother-child relationship, and the father-child relationship were 

related to juvenile delinquency in a quantitatively similar manner in both countries. 

Thus, the next question was whether significant mean level differences on these 

four antecedent variables (plus age) could account for mean levels in male delinquency 

outcome (recall that the female difference was nonsignificant)? Swiss youth were 

monitored more, enjoyed closer relationships with both mothers and fathers, and perhaps 

as a result, had a much higher level of self-control as compared to American adolescents. 

This question was examined employing regression analyses. Educational aspirations was 

omitted as the national mean difference was nonsignificant. The data answered the 

question in the affirmative. Mean level differences in family processes and self-control 

accounted for approximately 70 percent of the national difference in delinquency. 
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Although the variables could not account for all of the mean level difference in 

delinquency between Switzerland and the United States, they explained most of the 

cross-national difference. In fact, the remaining difference in national delinquency scores 

for males was statistically nonsignificant. 

The cross-national comparisons also indicated that American youth were more 

deviant than their Swiss counterparts primarily due to differences in childhood 

socialization -- that is, due to levels of family processes. This finding was surprising in 

light of the class structure of the American sample. The American sample was located in 

a mid-sized southwestern metropolitan city. Families that were solicited to participate 

were largely two-parent and middle class. Consequently, levels of American delinquency 

should have been suppressed as compared to American youth from more urban and lower 

class areas. Also, we would expect that an American national probability sample (as 

employed in the Swiss case) would yield a broader representation in SES, family 

structure, and locale, which in tum should increase the overall estimates of deviance. 

Again, the study provided evidence that developmental processes were similar 

between nations. Although Switzerland enjoys relatively low rates of delinquency and 

adult criminal behavior, this study demonstrated that, despite these large mean level 

differences in deviance, similar developmental processes were found. In the social 

sciences, an assumption is often made that mean level differences imply different 

underlying process - but this is not so. Because American youth have much lower 

average self-control scores than Swiss youth, we cannot conclude that family processes 
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behave differentially vis-a-vis delinquency by country. Nevertheless, the family process 

was stronger in Switzerland -- Swiss children were more heavily monitored and enjoyed 

affectively closer bonds with mothers and fathers -- and because Swiss youth generally 

had substantially higher levels of self-control, they were generally less deviant than their 

American peers. The basic tenets of self-control theory were supported. 

A comparison of nations was helped because one theoretical approach was used -

social/self-control theory. At the same time, a comparison of the total self-control scale 

(a single item was used to measure self-control) developed by Grasmick et al. (1993), for 

example, may have improved generalizability and theory testing. While findings of this 

part of the investigation are important and very powerful, subsequent studies will have to 

employ more similar cross-national samples -- similar in the sense that all samples 

included in a study should be both nationally representative and employ standard survey 

items and scales across groups. They will also have to further examine the apparent 

national differences found in this study in the associations of educational aspirations with 

other family process variables. Nevertheless, this study is one of very few which 

attempts to compare the etiology of juvenile delinquency across two Western nations 

conceptually using matched scales and items. There have been attempts to compare rates 

of deviance through victimization surveys, self-report studies, and national crime 

statistics, but very few investigations have considered cross-national delinquency 

etiology based on self-report methodology. 
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2. The Impact of Swiss Educational Tracks on Delinquency 

Although the first part of the discussion ignored unique features of Swiss culture, 

the second and third parts do just the opposite -- namely, assume cultural variability 

between the United States and Switzerland. This section discusses the findings on the 

comparison of Swiss apprentices and Gymnasium students and the potential effect, ifany, 

their educational status or track may have on delinquency rates. Switzerland provides a 

unique educational structure which contrast with the American system of maximum 

individual opportunity. 

Contrary to the hypothesized relationship of lesser delinquency among 

apprentices, Swiss Gymnasium students were less likely to commit deviant acts. In fact, 

the apprentices consumed more soft and hard drugs and were twice as likely to sell 

marijuana; they had slightly higher rates of theft; and they were twice as likely to carry a 

weapon. Finally, they were almost three times as likely to engage in assaultive behaviors 

as compared to Gymnasium students. At the same time, developmental processes were 

similar for the two groups - the covariance matrices computed on the apprentice and 

Gymnasium samples were statistically alike. Furthermore, the two groups differed only 

slightly on mean levels of antecedent variables. In fact, closer examination of 

explanatory variables revealed effects went in both directions: Gymnasium students were 

more closely monitored by parents, whereas apprentices had the higher levels of 

educational aspirations and affectively more positive relationships with their parents. 

After controlling for these variables statistically, the modest track differences remained. 
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There are a number of possible causes for the observed group difference in 

delinquency. First, it is possible that the members of the two groups differed on an 

unmeasured behavioral dimension. From a theoretical viewpoint, it is plausible that 

members of the two groups may systematically differ on temperament. For example, 

they may differ on the amount of self-control; after all, Gymnasium students are the more 

diligent (in a scholastic sense), because they put off making money for many years to 

complete a college education. Second, Swiss data did not contain a satisfactory measure 

of intelligence; they contained proxies, such as repeating grades and alike. Consequently, 

analyses could not focus on ability. Nevertheless, one explanation could be that on 

average, apprentices score lower on IQ. Previous research has shown that offenders 

consistently score lower on measures of intelligence as compared to nonoffenders 

(Hirschi & Hindelang, 1977; Wilson and Herrnstein, 1985). 

Another potential explanation focuses on differential opportunities for crime. In 

general terms, whereas Gymnasium students have little spending money and spend most 

of their days in protected and isolated school environments, apprentices can earn wages 

from the day training begins. As a result, even apprentices from a small village are more 

likely to visit nearby cities to spend their money, and as a result, they may be able to get 

into trouble. For example, an apprentice is more likely to have the money to attend a 

soccer match; he is also more likely to hang out consuming beer. Consequently, this 

apprentice has a greater chance of being involved in a game brawl or a post-game act of 

vandalism than the Gymnasium student who did not have enough money to attend the 
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game in the first place. This example illustrates the need to measure many other factors 

by educational track that could systematically differ and also account for the observed 

differences in crime. 

Although a modest relationship of the educational track on deviance was found, it 

is possible that this difference underestimates the true one because many low ability- high 

delinquency adolescents simply declined to participate. Recall that a large number of 

participants declined participation. Although Killias et al. (1994) argued that 

comparisons of participants and refusers (phone follow-ups were completed on refusers; 

brief over-the-phone interviews were conducted) indicated that both groups were equally 

deviant, other work suggests that cooperation in a self-report study is correlated with both 

achievement and delinquency (Hirschi, 1969). In fact, Hirschi also found an achievement 

by delinquency interaction and concluded that "low ability boys with police records were 

disproportionately unlikely to appear in the self-report sample (Hirschi and Hindelang, 

p. 577). So, subject attrition may partially account for the rather modest track difference. 

The educational track accounted for about three percent of the variance in 

delinquency; this difference may have practical implications in future research and 

prevention efforts. Clearly, future investigations need to further examine the question of 

what accounts for these differences in rates of deviance. Also, based on these findings, 

one policy recommendation might be to direct greater resources and prevention efforts at 

apprentices as compared to Gymnasium students. At the same time, it would be difficult 

to conclude that differences in delinquency are attributable to educational-structural 
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factors, i.e. a track effect. Without additional evidence, it is also unlikely that the 

observed track effect was due to non-random individual differences, which were 

independent of the educational track. In summary, apprentices seemed to engage in 

higher rates of drug use, in slightly higher rates of theft, and in substantially higher rates 

of assaultive behaviors. This study did not find etiological variables that accounted for 

this difference. 

3. An Empirical Test of Self-Control Theory 

In a different analysis, self-control theory was tested in the American sample. 

First, results demonstrated that self-control was highly predictive of delinquency. It 

accounted for about 25% of the total variance in deviance, which by any standard is 

remarkable. This finding is consistent with previous empirical tests (e.g., Grasmick et aI., 

1993). Some scholars have argued that employing self-control to predict delinquency is a 

tautology; therefore, such a large correlation would be expected. For example, the 

argument has been made that methodologically, self-report items simply ask respondents 

about behaviors that are by nature deviant. The self-control scale does not support this 

interpretation. It was free of "delinquency-laden" content. The scale items "I lose my 

temper pretty easily" or "I dislike really hard tasks that stretch my abilities to the limit" 

do not refer to crimes. 

The self-control-delinquency relationship was not homogeneous across its linear 

regression. Delinquency scores of individuals reporting low self-control were 

considerably more variable than individuals reporting high self-control. One implication 
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of this finding is that given the level of self-control at an early age, we can not invariably 

predict an individual's later delinquency score. Hence, predictions of delinquent 

involvement for individuals reporting moderate levels of self-control would be more 

accurate than for individuals reporting low levels of self-control. These findings suggest 

that other influences produce variability among individuals lower in self-control. 

. Crime opportunity may moderate this relationship. For example, although an 

individual with low self-control is more likely to engage in delinquent behaviors as 

compared to someone with high amounts of self-control, within the group of low 

self-control, those persons with more opportunities may be systematically more deviant. 

An alternative explanation could focus on socialization effects which may occur between 

the ages of 12-17. For example, while some adolescents enjoy close relationships with 

their parents throughout their teen years, others may experience a marked negative shift 

due to the onset of pubescence. In effect, parenting may lose its salience for some 

adolescents during the early to mid-adolescent years. In tum, this may affect the 

social-control-delinquency relationship. 

Secondly, in a longitudinal test of the self-control-delinquency relationship, 

adolescents who reported low self-control (and no delinquency) at age twelve 

consistently engaged in greater numbers of deviant acts four years later, as compared to 

those who reported moderate or high amounts of self-control. This finding paralleled 

results by Feldman and Weinberger (1994) on boys' self-restraint. They found that self 
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restraint was the best predictor of later deviance; it was a more potent predictor than any 

family process variable examined. 

The mean delinquency scores of the low versus high self-control groups differed 

by over two standard deviations. Suppose for a moment that each self-control group 

contains 100 adolescents; furthermore, suppose that above a certain threshold (one 

standard deviation above the mean) on the normal distribution of delinquent behavior, we 

find serious deviance, such as burglary, armed robbery or physical assault. The mean 

deviance score of the total sample is 14 (£Q = 3); the low self-control group has a mean 

delinquency score of 17, whereas the high self-control group has an average deviance 

score of just 11. This suggests that while a little over 2 percent of the high self-control 

group would engage in seriously deviant behaviors, about 50 percent of the low 

self-control group would do the same. Put in different terms, an adolescent who has low 

amounts of self-control at age twelve is 25 times more likely to engage in serious 

delinquent behaviors such as burglary or armed robbery than one who scores high on 

self-control. Clearly, the self-control construct has not only important theoretical 

meaning, but also profound practical implications. 

Another empirical test of self-control theory focused on the causal antecedents of 

delinquency. Specifically, a test ofa mediated model employing time 2 data, where the 

effect of family process was mediated by self-control, did not support self-control theory. 

However, the poor fit of the mediated model was clearly not a definitive test of the 

theory. This is so for a number of reasons. First, the data were cross-sectional --
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longitudinal data may be needed to accommodate this question. Second, the sample was 

rather "old" (M age = 16.8). We know from previous research that family process is most 

salient in childhood and in early adolescence. The salience of current family process may 

be reduced for individuals in their mid to late teens. Their character traits may have been 

formed instead by early childhood experiences. 

Finally, an experimental set of crime analogous behavior items was included in 

the survey. The items included: "Have you been in an automobile accident since you 

received your driving permit," "Have you had to visit the hospital emergency room in the 

past 6 months," and "Do you frequently break things around the house." They were 

weakly related, because they measured diverse analogous behaviors or life events 

(heterogeneous behaviors). In general, each individual item accounted for about four 

percent ofthe variance in delinquency. As a summed scale, the three items accounted for 

about ten percent of the variance explained. 

Again, as with the self-control construct itself, critics have argued that measuring 

these behaviors to predict delinquency is conceptually tautological. Yet, when 

considering the items, it becomes clear that they are not strictly illegal. They add 

substantively and theoretically by suggesting that individuals who break things around 

the home, or who visit emergency rooms more frequently, are more likely to engage in 

deviant behaviors. In practical terms, this type of information can be utilized in 

prediction of risk for deviance. Theoretically, it also suggests that these crime analogous 

behaviors may be part of a larger behavioral syndrome not exclusively limited to 
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delinquent behaviors. This is consistent with A General Theory of Crime (1990) in that 

criminal behavior is not the result of a specific desire to commit crimes; rather, low 

self-control leads to poor behavioral decisions in many situations, with the behaviors not 

always violating the law. 

In conclusion, this study provides additional empirical evidence supporting 

self-control theory. This theory will have a marked impact on both psychological and 

sociological theories of delinquency etiology. According to theory, self-control is 

established early in life through socialization processes and in the family. We know that 

it is highly predictive of delinquency at an age before individuals report much deviance. 

We know that it accounts for about 25% of the variance in delinquency, which by any 

yardstick is remarkable. What we don't know is what accounts for the tremendous 

variability of delinquency scores in individuals who report low self-control. Why is it 

that some adolescents are more delinquent than others with similar deficits in 

self-control? 

On the basis of some tentative findings in the Swiss study, it appears that 

self-control may behave differently in different groups. Specifically, the correlation of 

self-control and delinquency in the Swiss sample was more modest as compared to the 

American sample. One possibility is that the self-control construct is more salient in one 

group as compared to the other. There may be a threshold effect on the deviance 

continuum, where more moderate forms of deviance are independent of self-control, 

because these behaviors are part of normative adolescent development. In contrast, 



self-control may become more salient in more serious forms of deviance, such as 

interpersonal violence, as found more frequently in the American sample of this study. 

Finally, self-control was measured by a single item for cross-national comparisol:1s; 

assessing the behavioral dimension with the same reliable scale across samples may 

provide evidence that the observed difference in this comparison was simply a 

measurement issue. 

4. Theoretical Implications and CompetiOf~ Interpretations 
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Comparisons of developmental processes in delinquency etiology between 

national qrigins, language regions, and educational tracks within Switzerland, as well as 

cross-national comparisons between Switzerland and the United States, indicated general 

similarity. This demonstrates that the interrelationships of predictor variables and 

delinquency for different groups are highly congruent quantitatively both within and 

between countries. In tum, this finding adds to the increasing body of evidence which 

suggests that human developmental processes are very similar regardless of sub-group 

membership, perhaps universal (e.g., Rowe et aI., 1994). It also suggests that 

investigating group-unique and group-limited causal etiologies for behavioral outcome 

cannot substantially add to our current understanding of behavioral development. 

Instead, future investigations need to conceptualize behavioral phenomena with a more 

universalist approach to arrive ultimately at a greater understanding of behavior. 

Although the cross-national comparison between the United States and 

Switzerland provided new insights into delinquency etiology, at the same time, it also 
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raised new questions. We know that developmental processes as measured in this 

investigation between the two nations was very similar. We also know that, at least for 

males, mean level differences in delinquency can largely be explained by mean level 

differences in socialization - Swiss children seem to have affectively closer attachments 

with their caregivers, and possibly qualitatively different relationships with parents as 

compared to American children. We also know that Swiss youth have substantially 

higher levels of self-control. This may be the result of their different socialization 

experiences relative to American youth. But what created the observed mean level 

differences in family processes between countries? 

It is possible that socialization outcomes are different by nation because of some 

difference in culture. In the next section, several candidate cultural explanations of the 

national differences are considered. One cultural effect relates to the geographic 

structures found in the two countries. Most Swiss youth live within two hours of most of 

their relatives - ~eo~ra.phic proximity. Therefore, they generally have a closer emotional 

relationship to members of nuclear and extended families. Consider that Hans' parents, 

who grew up near Bern (in the far west of the German speaking part of the country); they 

currently reside in St. Gallen together with their four children (the far eastern part of 

Switzerland near the borders with Germany and Austria). All of Hans' grandparents are 

alive and still residing in the Bern area. A trip from St. Gallen to Bern, by car or by 

public transportation, takes about 2 1/2 to 3 hours. Undoubtedly, no matter how good or 

bad kinship relations are, geographic proximity within Switzerland almost necessitates 
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closer family ties as compared to the United States. The result of this for Swiss youth 

may be a systematically stronger and closer bond to the family, the kinship, and 

ultimately to society. While many children in the United States also reside near relatives, 

on average, few families live near their full, extended kinship groups. Therefore, in a 

sense, we find the opposite effects to those of geographic proximity in the United States. 

Recent American press releases on "family" have indicated that at no other time 

have more nuclear families been living in almost complete isolation from other kinship 

members. The implication of this is that at no other time have more American children 

grown up in complete isolation form the influences of extended family members. 

Because "moving" in the United States is normative in comparison to Western European 

countries7, because job relocation is very common, and because moving is made 

attractive and easy, many children eventually leave their hometowns. As a result, they 

establish their "own" family units away from their hometowns and most relatives. Even 

in cases where children stay in their hometowns, we frequently find that their parents 

move away to a warmer climate for retirement. The end result of geographic mobility is 

7 For example, U.S. population estimates indicate that about 20% of all children in the 

U.S. between the ages of 1 and 19 moved in 1991; roughly half moved to a different 

county, state or country (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1994). In contrast, in the nationally 

representative Swiss sample, only about 29% indicated a move to a different town or city 

over the past 10 year period. 
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a lack of roots and weaker bonds with members of a larger kinship group. In tum, this 

may partially account for a lower amount of attachment to parents, and ultimately to the 

larger community. 

Another effect of geographic mobility is social anonymity. Moving inevitably 

loosens one's ties to a local community. Still today, there are many more towns. fewer 

~ in Switzerland, some 2,000 villages, as compared to less than ten "large" cities (the 

largest city is ZUrich with a little over half a million inhabitants). In general, this impacts 

on the degree to which individuals are anonymous in the places they live. Being 

recognized by people and local merchants provides an exceptionally strong mechanism to 

ensure social conformity; necessarily, this may also impact on the quality or closeness 

experienced within a family. Although a number of Americans also live in small towns, a 

very large proportion of the population resides in large metropolitan areas or cities. This 

inevitably contributes to social anonymity, and ultimately, to more lax ties to the 

community at large. 

A third related phenomenon is the issue of more rules. less freedom -- recall how 

Hamilton's work on adolescent school-work transitions discusses how in Switzerland we 

find high transparency, but low permeability in this process. This means that in 

Switzerland, an eighteen year old knows exactly what it takes to become a bank 

employee; he knows what schooling he has to complete in order to even have a chance to 

get ajob at the local bank. He also knows that once he finishes his training as a "banker," 
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he stands little or no chances of laterally moving within the work force into a unrelated 

job - more rules and less freedom. 

The United States provides exactly the opposite experience -- what Hamilton calls 

low transparency and high permeability. In comparison, an eighteen year old in the 

United States doesn't quite know what it takes to become an investment banker -- he/she 

could try getting a college degree in business administration, but this education is by no 

means a guarantee for securing a job in the desired field of employment. At the same 

time, he/she will have the option to work in the hotel and tourism business if so desired. 

A young Swiss man once told me story of his visit to the United States - one of the things 

he understood the least at the time (beside the consumption of fast food) was how the 

husband of his host parents was a local bank manager after having completed a Bachelor's 

degree in Psychology - fewer rules, more freedom. 

Finally, at a macro-sociological level, the United States and Switzerland may also 

differ on rather intangible dimensions, such as the structure of human values. Previous 

work comparing the structure of human values cross-culturally has shown that countries 

differ on where they place specific interests within different motivational domains (see 

e.g., Schwartz and Bilsky, 1987). For example, while achievement values are considered 

individualistic interests in the United States, achievement values in China may be part of 

collective rather than individual interests. While this study did not assess motivational or 

value dimensions, nevertheless, it is possible that the two nations examined 
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fundamentally differed on specific value orientations. In tum, this may partially explain 

mean level differences in family variables as well as in delinquency. 

One dimension studied by cross-cultural psychologists is called self-direction 

versus restrictive conformity. Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) have commented on this 

motivational dimension by differentiating the apparently opposite value orientations: "To 

value self-direction highly means to prefer relying on one's independent capacities when 

analyzing situations or reaching decisions. This directly contradicts the self-abnegation 

and dependence on social expectations inherent in action guided by value restrictive 

conformity" (p. 554). It possible that Swiss are more collective in the sense that they 

more closely follow social expectations. In contrast, Americans as a group are more 

individualistic as they are more likely to rely on self when reaching decisions. 

Consequently, we would expect based on cultural values in this motivational dimension 

that Swiss youth would be less likely than Americans to act impulsively, to steal 

something, or to hurt a fellow person. 

In general, it seems that Swiss youth are more obedient, more polite, and have 

much higher levels of self-control. On the other hand, Americans are more independent, 

broadminded, and self-directed; as a result, we would also expect to find that they are 

much more impulsive and have less regard for the common good. Although useful as a 

explanatory heuristic, this line of reasoning does not explain individual variability within 

and between countries. Rather it simply describes how persons from different cultural 

groups may systematically differ in value orientation, which in tum allows us to make 
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predictions regarding specific behaviors. So, differences in average socialization levels 

or rates of deviance by country may be the result of different cultural norms, scripts, and 

values which pervasively influence and direct human behaviors. Of course, from an 

interventionist perspective, such an explanatory framework is of limited utility as it 

reduces the ease of change. Change would need to occur at a national level where 

fundamental values and beliefs about human conduct would require modification to bring 

about individual level behavioral change. 

Recall that the first set of explanatory frameworks relied specifically on 

differences in culture. In this section, a second explanatory framework is considered. It 

accounts for country differences in individual variability, specifically, biological variation 

in traits related to human conduct. A recent article on cross-national variation in violence 

(Rahav, 1990) examined what accounted for national differences in crime. The author 

suggested that 

Societies, organized as countries and states, may be viewed as biological 
populations that are somewhat isolated from each other. Borderlines, languages, 
different economic systems, and cultures tend to limit the interactions between 
countries. In this sense the population of each country resembles the biological 
populations of relatively isolated islands. Therefore, biological, evolutionary 
models that were developed for island populations may be adapted to the study of 
human societies (pp. 74-75). 

Following this line of reasoning, it is possible that different societies may adopt different 

survival strategies. Rahav argued that the rlK strategy found in populations may be 

associated with the mix of criminal and violent behaviors. For example, a popUlation 

which is characterized by ~igh density and scarce resources would be more likely to 
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adopt a K strategy -- to produce small numbers of offspring and to invest considerable 

time and effort into fostering ofthe young. An r survival strategy, on the other hand, is 

more likely to be found in a population with a low density and abundant resources. The 

reproductive strategy associated with the r strategy is to produce maximal numbers of 

offspring and spend limited resources on socialization. Criminal behavior, the 

evolutionary-psychological opponent to altruistic behavior, would therefore be more 

likely to be found in societies that adopt a r survival strategy. 

With the exception of divorce, all rlK strategy indicators (fertility, infant 

mortality, life expectancy, percent high school, and GNP) were highly correlated with 

property offenses and violence. Rahav suggested that the GNP may contribute to a 

spurious association between indicators and crime; that is, a higher standard of living 

may avail greater opportunities for property offenses. He also noted that all the data were 

highly skewed. After additional analysis controlling for GNP, and after log transforming 

the data, the author concluded that his results were mixed - the correlations between the 

indicators and crime decreased, and in some cases, disappeared. Rahav suggested that 

additional unmeasured factors, such as material affluence, may affect crime. Clearly, the 

rlK selection process is not the only factor predictive of crime; nevertheless, his argument 

remains intriguing. 

According to population genetics, we would except that K selection countries 

would eventually reach a point where their strategy would change, a frequency dependent 

selection, because after years ofK strategy, population density would be low and 



resources once again abundant. Consequently, the population would then adopt the r 

strategy until once again a K selection strategy was required (altruistic behavior). Put 

differently, people would increasingly commit acts of interpersonal violence (lack of 

altruism) and engage in greater numbers of property offenses. 
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The current research design does not allow for a conclusion on the relative effects 

of either nature or nurture or which contributes more to trait variation. Nonetheless, 

genetic effects on traits must be considered as an alternative explanation. Suppose the 

observed differences between nations were due to heritable traits. There may be six 

different genetic loci that determine self-control. For the sake of this example, each locus 

is either turned "on" or "off." An individual who has in excess of four loci turned "on" is 

more likely to commit delinquent behaviors because of lower self-control. An 

examination of the Swiss and American populations may reveal that on average, 

Americans have 3.2 loci turned "on," while the Swiss only have 2.1 loci turned "on" 

C3D. = .9). If we assume for a moment that genes could perfectly predict population 

levels of deviance, then we know from this example that Americans would engage in 

systematically more and more serious delinquent behaviors as compared to Swiss because 

about 17 percent of the population meet the delinquency cut-off. For the Swiss, only 

about 4 percent of the population would meet the cut-off. As a result, mean delinquency 

scores would be significantly different by country. Even if genes were "imperfect" 

predictors and only accounted for about 30 percent of delinquent behavior in a 
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behavior-genetic sense, we would still know that on average, Americans would be more 

delinquent than Swiss. 

Underlying this idea of different variability and frequencies of certain heritable 

conditions or traits between countries is the island analogy used by Rahav. Because 

different populations are isolated from each other, one argument could be that certain 

genes may be systematically different by nation. Historically, we may find, for example, 

that individuals likely to emigrate from Switzerland to the United States may have been 

more likely to be more aggressive, more risk-seeking, and more delinquent (risk seeking 

or "risky") as compared to the average Swiss populations. In fact, given the modem day 

conformist attitudes in Switzerland, non-conformists would be much more likely to leave 

the country. As a result, not only were these individuals removed from the Swiss gene 

pool, thereby resulting in a decreased frequency of "risky" genes, but they were also 

introduced themselves into the new American population in disproportionate 

numbers. Thus, we would expect that because the American population started out with a 

large number of "risky" genes, a much higher incidence of risky behavioral traits may be 

found in the U.S. popUlation as compared to Switzerland. Although this explanation is 

plausible, we cannot forget that rates of crime and deviance have only sharply increased 

S At one time, a few hundred years ago, the Swiss were actually known for their ferocity 

in battles; as a result, they were consistently hired as mercenaries by a number of 

European countries. 
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over the past 2 to 3 decades in the U.S. Consequently, although historically there may be 

more "risky" individuals in the United States as compared to Switzerland, other factors 

must have contributed to within country historical changes in crime rates. 

How does this all fit together? Is there a unifying explanatory framework that 

could account for the observed mean level differences between nations? Rowe (in press) 

has formulated a theory of crime that considers both genetic variability and social 

conditions, namely his Adaptive Strategy Theory (AST). In AST, he proposes that 

crime results from an evolved behavioral strategy that maximizes 'mating' effort 
and minimizes 'parenting' efforts. Crime and non-crime are not themselves 
evolved behavioral strategies. However, crime can be identified with the 
behaviors that tend to promote mating effort; and non-crime with those that tend 
to promote parenting effort (pp. 6-7). 

Mating effort versus parenting effort are normal, behavioral alternatives which co-exist in 

equilibrium in every human society. Rowe defines mating effort as an interrelated cluster 

of behaviors that may ultimately promote criminal behavior. They include a strong 

sexual drive, preference for sexual novelty, a lack of attachments, dissimulation of one's 

true emotions, and aggressive behaviors which deter potential rivals. 

Adaptive Strategy Theory suggests that whether or not an individual is high on 

mating effort or parenting effort depends upon a number of social conditions. If a small 

number of individuals engage in a particular criminal behavior, the payoffs are potentially 

large. On the other hand, if a large number of individuals engage in a criminal behavior, 

relative payoffs may be much lower. So, whether mating effort or parenting effort is 
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adopted as a normal behavioral strategy is frequency dependent (as previously discussed) 

and conditional on the social environment. 

Rowe has defined a theoretical model which illustrates the interplay of nature and 

nurture, of conditional factors and individual variability in adaptive strategies (mating 

effort versus parenting effort). Figure 4 contains the three major conditional 

factors/clusters and avenues of influence which may impact on behavioral outcome. 

Moving from proximal to distal factors, the model first contains constitutional factors. 

They include sex, IQ, and most importantly, the mating/parenting effort trait. For the 

current study, this MIP trait is most closely related to the self-control trait which can also 

be characterized in one extreme, much as the m/p trait, by a short time horizon and 

impulsiveness. Second, sociallearnin~ conditions: peers, sibling influences, and the 

media. Recall the discussion on social anonymity -- anonymity may be associated with a 

greater sense of freedom in a social-control-sense. In the peer group context or in sibling 

relations, this may manifest itself in decreased support and in increased nonconformist 

models of behavior. The interplay between larger contextual factors and more proximal 

social conditions may have an impact on social learning conditions. For example, 

because Americans move more frequently, children may establish less intimate and less 

stable peer relations. Moving more frequently effectively trains kids to quickly make 

friends, but also to quickly say "good-bye." As a result, while Swiss peers may 

contribute to greater social embeddedness and "social control," American peers may not 

do so. 
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Third, Rowe includes ecolo~ical intensifiers such as the population composition, 

sex, age, and the influence of social learning conditions. For example, a lack geographic 

proximity may impact and intensify constitutional propensities which in tum increase the 

likelihood of deviant behaviors. Alternatively, differences in value dimensions in a given 

culture as suggested by Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) may impact on the expression of 

temperamental tendencies, such a impulsive behavior. 

As with previous arguments, Rowe suggests that criminal behavior is an adaptive 

strategy (Le., it has survival value) and that it is frequency dependent - this means that the 

success of crime-prone versus non-crime-prone individuals is largely a function of 

environmental conditions and the population composition itself. In conclusion, AST 

provides a cogent example of crime and delinquency etiology as a function of both nature 

and nurture. The theory currently needs further empirical verification. 

In conclusion, a number of plausible explanations of national difference have been 

discussed. Future studies will have to determine whether anyone can account for mean 

level differences between Switzerland and the United States. As the problem of juvenile 

delinquency and youth violence continues to grow at a very rapid pace in the United 

States and elsewhere, ascertaining the answer to this question is of immediate and utmost 

importance. Put in different terms, because little progress has been made in developing a 

greater understanding of the rise in crime and in developing the means to control it, 

continued coordinated efforts must be put forth to harvest the benefits of cross-national 

comparisons in understanding the etiology of and differences in juvenile delinquency. 
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5. Limitations 

A number of limitations require brief discussion. First, in comparison to 

American instruments, Swiss measures in particular lacked reliability. To achieve high 

reliability, multi-item scales are usually required, but most Swiss scales were based on 

single items. Similarly, the use of a single item may not capture well the full range of a 

construct being studied. Future cross-national comparisons need to avail themselves of 

well-established multi-item scales. Second, the nature of the face,:to-face interview in the 

Swiss study possibly inhibited the responses to "embarrassing" or personal questions. As 

a result, reported delinquency rates, for example, may have been suppressed. 

Third, because a rather large number of subjects declined to participate in the 

Swiss study, responses to questions may be systematically biased. Phone follow-ups on 

approximately 30% of initial refusers and of "later refusers" indicated little or no 

differences in rates of juvenile delinquency as assessed by a shortened seven-item 

delinquency scale. Surprisingly, Killias, Villettaz, and Rabasa (1994) found that 

prevalence rates of delinquent behavior were consistently lower among refusers. 

Nonetheless, the groups may have differed in more subtle or unmeasured ways. 

Fourth, because adolescents responded to different reference periods in the two 

studies -- Americans responded to "in the past year," whereas Swiss youths responded to 

"in your lifetime" -- American rates of deviance may actually have been suppressed 

relative to what would be found for a lifetime report of deviance. This may have reduced 

female differences by nation (recall that very few were found). 
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Fifth, the entire dissertation project was based on self-report methodology. 

Consequently, there were no independent raters of parenting information, for example. 

Reports of parental behavior from the parents themselves may have verified the national 

differences as indicated by the youths' reports. 

Finally, this dissertation did not explore all possible relationships of variables 

examined. For example, very few analysis examined whether developmental processes 

were heterogeneous by sex. It is possible that delinquency etiology may be different for 

males and females. This question must await further testing. 
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APPENDIX A 

Swiss Survey Instrument (German) 

Part I: A. Introductory Questions 
B. Gymnasium Students 
C. University Students 
D. Apprentices 
E. Employed Individuals 
F. Unemployed Individuals 
G. General Questions (all subjects) 

Part II: Delinquency Questions 

Part III: Victimization Questions 



Einleitung des Interviews 

1m Aurtral der UnlversitiU Lausanne fUhrt das Instltut IPSO·Fieldwork eine , 
Untersuchunl bei JUllendlichen zwischen 14 und ZI Jaltren durch. Dlese Untersuchung 
laurt glelchzeltill In mehreren europalschen Undern. 

Es leht darum. die Lebensformen der Jugendlichen In der Schweiz und einige 
Probleme. die Ihnen 1m tligllchen Leben begegnen. besser kennen zu lernen. Dies um 
sle besser zu verstehen und um Wege zu nnden. wle das Leben junger Leute erlelchtert 
werden konnte. 

Bevor ich weiterfahre. eine kleine lwischenfrage: sollen wir uns Du oder Sle 
sallen? 

INTERVIEWER: 

••• > Biue diejo/gel/del/ Formulie"'l/gell elltsprechelld allpassell. wellll derldie Befragte die Sie·Form 

vor:ieht! 

Ich mochte Dir zunachst danken. dass Du Dlch fUr dieses Gesprach zur 
Verfiigunll stellst. denn nur so lasst sich das liel unserer Untersuchunll errelchen. 

Nun mochte ich Dir 1m Rahmen unseres Gesprachs einige Fragen stellen. Alles. 
was Du mlr sagen wlrst. wlrd streng vertraulieh behandelt. Der Fragebogen 1st anonym 
und wlrd ausschllesslich riir dlese Forschung verwendet. 

Darr ich Dich fragen, ob fUr Dlch alles klar 1st. oder hast Du vielleicht noeh 
eine Frage? 

INTERVIEWER: 

••• > Wenll keil/e Fragell. dalll/jahrell Sic wie jo/gl weiler; 

Konnen wlr also mit dem Interview anfangen? 

INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Wenl/ der BejraBle :/lSllmml. bellillllell Sie mil der erSlell Fralle ............. c:7 U 

INTERVIEWER: 

••• > W,"n IIIrhl Mllr m. Db d'rldi, B'[rIlJIt 'n dlls IlIltn,,,,' tln .... /I", odtr lI,rhl. "usllrI"n S,t 1I1l[ Stint Fro,," :11 

1111"''0'''". lI'n Stlllt Untlorh,iltll UII<!lad" B,d,"un :11 :,nor'''tll. HnlIIII Sit s,rI, dabllllll /ol,,"d,s; 

II NIIIII' u,"1 Adrtu, d'Sld" B,[ro."tn Sind 11/11111 dllll IIUIIIIII IPSO·Fitl,/M·'''' Ulld IIII/tll als Inlttvltr b,kJlMI .. Dtt 

FrIlJtbo.""ISI IInDn.vlII UM IWI I;tllI' Riidscloliiu' 1Iu{ dlt Id'"1/url d,sld" B,[rag"" :11. Fur dJ, Forsehull,. u", d~ 'S Iu" 

",". "nug' 's .II/ltO",,,,'" • .... '''" d" h"r "slI",III""" AII,lIb'lI In Form ,."n ,Ioblll,n S,alls,ibn. Tllb,II," liS .. ·. 

"orhlllldm 11M. 

21 W,,,,, s,," dttldi, B,[rIlR" s"IIIlirio ,,"M'ohl [il/'". ",rsllch,n SIt "ttlllls:llbdom""n .... 'Oh" diu to""",. Silld 

1I11d,,, P"ltI"'"lIn".,I,Itd. vtnuch,n Sit dltu da:1I :11 b"",.,'II. Si, mil d,m,dtr B,[rll,"" 1I/1,in :IIII1U,n. III" ihllllihr ,n 
,ill'" lIIIdt"n RII/UII:u "h,n ad" dill IlIltn'''''III1[ ,in,,, IUIUI"",n Z,IIPIIIW:II vlfseh"b,,,. 

JI W,,,,, di"dtt B,[rll," Z ... ·'i[',1,1I1 • bmpIlISlO'm, abtr Ihr, £i/l,/IIrllll[I Ills Inl,n·i,wtt. di, Sttiosilill d" 

U,,',nllrhll"/lIISIO·. '. "b,,, Si, ihm bill' di, T,',[oll""""",""'. dlt 11I",n IPSO·FitldM'Ort:1I dlll,m Z ... ·"I; IIb"b,,, "'"d. 

41 Dtt ,1111:' Frllll'bo,," lSI i" dtr Du·For", IIb,'[IIIII. dll dltl" pttsonl"lItr ,sllIls dll [or",I"II", Si,·Form. £s 

ton" IIbtt "1I1urlie" It/". dius d,,,d,, B,/rllfl, dlt S"·Fo',,, ,""h ... ·olll vOr."III.ln d,ts,,,, FilII mw,n Si, 1111, Frll,'" 

''''lprrcll,,,01 '1IIS(I ,."" ·D,,· 1I1l[ ·Si,·· lI,",ormlll""". 
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INTERVIEWER: 
.-> Bel tUn melslen Fragen gem1g1 es, wenn Sie um die :ulre!fellde AnlWon·Zijfer eillell 
klelnen Kreis anbringen (d.h. die betre!fende Zijfer mit eillem (0) markierelli. Bei eilligen 
Fragen hingegen mussen Sie • gUI leserlich • die :ulre!fellde Alltworr·Zif!er ill die da/ur 
vorgeseMllen Hiiuschell eintragell. 

INTERVIEWER: 
... > VQm Inteo'iPlver ein;1I1rqgell!!! 

Datum des Interviews? .................... > 

Um welche Zeit beginnt das Interview? 

INTERVIEWER: 
... > Vom loren'igH·"r eiu;"crqgell,l!' 

[]][]] 

[]][]] 
19921!! 

A.I Nummer der berra,ten Person? Nllmmer des Interviewers. 

INTERVIEWER: 
... > Yam l"cen'il'H'er eitl-lIrrqgen!!' 

A • 2 Geschlecht der berra,t.n Person? 

(I) Jun,e 
(2) M.:Idchcn 

Am Anfang machte ich Dlr einige Fragen zu Delner personlichen Situation stellen. 

A.l In welchem Jahr und Monat bisl Du geboren? 

Ich bin gcboren im Jahre 19." ..... 

und ZWIt im Monat (I) Jallll:ll' 
(2) Fcbru:lr 
(3) M.n 
(4) April 
(5) Mai 
(6) Juni 
(7) luli 
(8) AUIUSI 
(9) Seplember 
(10) OI.1ober 
(11) November 
(12) Demr.ber 
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INTERVIEWER; 
-> "g" : Nach dltstm Zeichtn mt1sstn Sit jtwtils bel dec qnieiebenen Ernie 
wc;rerfqhecn!!! Vtrgtsstn Sit bint nit. ditsts Zeichtll :u btachttn!!! 

A.4 Welches 1st Delne Staatsangeh6rigkelt? 
INTERVIEWER; 
_.> Wtnll dit befragtt Ptnon fUMr mthetet Staatsallgthiieigkeittll verfilgt. keeu:ell Sie bitte 
die btiUn von lhmlihe zuersl gtnaMttn ant!! 

(1) Schweizerln............................................................................................. g ~ 
(2) llalien 
(3) Deuuchllnd 
(4) FllIIIIaeich 
(S) Spanien 
(6) Ponugal 
(7) OesIan:ich (ink!. LiedllellSlcin) 
(8) J ugcslawien 
(9) Tiltbi 
(10) Oriedlenland 
(II) Belgien. Niederlande. Lwtemburg 
(12) Skandinavien (Danemark. Schweden. Norwe,en. Finnland. Lsland) 
(13) CsI·Europa (ehern. UdSSR. Polen. Tschechoslowakei. Ungam. usw.) 
(14) Orossbnlannien.lrland 
(15) USA unci Kanada 
(16) I...aIeinamerik (MeUlco. Zcnnl· und SlidameriIca) 
(17) AusnIien. Neuseeland. PWfIk 
(18) Asien (Vorden:r Orienr bis Ferner Osten) 
(19) Nordalrika (Marokko. A1lenen. Tunesien. Libyen. Aegyplen) 
(20) IIbrigc aCrikanische Under 
(21) anderes (biue prlzisieren: ........................................................... ) 

(99) Weiss nichllAnlWOft vaweigen 

INTERVIEWER; 
_.> Wtnn dtr/dit Befragtt ntbtll dec schweiztriscl:en noch tiM andeet NationaJitdt btsit%l. 

blltt wtittrfahetn mit Fragt............................................................................... g ~ 
_.> Wtnn dee/dit Bt/raglt nicht Schwtiztr iSI. bint wtilerfahren mil Frage ... _ ..... g U 

INTER YlEWER; 
_.> Diest Frage richlel sich nue an Sc~i:eelnnen. 
A.5 Bist Du In der Scbweiz oder In elnem anderen Land geOOren? 

(1) in det Schweiz .......................................................................................... f7> tL..Ll 
(2) in einem anderen Land............................................................................... f7> U 
(8) Weiu niehl (oder nichl mdlr) ......................... _ .... _ ................................... f7> tL..Ll 
(9) keine AnlwonJAnlwon verweileft............................................................... f7> 4..1J. 

INTERVIEWER; 
-> Diae Frage richttl sich nuran AusltlndtrlnMn. 
A.6 Bist Du In der Scbweiz oder in elnem anderen Land ,eOOren? 

(I) In det Schwelz.......................................................................................... f7> , U 
(2) In einem anderell Land .................................... _........................................ f7> U 
(8) Welu niebl (oder nielll mdlr) .. _ ............. _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ..................... f7> U 
(9) keine AnIWon!AnIWort verweileft ............................. __ .............................. f7> U 
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A.7 In welcbem Alter bist Du in die Scbweiz gekommen? 

Aller (in Jahren) : ........ 

(98) Weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(99) kcine AnIWon I AnIWO" verweigen 

A.S Welche Spracbe sprichst Du zuhause am meisten? 
Nenne mir bitte nur eine (d.b. die zuhause am meisten gesprochene) 
Sprache!!! 

(I) Franzosisch 
(2) lIalienisch 
(3) DeuLSCh 
(4) Spanisch 
(S) Ponuglesisch 
(6) SeJ'bo.kroatisch 
(7) Albanisch 
(8) Ancien: oSI-europaische Sprachen lRus.sisch. Polnisch. Tschechtsch. Unpnsch usw.) 
(9) Englisch 
(10) TUrki.sch 
(II) Griechisl:h 
(12) Skandinavische Sprachen lDanisch. Schwedisch. Norwegtsch. Islandtsch. Finnisch) 
(13) Ar.Ibisch 
(14) andere Sprache Ibille prazisieren: ................................................................................. ) 

(99) keine AnlwonlAnrwon verweigen 

I ... Billt d~ Karle I zeigen ... 1 

A.9 Sind Deine Freunde/Freundinnen und Kollegen/Kolleginnen. die Du 
wiihrend der Freizeit trirrst, uberwiegend Schweizerlnnen oder 
Auslanderlnnen? 

(I) Uberwiegend junge Schweizerlnnen 
(2) sowohl junge SchwetzerlMen:lls auch junge Auslanderlnnen (d.h. haI,,"haIb) 
(3) Uberwiegend junse Auslanderlnnen 

(9) kcine Anlwon I Anrwon verweigen 

I ... Billt d~ Kcrte 2 zeigen ... 1 

A.IO Hast Du den Eindruck, in der Schweiz gut inlegriert zu sein? 

(I) seht SIll inte8l'len 
(2) ziembch lUI inlegrien 
(3) nichl so lUI inlegnen 
(4) Ubertlaupl nichilul inlegrien 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keinc AnlWon IAnlwon vetWeilCft 

A.II Hast Du mancbmal Lust, in Dein Herkunrtsland zuruckzukehren, um dort 
rur immer zu leben? 

(I) oein 
(2) ja 

(8) weiss nichl loder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AnlwonlAnIWOft verweilCft 
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INTERVIEWER; 
-> III tUn Fragtll d..U bis 4.IJ. sind wlttr "Eltern" grlllrd@;!jch die IlQujrlichgn Elewr 
zu vtrstthtn!!! 
-> Wtnn dtrldie Btfragtt qdgprjca wordtll ist. so gtlttll die Adqprj)·.Elcmr als Elte", im 
Sinnt tUr /olgtniUn Fragtn!!! 

A.12 Dart leh eine viellelebt etwas indiskrete Frage stellen: Leben Dein Vater 
und Delne Mutter nocb? 
(I) meine (natUrlidien oder Adoptiv.] Vater unci MUlier leben noch........................ C7 4.J.J. 
(2) mein (natUrlicller odcr Adop!iv.] Valer lebl nichl mehr..................................... C7 d..ll 
(3) meinc (natlIrliche odcr Adoptiv.] MUlter lebl nichl mehr ................................... C7 d..ll 
(4) meine (nalilrlichen oder Adoptiv.] Valer unci Muuer leben nichl mehr................. C7 d..ll 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nicht mehr)...................................................................... C7 4.J.J. 
(9) keine AnlWort/Anlwon verweisen............................................................... ~ 4.J.J. 

A.13 Wle alt warst Du, als er/aie gestorben ist? 
Aller (In JaIuaIl belm Tad des :aJm : ......... . 
AlIcr (in JaluenJ beim Tad det lz1iI=: .......... . 

(98) weiss nlchl (oder nichl rnehr) 
(99) kclnc AntwonlAntwon _ilen 

INTERVIEWER; 
'_.> Bittt dirtkt iibergthtn :ur Fragt ................................................... C7 ~ 

A.14 Leben Deine Eltem immer nocb zusammen? 
(I) nein. sie leben nichl mehr zusammen........................................................... C7 d..l..S. 
(2) ja. sie leben immer noch zusammen............................................................. C7 d..H 
(9) keine Anlwort/Anlwon verweilen............................................................... ~ d..H 

A.15 Wle aU warst Du, als aie sieb letrennt baben? 
Alter (in JaIuaI] : ....... _ 

(98) weiss nlelll (oder nlelll rnehr) 
(99) kclnc AnIWOl1lAnlwon verweiaen 
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INTERVIEWER: 
---> Bei den/olgelldell Fragell ist, wellll "all "del! EIre"!,, die Rede ist, die Fonnulierullg 
der Frage den Lebensumstiillden tkslder Bejragtell all:upassell, ulld :war wie /olgt: 

J) Wenll bei ihmlihr :uhause keille miillllliche Be:ugspersoll lebt, die die Ralle der "greer 
innehat, ist anstelle "all "Elte"," IUlch tkr Murrer :11/ragell!!! 

2) Welln bei ihmlihr :lIhause keille weibliche Be:lIgspersoll lebt, die die Raile dec Milner 
innehal, isl anslelle vall "Elle"," nach dem \/ater zu fragen!!! 

3) Wenn bei ihmlihr :lIhause weder \/ater IIoch Mlltler "orhalldell silld,ist anslelle der 
"Elle"," IIach denjelligell Personell :u/ragell, die ihllisie aufge:ogel/ hobell, die also die &2lk. 
d.e! Eilet:.!1 ef/ekti,' illllehabell!!! 

INTERVIEWER; 

---> Fahren Sie nUllmehr weiler mit der Frage ...................................................... C7 ~ 

I. Bille die :.t:;rlt 3 zeigen .1 
Ausserhalb der Schule. der Ausbildung oder der Arbeil und abgesehen yom 
Ausgehen mit Kolieginnen/Koliegen haben die Jungen im allgemeinen eine 
bevorzugte Freizeitaktivitit. d.h. sporUic:he. kuUurelle. kunsUerische oder 
sonsUge Aktlvltiten als Hobbies. denen sie jm Rahmen cjnes ClubS oder 
cjnes (es' grgani:sicrten Yercins naGbgcbeo, 

A.16 Von welc:hen Clubs oder Vereinen bist Du gegenwiirtig Mitglied? 
INTERVIEWER; 
-_.> Mehrere Alltwonell silld hier moglich!!! 

(0) gegellwanig gehbre ich keincm Club oeSer Vcrein a1s Milglied an .............. 17 d.£Q (Stilt 71 

(1) Spon-Club IFussbal1. Tennis. Hockey. usw.J 
(2) KampCspon 
(3) Gollclub 
(4) Reilclub 
IS) Acroc:lub 
(6) Tanzelub 
(7) Sc:hac:hc:lub 
(8) ModeUciscnb:ihn.aub 
(9) Chor. MusikllcseJlsc:hafl 
(10) Musik-Club (modcme Musik) 
(II) Musik-Club (kJassisc:he Musik) 
(12) Volksmusik-Club 
(13) Theau:rpuppc 
(14) Pf:Idfnkr 
(IS) Umwclul:hulz.. NlIIIIniChuu·. NaturftewIde·Vcreini,unS 
(16) Polilisc:he VcreiniSun. 
(17) ReJi,iIisc Verelni,lIIS 
(18) kulwn:Ue VcreiniSIIIS 
(19) anderer Club oder Verein (bine pr:IZilieren: ...... M .... M ..... M ................. ) 

(98) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) ............................................................. C7 ~ (stilt 71 

(99) kcinc AnlwonlAnlwort vcrwciScn. ..................................................... ". ~ (stilt 7J 
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I' Bille die Karte 4 zelgen ,I 
A.17 Falls Du bel elnem Club oder Vereln Mllglled blsl, wieviele Slunden IWl 

l!slW wendal Du dafUr ungeribr auf'? Sag mir bille ungefibr die gesa m1c 
4DDJIJ. Slunden pro Woebe (riir aUe Aklivltalen zusammen)!!! 

(1) weniaer a1s eine Stunde pro Woche (ins8CS1111I) 
(2) I bis 2 Sid. wOChcntlich (insSesaml) 
(3) 3 bis 4 Sid. wOChalllich (insBesaml) 
(4) 5 bis 6 Sid. wOChcnllich (inslesanu) 
(5) 7 bis 8 Sid. wochentlich (inslesaml) 
(6) 9 SId. odcr mehr WOChent1ich (insgCSlll1I) 

(9) keine AIIIWOrt/Anlwan verweiBen 

A.IS lsi Jemand von Delnen FamilienangebOrigen Mllglied in dem5elben Club 
ocIer Verein mJlI&? 

INTERYIEWER; 
._> Mtltnrt Antwontn sind hitr moglich!!! 

(0) niernaad Von meiner Familie is! MiI8!ied in demselben Club odcr Verein wie ich 

(I) mein Viler 
(2) meine Muuer 
(3) mein Bruder (meine Bruder) 
(") meine SchwesIer{nJ 
(5) 1IIdse(r) llllle(r) Verwnae(rJ 

(8) weiss niclll (oder niclll mebr) 
(9) keine AIIlwort/AnIwon verweiBen 

A.19 Hal es in dem Club oder Vereln, zu dem Du gebarsl, aucb Milglieder, die 
iller als 40 sind? 

(!) nein 
(2) ja 

(8) weiss niclll (oder niehl mebr) 
(9) keine AIIlwort/Anlwon verwciBen 

INTERYIEWER: 
-> Nun!ahrtn Sit weiltr mil thr Sch .... 'trt·EinschiimUlgssJ:a}a. 
d.h. Fragt......................................................................... J:7 d..lJl (Stilt 7J 
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A Schwcu·Ejaschiit;rungsskqlq .... > Fragea A,20 bjr A,40 

INTERVIEWER j...: _____ ...., 

Bine die I" Karle 5 "I :eigell!!! ••• > 

INTERVIEWER: 
Unter den Dingen, die Junge in Deinem Aller manchmal machen. gibt es solcbe. 
die schwerer wiegen, und andere. die nicht so schlimm sind, doch gehen die 
Melnungen unter den Jungen hieruber auseinander. 
Ich lese Dir nun eine Liste mit verschiedenen sol chen Verhaltensweisen yore 
Welche von diesen empfindest Du als schwerwiegend und welcbe als nieht so 
scbUmm, wenD sic yon .lungeD in Drinem Alter hegangen werden? 

Um dies an einem Beispiel zu zeigen: 1st *elwas in einem Laden zu stehlen* 
Deiner Ansicht nach schlimm oder nicbt so schlimm? 

gar nlcht lch ziemlic~ aehr 
nicht so walas schUmm schllmm 

schhmm schlimm nicht 

1A·1U 
Etwas in einem Laden zu stehlel1 
(Ladendiebstahl) 

1 2 3 " 5 

lA·ll 
Einen Joint/Haschisch zu 1 2 3 " 5 
rauchen 

~.11 
ein Moped zu stehlen 1 2 3 " 5 

A.lJ 
Jemanden mit einer Warre Zll 1 2 3 " 5 
bedrohen 

A.14 
10 Franken zu stehlen 1 2 3 " 5 

A.IS 
Hasc:hisch zu verkauren 1 2 3 " 5 

1A·16 
100 Franken zu stehlen 1 2 3 " 5 

1A·17 
Ohne Grund eine Teleronkabint 
zu zerstoren 

1 2 3 " 5 

1A·1~ 
Geslohlene Sac hen kauren zu 
obwobl man weiss. dass sit 1 2 3 " 5 
gestohlen worden sind 
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A schwere·EiR$chiitzuRu$kala .... > FrareR 6.2Q hif 6·40 

gar nicht ich ziemhct sehr 
nicht so weiss schlizrm schlilllm 

schlimm schlizrm nicht 

~.~!I 
Obne Helm mit einem Moped Zli 
fabren 

1 2 3 4 5 

A.JO 
Jemanden obne Grund derar 
sc:blagen, dass er einen Arz 1 2 3 4 5 
aufsuc:ben muss 

A.JJ 
Gestoblene Sac:hen zu 
verkaulen, obwobl man weiss 1 2 3 4 5 
dass sie gestoblen worden sind 

!A.Jl 
Obne Kontrollsc:hilder mit einem 
Moped zu fahren 

1 2 3 4 5 

~.JJ 
Heroin oder Kokain zu 
verkaulen 

1 2 3 4 5 

A.34 
Obne Billet mit dem Bus 
lahren (" Sc:hwarzfahren tI ) 

zu 1 2 3 4 5 

1A.",:i 
Eln Auto zu steblen 1 2 3 4 5 

10'.",0 
Obne Billet mit dem Zug zu 1 2 3 4 5 fabren (tl Sc:hwarzfahren" ) 

!A.", 7 
1'000 Franken zu stehlen 1 2 3 4 5 

IA·JIS 
Heroin oder Kokain zu 
konsumleren 

1 2 3 4 5 

IA·J!I 
In eine Wohnung einzubrec:hen 
urn dort etwas zu Iteblen 

1 2 3 4 5 

1A·4U 
Und sc:bU.ssUc:b Grafnti oder 
Tap auf HAuser zu sprayen 

1 2 3 4 5 

INTERVIEWER: 
-> Fahr~n Si~ nun bitt~ M'tit~r mit d~r laigeade" Frgge......... ~ A..41 (S~it~ 9) 
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IIN",rDII''''WER,' 

.-> "g" : Nach ditstnr Ztichtn nriisstn Sit jtwtils he; drc qagcreheaca Feger 
!!! VtrRtSStn Sit bint nit. ditsts Ztichtn zu btachttn!!! 

A.41 Gehst Du legenwlrtig noch zur Schule oder mlchsl Du eine 
Ausblldung? Ich meine, besuchsl Du ied!" Tag unler der Woche 
Unterricht oder eine Ausblldung in einer Schule? 

INTERVIEWER: 
-> Unttr "Schult" 1st IiigllChtr Unttmcllt:u "tntthtn!!! 

(I) j., .......................... , ..•.. , ... , ....................................... , ............................ ' It:i1" ~ 
(2) n.in ............. , .......... , .. , ... " ... , .. , ......... , .. , ... " ..... , ...... , ......... "., ... ,', .. " .... ,"" It:i1" t!1.:JJ. 
(3) 1m Momenl habe ich m.ine neue AusbUdun, noch nichl be'onnen",,,,,.,,,,,,,,.... It:i1" 4& 
(9) Wei •• nichtlAnlwon verw.i'.n ... "" ............................................. " ........ " .. It:i1" ~ 

A.42 Was fOr eine Schule besuchst Du gegenwlirtig? 
INTERVIEWER; , 

> Fragtn Sit ggf. nach Ein:tlhtittn, unr sicll :u vtrgtwisstrn. dass tS sich wirldich unr 
tint Schult;m Sinnt tints liiglichtn Unltmc/ltS handtlt, 

-> UnItT Sd:undanchulslujt iSI dit Obtnlll/t:u ,'trstthtn, dit dit Itt:ttn Jahrt dtr 
obligalorisc/rtn Schulpflichl umfasst / un8tachltl dtr "on Kanton :u Kanlo" 
vtrschitdtntn Bt:tichnungtn}!!! 

(I) Pnmanchul. IUnlmlUr. der SchuJpOichIJ" ..... " ...... "" .. """"" ... """"",,.,,""""",,. r::7 B.l (Sm, 11) 

(2) S.kundar.chul.IUr. l0benlur. der SchulplichIJ .... "." ... " ........ " .... " .......... " ........ ".... I? B.l (S,;" 11) 

(3) Au( .ane B.l1Irllu.bildun, vOfbaeIl.nde Schul ........... "" ... " ........ " ....... " .... " .... " .. " It:i1" B.l (S,;" 11) 

(4) Beru(.I.hr •• Beruruchul •• landwuuchaflhch. Schul ....... " ... _ ...... " ••• " .. "", .... ,,,.,,.. It:i1" 0.1 (S";,, 17) 

(5) SchuJe ohne Mawrnawblchluu (Handcluchlll .. l..hrmmllnar~"" •• " •• """''' .. "." .. , I? B.l (S";,, 11) 

(6) Maluralll •• chul. IGymna.lum. Ober •• mlnarl"" ... " ....... ".""" ... """" ...... "" .... "...... tJP B.l (s""" 11) 

(7) hohm Berurllchul. lim Anschluu an line ab,.lChiouenc B.Nr.Jehr.I ... """".""." ..... It? C.l (s"" 15) 

(8) andere hohere Schul. IHWV, Spuial •• bllIl"" .. """."_ ............ " ..... "."""""",, ... I? C.l (s";,, 15) 

(9) Tlchnikum, In •• nl.ur·Schul .................... "." ... " ................. ""." ... " ...... " ............. I? C.I (s,;" 15) 

(10) Univenil.l. ETH .................. "" ..................................................................... , U C.l (S"il" 15j 

(II) Priva\aChul. (billl prlllllmn: .......................... " .. _ ........... ) """ ....... " ...... ,, ..... r::7 B.l (s""" 11; 

(12) .onsu •• Schul. (bill' prazllicrtn: ............ " ............................ ) 
{t"" Ilw ,.""14 ... ,·,."",11_.,,. Hetlu,. /1' •• ",H"e., ,. 
Il,. F",,"'e,,111 ., C, D, E M, F/ 

(99) Wei" nlchtlAnlwon v.rw.l.erl ............................. "" .... " .................................... 17 ~ 
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INTERVIEWER; 
_.> Ditst Fragtn richttn sich ausschlitjJlich an Bt/ragtt. dit 111ft ntut Ausbildung linch IIieht 

_.> 
bC£Qnncn Mizen, , 
Fra8~n Sit bint IIIIch Einztlhtittn dtr :ultct absolvitntn Ausbildung. damit sit in dtr 
lIIIclr/olgtndtn UJtt richtig tingtortintt wtrdtn kann, /Ullltr SChult ist alltin tag/ichtr 
Unttrrichuu vtntthtn 1/ 

A.43 Welche Ausblldung hast Du mlelll absolviert? 

(I) PrimUlChuie (UnlenluCe d.r Schulpfiichl)"""""."""" .. "" ... " .. ,,,,, ... ,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,, U ~ 

(2) S.k1IndancIIulJluCe IObcntuC. cler Schulplichll"",,,,,,,, .. ,,,,.,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Il7 ~ 

(3) AuC cin. Beruraausbildun. vorberellende SchUl.""""".""."""""""""."""""""""" Il7 ~ 
14) BeruC.lehre. BeruCllclaul •• landwiruchaClliche SchUl .... """""."",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,.,, II7 ~ 

(5) Schule ohM MaruriWJablchluu (Handeluchule. Lehreneminar)", .. "" ... ""."""."."" Il7 ~ 

(6) Mllllfilalllchule (Gymna.ium. Obeneminu) .... "."""""" .... ".",,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,, Il7 ~ 

(7) hOhm BeruCllchule lim AnIcIalus. an cine ab.aclalollene BeruCd.hre)"""""""""."". 117 ~ 

(8) andere hohere Schul. IHWV. Spezi.I,.btet)""."""."""".""""."""""".""."""""" 117 ~ 
(9) Tcchnikum. Inlena.ur.Schul."", .. ""." .... "",,,,,,,,.,,,, •• ,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,"",,,.,,,,., 117 ~ 

(10) Universll.l. ETH"""""."."" .. " ... """ .... " .. ".", .. " ..... """ .... " ...... ".", ................ ' 117 ~ 
(II) Prlv.uchule (bille prazilierm: " ...... " ...... """ ......... " ............ ,) .. " .. "" ... "" ...... "", t:7 ~ 

(12) son'UI' Schul. (bille prul.i.ren: " ...... """"" .. """""".""""".,,) 
/.1111 ~/' ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,/,,,,,.,,",,,,,, HU.,'" /11' ~,,, V",,,.,,, '" 
u. Fra,,·BIMIl. B. C. D. E 011" FI 

(99) Weill nichl/Anlwurl verw.ll.n ...... """"""""" ... " ..... " .. """""""" ... " .. """"""." II7 ~ 

INTERVIEWER; 
_.> Ditst Fragt richttt sich aussclJlitjJlich an Jungt. dje aiche mehr eijelich 'ur Schulc eWw, 

A.44 Wie all warsl Du. als Du aus der Schule kamst? [Unler Schule iSI liglicher 
Vnterrichl IU verstehen!1 

Alter (in Jahnn) : ""."" ... 

(98) weiss nicht (oder Richl mcht) 
(99) ken AntwonlAnlWOn verwcillR 

A.45 Was mawt Du 1m Moment? 

(1) Ich mach. cine Lehrc""." .... """" .. " ... """ .... " .. " .. """" .... "" .. ""." ...... "."."." .... /t7 D.l (511;" 17) 
(2) Ich Ubclle. ban bcrUCII.U."""" ... "" ............ "" .... "" .... ,,,.,,.,, .......... ,,,, ... ,,,, .... ,,.,,, /t7 E.l (511;111 21) 

(3) 1m Momenl bin ich ublllllo .. IIbcuc &21, niehl. 

.uche "ZI, Arbcil .. """.""" .. " ... " ..... " .... ""." .. " .. ""."." .. """ ....... """"" ..... """ /t7 F.l (S'i11125) 
(4) Ich Icbe von _ RIIII8 (lnvalaclennate u.a.). ___ .. ____ .... _ .. _." /t7 F.I (S.i1.25) 

(5) Ich kJlmmcre mlch um den H.ushalt.._._ .. , ... "."."._. _____ " .... _ .. "" ... ", /t7 F.I (511;11 25) 

(6) Ich bin mllealol. bin nachl bcruC.IaIi._. __ "." __ ,,. __ • __ " ....... "," ....... 17 F.I (5.;111 25) 

(7) kh babe kllrzlich IIIIiM AusbiIdun. ~ 
und babe _h kline 51111. ' .. uclal. ___ • _______ " __ ._"."_." ... 17 F.I (Sci/1I2S) 

(8) S-ip Silllllion ¥OIl Arbcusloli,kIII. 
(bm. PllZlliawn: ....... """_""" ...... " .. " ............ ) ... "" .... " .... " .. "."" ... ,, ............ /t7 F.I (S.i/1I25) 

(99) keaM AnlwonlAnl_n nrw.i.erl ......... " •• "."" .. ,"._","" .. "."-" ... "" ...... ,,,, ....... /t7 F.I (Sci/II 2S) 
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B.l Wlevlele Jahre wlrd Delne gegenwiirtlge Ausblldung voraussichtllch noch 
dauern (d.S ',urende Schullgbr nlCht mitgerecbnetl? 

INTERVIEWER: 
.-> WeM derldie Sqragre 1m kr:rCn t."mUthmujahr stehr. bille "0" eillsel:en!!! 

ADzabI !lOCh zu ablolyicmlllc Jahre ldas laurcndc Sdwljabr nielU millcrechncll : •• ".

(99) UiDe AlllwaniAnlwon vcrwcilcn 

,. Blne die Kartt 20 zelgen ., 

B.2 Wo benndet 5ich zur Zeit die Schule, die Du besuchst? 
INTERYIEWER : 
_.> Bilte dell Code (4} nur anlcreuztTI. M'eIUI der/die Bejrogle eille Schllie ollsserhalb der Schwei: 

btsuchr!!! 

(I) in dalllclben Dorf CIder Quan,icr. wo icb aucb wohne Id.h. die Nacln yertlrinpl 
(2) wmilcr aIs 10km yom Darf oderQuaniererllfemi. WD ich wohnc Id.h. die NaclU vcrbrinIel 
(3) rncbr aIs 10 km yom Dorf CIder Qullticr auCemL WD icb WDhne Id.h. die NaclU Yertlrinpl 

(4) in eiDan IIldaaII..IIId 

(8) • weill aicIu (odcr niclU meIIr) 
(9) kcine AlllwanJAnlw~ vcrwciCcn 

I. Blue die Kartt 21 zelgen .1 
B.3 Wenn Du elnmal an aile luten und schlechten Erfahrunlen In der Schule 

zurOckdenkst. wiirdest Du salen, dass Du 1m allgemelnen Ierne oder nlcht 
so Ierne zur Schule lehlt? 

(I) IChr acme 
(2, ziemlich pme 
13, niebt so Ierne 
(4) ,11 nichl pme 

(8) WClllaiclulodcrnicbtmchrl 
(9) kciDe AlllwanJAnlw~ verwcilcn 

,. BlUe die Kartt 22 zellen .1 
B.4 Wleviele Stunden brauchlt Du 1m Durc:bsc;bnlu pro Woche riir 

Delfte Schulaurlaben? 

(I) wenipub 2 SI4 pro Wocbe 
(2) zwiscllen 2I11III5 SI4 pro Wocbe 
(3) zwildlcn 5 WId 10 Sid. pro Wocbe 
(4) zwilcballO unci 15 SId. pro Wocbe 
(5) mchr lis IS SI4 pro Wocbe 

(8) weill aicIu (oder nicbI mdIr) 
(9) k.eiM AalwanlAnlwon vcrwcipn 

,_ BlIte die Kart' 23 zellen ., 

B.5 Wit waren 1m .IIacmelnen Die Lehrer (wlhrend all der Schuljahre) mit Dlr? 

m 1Ihr.a 
(2) ziaDIIcb DIU 
(3) alc:bI so DIU 
(4) pr aicIu.a 

(I) weiss aicIu (oder nicbI mdIr) 
(9) kIiIII AalwanlAnlwon vcrwcipn 
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,. Bille die Kart~ 8 zelgen .1 
B.6 Zellsl Du Delnen Eltem (Valer undloder MUlier) die Noten. die Du bel 

Examen (schrlrtl. PrarungenJ machst (ghgesehen yon den NOten. die Du 
Ihnen obllgatorlsch zellen muss)? 

CII Die CIder DID' lanz lIISII&hmsweise 
(2) manchmal. chcr ICIIaI 
(3) tirlers 
(4) IChr or .. rast inuncr 

(8) weiss Diehl (oder Diehl mchr) 
(9) keine AnlWon/AnlWart verwci,cn 

,. Bille die Kart~ 8 zelgen .1 
B.7 Wenn Du an all die Schuljahre zuriickdenkst. wUrdesl Du sagen. dass Dich 

jm gllgemelnen Peine I.ehrer haben "sltzen" lassen (im Vergleich zu anderen 
SchUlern)? 

(I) Die CIder DID' .anz lIISII&hmsweisc 
(2) mancbmal. chcr ICIIaI 
(3) brlen . 
(4) lehr or .. rast inuncr 

(8) weiss Diehl (oder Diehl mchr) 
(9) kcine AnIWon/AnlWart verwci,cn 

I. Bille dk Kart~ 8 zelgen .1 
B.8 1st es wihrend all der Schuljahre YOrlekommen. dass Dlr ~ ges811 

haben. Du wOrdesl es 1m Leben zu sowleso nlchlS brlnlen? 

II) DIe CIder DID' lanz IIISII&hmsweISC 
(2) mancbmal. chcr ICIIaI 
(3) tirlen 
(4) lehr or .. rUI inuncr 

(8) WC\ll Diehllodcr Diehl mchr) 
(9) I;cIl1C AnlWon/AnlWart verwcilCft 

,. Bille die Kart~ 10 zellen .1 
B.9 Wle kommst Du 1m alliemeinen mil Pelnen K)menkgmeraden aus? 

(I) scbr lUI 
(2) lIcmlieh 1\11 
(3) DIehl 10 ,UI 
(4) ,U nidll ,UI 

(8) weiss Diehlloder Diehl mchr) 
(9) kcine Anlwon/Aruwart vcrweilcn 

I. Bwe die K.art~ 11 zellen .1 
B.I0 Interasleren .Ich Delne Eltem IVIler undloder MUlier) rOr 

Peine SSh"U'sher, die Du lelenwirtll hut? 

(I) ja.m-
/21 &ianlidl 
(3) aichllO IChr 
/41 UbcrIIIupI aicIII 

(8) weiss nicbllodcr Diehl mci1r) 
(9) kcine AruwanlAnlWart vcrwcifClt 
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INTERVIEWER,' 
._> "oa" : Nach ditstm Ztichtll mi/sstll Sit jtwtils be; der qllgegebenell Emec 
we;rerfqhW/!!! Vtrgtsstn Sit bittt! nit. ditsts a/chtll:1I btachwl!!! 

I. BlIt, di, Karle 6 zelgen .1 
B.ll Wle ~ lindest Du sind KUle Scbulngten, um spiter eine gute Arbelt 

oder elne aute Stelle IU finden? 

(1) ICIIr wicluil 
(2) uemlieh wicJujl 
(3) niclu 10 wiehtil 
(4) Ubalwlpl Diehl wichtil 

(8) weiu Diehl (oder Diehl mch:) 
(9) keinc AnlWonJAnlwan VCMllcilerl 

INTERvIEWER: 
I. Bitt' di, Karle 25 zelaen .1 

••• > Dit Frall'lI IJ..ll. bts ILJ.4. silld II/cht :11 sltll,lI. wellll der/die Be/ragte sich noch ill der 
obligatorischell Schllie IPrimarschllle. Oberstu/e. d,h. bis ISIJ6 Jahre/ bejilldet. Kreu:ell Sie ill diesem 
Fall W' Cg'" W QlI. und /ahrell Sie direkt weiter mit der Frage __ H .. _H ____ • II7' IL..L5. 
B.ll Gefillt Dlr die AusblldunK, die Du scunwArtlg mpShst? 

CI) ja schr 
(2) zjcmlieh 
(3) nichllO schr 
14) Clbcrbaupi Diclu 

1$) ieh bcsuc:hc noc:h die oblililorisehc Schule lPrirnarsc:hule. Obcrslufel ....... _ ......... _ .. II7' IL..L5. 
18) weiu DiehlCodcr Diehl mchrl 
(9) kclllC AnlWonJAnlwan YCfWC1~erI 

I. Bitt' di, ?ar'te 25 zeiKen .1 
B.13 Sind De!ne Eltem [Vlter und/odcr Muncr! mit der Ausblldung zurrleden, 

die Du BeRguM'Prtlg maSh$l? 

(I) ja IChr 
(2) uemlich 
(3i nichllO .w 
(4) Cibcrilaupt Diehl 

($) ich bauchc noc:h die obli,llOrischc Sclude IPrim.anclwlc. Obcnlufel. ____ • II7' IL..L5. 
(8) weiu DiehlCoder Diehl mchrl 
(9) keinc AnIWonJAnlwan WIWCI,erI 

B.14 Anaenommen. Du hlttest damals wlhlen kOnnen: hillest Du Ueber eln 
Studlum oder Ueber elne Lehre .nlerlnlen, oder wirest Du Ueber dlnkt 
Ins Erwerbsleben letreten? 

(I) idI blue lieber tint LcIn IIIpflllJCII 

(21 ic:h hiUe !ieber lin SWdi1lllllllJeflllltll 

(31 ic:h wlire liebcr dinkl ins EIwcrbsJebr:n JCUIIIII 

(BI weiu Diehl loder Diehl mebrl 
(9) kcine An\wonJAnlwan verwwipn 
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B.IS 1st es schon einmal Yorgekommen, dass Du ein Schuljahr 
wlederholen musstest? 
(I) ncin............................................................................................................ 0" I1.J.Z. 
(2) j ................................................................................................................ /J7' ILH. 
(8) wcia nichl (ader nichl mchr) ........................................... M .............................. /J7' 1L12. 
(9) keine AnlwarlJAnlwan VCfweiICfL ...... M.M ........................................................ /J7' 1L12. 

I. Bin, di, Kt;,.t~ 27 zelgen .1 
B.16 An welcher Schule war das? 
-> Mthrtrt AnlwOntll sind hitr miiglich!!! 

(I) PrillllJlChule. Obmlufe labli •• larische SchulcIM.M ... MM ..... > Wenn j •• wicvicl mal? ...... M ... .mal 
(2) Schule aline MaIllriWsabschiuss 

(Handelsschule. Lehrerseminu) .. M .... M ........... M ........ M ....... > Wenn jl. wicviel m.1? ........... .mal 
(3) M.lurilllSlChule IGymnasium. ObmcrrunuJ.M.M.MM ....... M.> Wenn j •• wlcvlcl mil? ............ mal 
(4) Priv.lschulc ................................................................. > Wenn j •• wieviel mal? ........... .mal 
(S) .uf eine BeruflAusbilcluna varbereitcnde Sehule. __ .. ...> Wenn jl. wleviel mal? ......... M.maI 
(6) Berufslehre. Berufsschulc.landwinscJWllichc Sellule .. _ .... .> Wenn ja. wlevicl mal' ......... M.maI 
(7) andere Scbule ............................................................... > Wenn j •• wicviel mal? ........ M • .maI 

(8) weiss Diehl (oder niehl rnehr) 
(9) kcine AnlwanJAnlWan verweiJCfl 

ich habe Die ,elrilenci neben der Schule/Ausbildung M.M._.M._._ ............ 0" !l.l.,S,i/t 271 

ieh habe .. &hrend dcr Sarnmerferien ,earbeilCl 
iell habe an fmen Nachrnilla,en ,eubellCl 
iell habe an Wachencndcn JUrbeilCl 
ieh habe schon w&hrend kiirzerer Fcrien IHerbsL WcihnacbIcn. frilhjahr. usw.I,earbe11C1 
iell habe an Abendcn ,eubeilCl 
iell habe auch wihrend dcr SehulzeillAusbildunpuil.wbeiICI 
kelne Anlwarl/Anlwan verwci.erL._ ....... M ....... _ ................ M................. g!l.l. IStilt 271 

INTERvIEwER; 
I. Bltlt di, Karlt 29 ulgen .1 

-> Dltst FrQ,t rlchln sich lIur QII Bt!rQgtt. dit schOll nrbru tkrSchlllrtAllSbUdtmg 
gcarbcil(l hDbtllm 

B.18 Wlevlel Geld hast Du selt Beglnn des laurenden Jahres (allo selt 1. Januar 
1992) unaerlhr mit lolcben Nebenbelcbllrtlaunaen verdlent? 

(I) weniacr ala 500 Franken 
(2) zWlscben 500 unci 1'000 Franken 
(3) zwiscben 1'000 unci 2'000 Fnnken 
(I) zwischen 2"000 unci S'OOO Franken 
(S) mchr als 5'000 Franken 

(8) weia nichl (ader Diehl mchr) 
(9) kcine AnlwanJAnlwan verweipn 

r&J"'E'DVIE~'ER : 
_> V,r,tsstll Sit bill' lIicht. jtt:t ..... tittr:u!Qhrtn mit dtr FrQ,t II:i? Ci...J. 
(I.M"llsa"..r T.1I /ilr tdl.t. B,/r.,,'"' si,II, Sci« 1"!!! 
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C.I Wlevlele Jahre wlrd Delne gegenwlirtige Ausblldung vorausslc:htllc:h noc:h 
dauern (dIS laufeDde Scbuljabr oisht mitgerecbngU? 

INTERVIEWER: 
••• > WeM derldie Bqragle 1m lema! AlIsbflthmvsjahr sUhI. bi"e "0" eillsel:e,,!!! 

AnzahI noch zu Ibsolvierende Jahre (das laufendc Schuljallr nichl mil,Clechnel1 : ......... .. 

(99, kcine AnIWon/Anlwon vmwcilcrl 

C.2 Vor dem Studlum. das Du jetzt absolvlerst. welc:he Sc:hule/Ausbllduna 
hast Du zuletzt aemac:ht? 

(II Bcrllf.lehrc. Bcrllfsschule.landwlrUClWlliehe Schule 
(2' Schute ohnc Mllllrillisabschluss IHandclsschule. Lchrmcminu) 
(3) MawrililSlChule IGymnuium. Obcncnunu) 
(4) Tcchnikum.ln.erucurschule 
IS) UnivcnillL ETH 
(6) PrivllIChule (bme prazisieren: ............................................... , 
m andere Schule/Au.bildunC vor Sludienbc,IM (blue prulsiercn: .................................... _ ..... , 

(9) keine AnIWon/AnIWon vcrweilcrl 

I. Bille die Y.!:ru 6 zelgen .1 
C.3 Wle wlc:htlg findest Du sind gute Noten 1m Studlum. um spater elne ,ute 

Arbelt oder eine gute Stelle zu finden? 

m schr wiehli. 
I:!) Zicmlieh wichll; 
C3) nichllO wichu. 
(4) libcrh&upi niehl wlchUIl 

(8) WClSS nichl loder nichl mchr) 
(9) kcme Anlwon/Anlwon vCfWciCcrl 

I. Bitle die ?!:l't~ 24 zelgen .1 
C.4 Gerillt Dir die Ausbllduna. die Du gerenwiirtjg mpcbst? 

II) ja schr 
(2) Zlemlieh 
C3) ruchllO .chr 
(4) libcrh&upi niehl 

(8) weiss ruchl loder Diehl mchr) 
(9) kcme AnIWon/Anlwon YCrWcilcrl 

?art~ 24 zeiaen .1 
C.S Sind Delne Eltem IVatcr und/odcr Multcr) mit der Ausblldung zufrleden. die 

Du Rcgcnwiirtlg machs t? 

(\) ja schr 
(:!) Zlcnllidt 

.11 niehl 10 schr 
10&, Uballauplrudtt 

(8) weiss nidu loder Diehl mchr) 
(91 kcmc Aruwon/Antwon YCfWCllcrI 
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INTERVIEWER; 
-> "0"" : Nach diesem Zeichen mUssen Sie jewei/s bel der allgCrCbCmw Fmgc 

!!! Vergessell Sie bitte nie. dieses ~ichell :11 beach un!!! 

,. Biu, di, Karlt 26 zelgen ., 

C.6 Angenommen. Du hAuest damals wihlen kilnnen: hiuest Du Ueber ein 
Studlum oder Ueber elne Lehre angerangen, oder wiresl Du lieber dlrekt 
Ins Erwerbsleben aeareten? 
(1) ich blue liebcrciDe Lehre anprlllp!l 

(2) ieh biIIe licber em SIIIdiwn anserlDlen 

(3) ich wllre lieber direkl ins ErwabIIeba! ,amen 

(8) weiss nichl (oder Diehl mehr) 
(9) kcine Antwon/Anlwan YCTWei8C1l 

. ,. Bitt, die Kartt 28 zelaen ., 

C.7 In welchem Umrang hast Du selt dem 1. Januar 1992 neben dem Studlum 
aurbeltet, um etwas Geld zu verdlenen? 

INTERvlEWER : 
••• > Mehrer, IanIWonen sbld hier miiglich!!! 

(0) ieh babe nic IcubeilCl neba! dcr SelwleJAusbildunC.M_. __ • __ •• M_H ... 117!lJ. (S,;1t 271 

(I) ich habe wihrald dcr Sommafcrien IC&JbeiIcI 
(2) ich habe an rreien NlChmitla,en reubeilCl 
(3) ieh habe an Wochcnendcn ,artlc1lCl 
(4) ich babe lChon wihrend IdIn.mr Ferien IHcrbsL WeilUllcJuen. Fr1Jhjahr. us •• J ,CubeilCI 
(5) ich babe an Abendcn leubellCl 
(6) ich habe auch wihrald dcr Schulzcil/Ausbildunpzcil,eubeilCl 
(9) kcinc AnlwonlAnlwon vcrwcllcn. .. H ....... H ........ _ ....... M .. H ... M ................. 117!lJ. (S,;/I 271 

J&URV/EWERj 
,. BlU, di, Karlt 29 zelgen ., 

... > Di,se Frage richw sich nil( an Bt/ragtt. die schon nt/w! dyn Smdium 
gCarhciw habtill/! 

C.B Wlevlel Geld hast Du selt Bealnn des laurenden Jahres (also sell 1. Januar 
1992) unaefiihr mil lolchen NebenbeschirUaunaen verdlent? 
(I) wenipr lis 500 Franken 
(2) zwilChat 500 IIIId 1'000 FrInk .. 
(3) zwischen 1'000 IIIId 2'000 fnnkcn 
(4) zwiJcllcn 2'000 IIIId 5'000 Frankal 
(5) mehr all 5'000 Franken 

(8) weiss DicItl (oder nid& meItr) 
(9) kciDe AntwanJArIIwan wrweirat 

I" 'ER: 

-> Vergessen Sie bllte nlchl. ill:I w,IIer:u/ahrrn mil der Frage rr:;p U 
("".,iflllUfJ" T,ll file Gil, B'/nI,IIII, ,/,/1, Sci" 271!!! 
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D.l Aur welehem Berur maehst Du Delne Lehre? 
Name des Baufs: ........ _._._._._ ..... _ ................ . 

INTERVlEWER : 
••• > Billt ka.u;m.Sit auf dtr folgtndtn Listt dit Ihrtr Ansieht 

IWh ;/Urdf(lldc Bcmf.rhrqllche mr!!!! 

(I) Blllaewerbe IbaIIhIndwatdich BcruI'e) 
(2) Awopwabe ILB. AUlOIIIeChanikerl 
(3) Lebelllmillel ILB. Bkkerln. Metzler) 
(4) DcuiIbandeIILB. VerlWlferln) 
(.5) LandwinschafIILandwin. Rebbau. Olrlnerln. WaldlriJeiterJ 
(6) MaschinaIindust /LB. WerlaeuJl1l&C/lerJ m lllmiDislntive Davfe ILB. Selaewial. VerwalDlnJ. BuchhallWllJ 
(8) Verkchr WId Trampan,ewertJe I Bahn. BIIS. SlrwenlrllllpOlle J 
(9) UbrmIdIer. Fcinmccbaniker 
(10) Banken. m 
(\I) Zeichner. JrIPhiche Bcrufe 
(12) Chemie 
(13) Tourisnws. OUlpwabe 
(14) II¥iae Bnnche 

(99) 'kcine AmwonJAnlwon YerWellen 

D.2 Wleviele Jahre wlrd Delne Lehre vorausslehtlleh noeh dauern (das 
""'en de Lcbrlabr Dleht mltgcrecbnCtl? 

INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Wtn" dtr/dit Bt/roglt im Itt:un Lthrjahr sttht. schrtibt" Sit bitte HO"!!! 

AnzahI Jahre bis zum Lelvablchluss ldu Iaufende Lebrjahr Diehl mil,erecbnclJ : .... _ .... 

(99) kcine AnlWonJAnlwon YerWellen 

D.3 Wle alt warst Du. als Du aus der Sehule kamst? (Vnter Sehule 1st 
die tiglleher Vnterrieht zu verstehen!) 

Alter (in Jahren) : '_"" 

(98) waD nidllioder IlichL meiIr) 
(99) keine AnlWonJAnIWort verwei,en 

D.4 Was hast Du fOr eine Sehule besueht. bevor Du mit der Lehre anlefanlen 
hast. die Du Jetzt maehst? 
Wlr verstehen hler unter Sehule aueh die Berufssehule und 
berufsvorbereltende Sehulen!!! 
(l) PrimlnchuIc.Qber· brw. SckIIndanchulslllfe lobli,llarisdle SchuleJ 
(2) Davfsvorbercilencie Sc:huIe 
(3) Baulslcbre. Baulacbulc.landwinsdlalllicbc Sellalc 
(.) Scllllle obnc Maalrililsablchuss (HandeIIIcI'IIIe. Lelnneminarl 
(5) MIluriIliIllCbuIe (0ymsIuium.~) 
(6) Privalldnalc (biuc prbi.icraI: ••• ___ .. _____ ._ .. ___ 1 

m andere Sebul. (billC prizilierat: ----... --.--.--.--.) 

(9) bine AnlWonJAnlwan ¥aMisen 
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0.5 Wle ort hast Du bls jetzt die Lehrstelle gewechselt? 
INTERVIEWER: 
.-> Wtnn dtrldit Btjragtt noch lIit dit Lehmtllt g~tchstlt hat. schrtibtll Sit bittt HO"!!! 

AnzahI LchrsleUenwcchscl: .HH. ____ • 
(98) weiss niehl!oder niehl meIIr) 
(99) kcine AnIWan/AnlWaI1 vcrweilen 

I. Bitlt di, Karte 20 zelgen .1 
0.6 Wo machsl Du gegenw8rtlg die Lehre? 
INTERVIEWER: 
--> Bittt dtll Cod, (4) nur a"kr,u:,". W'IIII dtrldit Btfragtt ill ,illtm Bttri,b alustrhalb dtr 

Schw,i: dit Lehrt macht. 

(I) in dcmsclbcn DorflQulnier. wo ieh wohne (eU\. die Nachl YcrbrinseJ 
(2) weniler.1s 10 Ian yom DorflQllanier entfeml. wo ich wohne (d.h. die NlChl YcrbrinceJ 
(3) mehr all 10 Ian yom DorflQuanier enilernl. wo ieh wohne (d.b. die NlChl YcrbrinleJ 

(4) in eiIxm anderen Land 

(8) weiss niehl (ocier nielll mellrl 
(9) keme AnIWan/AnlWon vcrwei.en 

I. Billt di, Karte 24 zeigen .1 
INTERVIEWER: Die rolgenden Fragen beziehen lich aur die gegegwijrtlge Lehre. 
0.7 Inleressieren slch Delne Ellem (Viler undloder MUlier] fUr Deine Lehre? 

(J) jllehr 
(2) zjanlich 
(3) niehllo sehr 
14) UberhauPI nictu 

18) weiu niehl (ode!' niehl mehr) 
(9) keme AnlwonJAnlWon ycrwei.en 

I. Bitl' die Karle 24 zeigen .1 
0.8 Gerillt Dlr die Ausblldung, die Du gcgcgw8rtlg mach$!? 

m juehr 
(2) ziemlich 
(3) niehuo IdIr 
(4) UberhauPI nichl 

(8) weiD Diehl (ocier niehl mehrl 
(9) keme AnlWan/AnIWal1 vcrweiaen 
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,. Bille die ,,<:.crte 24· zelgen ., 

D.9 Sind Delne Eltem (Vater und/oder Mutter) mit der Ausblldung zuCrleden. die 
Du serenw1rtir machst? 

(I) juc!w 
(2) ziemlich 
(3) nichllO schr 
(4) UbalWlpl nichl 

(8) weiss ni,hl (odcr ni,hl mehr) 
(9) keine AmwanJAnlwon verweilerl 

/. Bille die Kcrte 30.8 zeigen ., 

D.I0 Wle kommst Du 1m aJlgemeinen mit Delnen ArbeltskoJlegen aus? 
INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Falls dtrldit Bejraglt mil dtm Lthrmtister alltill arbeiltl. billt Code (S) allkre,,:ell!!! 
.-> Falls derldit Bejraglt alltill mil seil/em Vorer(ais Lthrmeisltr} arbtiltl. billt Codt (6) 

QJJlcreuzel/!!! 
(I) . schr lUI 
(2) ziemlich 'UI 
(3) ni= ID lUI 
(4) IU nichl lUI 

(5) in meincm Lehrbelricb arbeilen nUl der LeIwmeiIlCr unci ich 
(6) in mcanem Lehrbelrieb arbelle ich alleU! mil meinem Valer zusammen 

(8) weiss nichl (odcr ~hl mehr) 
(9) keine AnIWanJAnlwon verweilcn 

/. Bille die r.t:r,e 8 zelgen ., 

D.ll 1st es schon yorgekommen. dass Dlr der Lehrmelster gesagt hast, Du seist 
zu nlchts zu gebrauchen? 

II) nie oder nur lanz ausnahmsweisc 
(2) manc:hmaL chcr sellen 
(3) (men 
(4) schr OfL fw immcr 

(8) weill nichl (oder ~h! mchr) 
(9) keine AmwanJAnlwon VCTWCIlen 

/. Billt die /Carle 6 zellen ., 

D.ll Wle wichtlg nndest Du est elne uhre zu machen. die Dlr gut geCAIIt? 

m schr wicbu8 
f2) ziemlich widttill 
(3) ni= 10 wichlill 
(4) liberhaupl nidi! wiehIi. 

(8) weiss nichlloder Diehl mchr) 
(9) kane AnlWanJAnIWort verweiaen 
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''':OWER,' 

••• > "g" : Naeh diesem Zeichl!n mUssl!1I Sil! jl!wl!iis be; der gUVeCebeuel! Emu 
W(iterfqhrw!!! Ver,essl!n Sle bittl! nil!. diesl!s aichl!lI:1I bl!ach/ell!!! 

I. Bille die Karu 6 zelgen ., 

D.13 Wle wlchtlg rindest Du sind gute Noten wihrend der Lehre. um spater elne 
lute Arbelt oder elne gute Stelle zu bekommen? 

11) Iehi' wicbtia 
(2) Zlcmlich wichtia 
(3) nicbllO wichtig 
(4) Ubcrhaupl nicb! wichtiS 

(8) weiss nicbl (odeI' nicb! meill') 
(9) keine AnlWonJAnIWDrt vcrwciBcrt 

I. Bittl! die Karle 26 zelgen ., 

D.14 Angenommen. Du hittest damals wihlen konnen: hiittest Du lieber eln 
Studlum oder lieber eine Lehre angerangen, oder warest Du lieber dlrekt 
Ins Erwerbsleben getreten? 

11) icb halle heber cine Lehrun,cClIIJClI 

(2) ich blUe tieber cin SlUdium IIIpflll,en 

(3) icb wire lieber cma.t ins Erwcrbslcbm lcuetcn 

(8) weiss IUchl lodcr nicb! mchr) 
(9) kClllc AnlWonJAnIWDrt vcrweilcrt 

D.15 Hast Du schon elnmal ein Schuljahr oder eln Lehrjahr wiederholen 
miissen? 

(1) nem ................................................................................................... 1fi1"!i.l. IS,i" 27) 

(2) j....................................................................................................... u 12..1.1 
(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) .................................................................. 1J7!i.l. (5'11' 27/ 

(9) keine AnlwonlAnlwon yerweilcn........................................................... 1J7!i.l. (S,ilt 27) 

I. Bittt die Karle 27 zelgen ., 

D .16 An welcher Schule war das? 
... > Mthrert Alllwortell silld hitr mOgl/ch!!! 

(\) Primanchule. Obemu£e lobliS'lorische S.:hulel ................. > Wenn jl. WICYlcl mal~ ............ mal 
(2) Schule ohnc M.wrilauabschiusl 

(Handelsschule. Lehreneminar) ........................................ > Wenn j •. wlCYlel mal'! ........... .mal 
(3) M'luril&Wc:hule (Oymnuium. Obcncrninar). .. _ ... __ .. _.> Wcnn JI. wleyicl mal'! ............ mal 
(4) PriVilschule ................................................................. > Wenn,.. wleyiel mal? ........... .maI 
(5) auf eiDe Bcrufsausbildunl vorbm.1eIIOc Schulc. __ -> Wcnn ja. wlCYiel mal? .. _ ..... .maI 
(6) BerufsldR. Bcrufachule. landwinschaflliche Schule..---> Wcnn ja. wleYiel mal? ....... _.maI 
(7) andere Schule ............... _ ..................................... _ ...... > Wcnn ja. wievicl mal? ...... _.maI 

(8) weiss nicbllodcr nicN mciIr) 
(9) kciDc AnlWonJAn1W1IrI m'WCiJGI 

lINTER VIEWER : 
_.> Vergessell Sit billt lIicht. jet:t M'elttr:lI!ahrell mit dec Eragt g U 
(ftlrltin'IJIrI" Ttil f/Jr Gilt Bt/ra,ltn. 'i'ht Stile 271!!! 
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E.l Aur welchem Berur arbeltest Du? 

Name dcs Berufa: ............................................ .. 

INTERYIEWER : 
••• > Bitte ~ Sie aul der latgeudell Uste die Ihrer Ansicht 

npch ;lIIrdfflldc Bemfrbrauchc all!!!! 

III Baupwabe (bauhandwcrklic:he 8enIfe) 
(2) AUlopwcrbe (LB. AUlDIIlCChaniker) 
(3) Lebenml.iuel (LB. BKl:kerln. Mel.ZlerJ 
14) DcullhandcI(LB. Vcrk.lurerlnJ 
(S) LandwauchlIl(lAndwan. Rebbau. Ginnerln. WaldarbeilerJ 
(6) Maschinerundustne (LB. Werla.eupnadler) 
(7) adminisInlive Berufe (LB. SdcrellnlL Verwallllllg. Buchhahung) 
(8) Verk.ehr unci TIIIISpDIIBewerbe (BIhn. Bus. SU1SSCI\IIIIISpDI\CJ 
(9) UhnNcher. Feinmechaniker 
(10) Bwen. PIT 
(II) Zeichner. graphiJebe BeruCe 
C12) Chemie 
C13) Tourianus. GUlpwabe 
(14) IIdere Brancbe 

(99) 'keinc AnrwonlAnlwon verweilelt 

E.2 Was hast Du 1Il1l1Z1 rOr eine Schule oder Ausbildung besucht. bevor Du 
angerangen hast zu arbeiten? 
Wlr verstehen hler unter Schule auch die Berursschule und 
berursvorbereitende Schulen!!! 

(\) PrimanchuJe.Ober· tnw. ScklIndanchulSlwe (oblilalDrildle Scbule) 
(2) BeruCsvorberellende Schu1e 
(3) Berufslehre. Berufacbule.landwiruchlIlliche Scbule 
loll Schule ollne Mawnwsabschluss IHandeluchule. Lehrcnemln&rl 
IS) MllunllWChule IGymnululIL Obencnunar) 
16) Technikwn.lngerueur.Scbuie 
(7) UnivcrsillL ETH 
18) PrivllSChule Ibine prizisieren: ........................................................... ) 
(9) andere Schule (blUe prullieren: ........................................................... ) 

(99) keinc AnlwonlAnlwon vcrweism 

E.3 Wle oft hast Du bls jetzt die ArbeltssteUe aewechselt Ceinschllessllch 
aUrillll!er Wechsel der Lehrstellel? 

INTER V IEWER : 
••• > Wtllll dtr/die Be/ragtt lIit die Amilssttile odcr Lthrsteile gt'Wtchstll hal. schrtibtu Sit 

bint "OH!!! 

AnzahI (Lehr')SlCllmwcchscl: .""._ 

(98) Mia nichl (oder niclll mdIr) 
(99) keine Anlwon/Anlwort ~pn 
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I. Bin~ die Karte 20 zelgen .1 
E.4 Wo befindet slch Deln gegenwartlger Arbeltsort? 
INTERVIeWER: 
---> Bitte den Code (4) nur ankrtu:en. wtlllt dtrldit Btjragte III einem Betrieb allSSerhalb dtr 

Schwel: die Lehre macht. 

(\) in dcmsclben DorflQuanier. wo ich wohne (eLh. die Nachl yctbrinJe] 
(2) wcniler lis 10 Ian yam DorflQuanicr cnlfcnu. wo ieh wohnc (d.1!. die NlChi yerbrin,e] 
(3) mehr als 10 Ian yom DorflQuuuer aufcmL wo ieh wohnc (d.1!. die NlChl Ycrbrin,e) 

(4) in eincrn andI:raI Land 

(8) WCISS nichlloder Diehl mehr) 
(9) kcinc AnlwonJAnlwon vcrwcilat 

,. Bitte die Kartt 30.b zelgen .1 
INTERVIEWER: Die rolgenden Fragen beziehen slch aur die gegenwiirtlge 

Arbeltsstelle! 

E.5 Arbeltest Du 1m Momcot ganztags oder hast Du elne Tellzeltstelle? 

III ieh abcilC IlIWap (Uber 80 ~I 
(2) ieh I1Ibc cine Teill.CilSlelie (40-8090\ 
(3) ich arbeite wcnipr a1s halbuas Iwcnipr a1s 40 '!\ 
(4) ich arbeite IlIlr lC:InpClrir (Manpower. Adi.1nterim. llSW.] 

(9) kcine AnlwonJAnlWon vcrwci,at 

,. Bit" di, Karte 24 zelgen .1 
E.6 Interessleren slch Delne Eltern (Vater und/oder Mutter) fUr Delne Arbelt? 

III ja schr 
(2) lIem1ich 
(3) RIehl so sehr 
(4) UbcrbluPI niehl 

(8) WCISS nichl (oder niehl mehr) 
(9) kcine AnIWonJAntwon vetwellat 

,. Biu~ die Karte 24 zelgen .1 
E.7 GerAlIt Dlr JwW:. Deln Berur bzw. Delne Arbelt? 

III jl achr 
(2) ziemlidt 
13) nichllo IChr 
(4) UbcrhallPI nichl 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) kcinc AntwonJAntwon vetwelaat 
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,. Billl dit Karle 24 zelgen .1 
E.8 Sind Delne Ellern zufrleden mit Delner Berufswahl zufrleden? 

(I) ja sebr 
(2) ziemlich 
(3) niehllO schr 

. (4) Ubatlaupl Diehl 

(8) wciu nichll oder nichl mchr) 
(9) kel/lC AnlwonIAnlwon verweilCfl 

,. Billt dit Kt::-te 30.8 zeigen • 1 

E.9 Wle kommst Du 1m allgemelnen mil Delnen ArbellSkollegen aus? 
INTERVIEWER: ---> Falls dtrldit Btjraglt mil dtm Lthrmeisler alleill arbtittl, bille Code (5 J allkreU!ell!!! 
--> Falls derldie Btjragle alleln mil seinem Vater (als LthrmeisttrJ arbeiter, bitte Code (6) 

alwell:en!!! 

I\) IChr 1111 
(2) . ziemlich lUI 
(3) DichllO lUI 
(4) au nichlllli 

(5) in mcinem Lehrbeu'icb arbeilell nUl' der LehrmeillCl' und ieh 
(6) in mcinem LchrbcIricb ubcilC leh IIlein inti rncmem Viler zusammm 

(8) WelD nichl loder nichl meilrl 
(9) kcine AnlwonlAnlWon VCTWCIBCfl 

,. BUtt die Y..t:rte 8 zelgen .1 
E.I0 1st es schon vorgekommen. dass Dlr Deln heutiger Chef gesagt hat. Du 

selst zu nlehU zu lebrauehen? 

11) nie oder nUl' IIIIZ IIIIIIIhmsweisc 
(2) manchmal. chcr sellell 
(3) often 
/41 sehr OfL fill immer 

(8) waa nichl loder nichl meilrl 
(9) keinc AnlwonlAnlwon verweircn 

I. BUlt dit Karle 6 zelgen ., 

E.ll Wle wlehtll flndest Du est elne ArbeU zu baben. die Dlr lefillt? 

(I) sehr wichliJ 
C2l ZlemJich wichlia: 
(3) nichl 10 wiehlia: 
(4) Ubcrhlupc nicIu widtlil 

(8) weill Diehl Coder aicha ntIbr) 
(9) kciDI AnlwonlAlltwon wrwcipn 
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liNTER VIEWER,' 

.-> "1f1P ": Nach diesem Zeiche" musse" Sie j~el/s be; dec Qngcgchcrt'rt Emgc 
!!! Vergene" Sie bitte nie. dieses Zeichtn :11 beachten!!! 

,. Bille die Karu 6 zeigen ., 

E.12 Wle wichtlg Ilndest Du es, ~ Arbeit zu leisten, um spater eine .IIWUIl 
Arbcitmelle zu bekommen? 

(I) sehr wiehu, 
(2) 1I1m1ieh wiehu, 
(3) niehllO wiehlis 
(4) Uberhaupl Diehl wiehli. 

(8) wlia niehlloclcr nicht meilr) 
(9) kline AnlwonJAnlWon verwei,en 

,. Bille die Karu 26 zeigen ., 

E.13 Angenommen, Du hAllest damals wihlen konnen: hiuest Du lieber ein 
Studlum oder Ueber eine Lehre angerangen, oder wirest Du lieber dlrekt 
Ins Erwerbsleben letreten? 

III ieh hIUe Heber cine Lchre IncefllllCll 

(2) ieh hlIte lie~ em Siudium Inpfln,CII 

(3) ieh wire lieber dirckl ins Erwerbsleben leIRIa! 

(8) wcia niehll oder nieht mehr) 
(9) kcine AnlWortIAnlwon vcrwcicen 

E.14 Hast Du schon einmal ein Schuljahr oder eln Lehrjahr wiederholen 
miissen? 

11) nein................................................................................................... 117 !i..lIStilt 271 

(2) j ....................................................................................................... 117~ 

(8) WillS niehl (oder niehl mlhr) .... " ................ " ..... " .......... " .... " .... " ...... "... I!iI" !i..lIStilt 271 

(9) keine Anlwon/Anlwon verwellen. .. " .......................... " ....... " ................. I!iI" !i..lISti/, 271 

,. Bille die Karle 27 zeilen ., 

E.15 An welcher Schule war das? 
-> Mehrere AnlWo"e" si"d hier miiglich!!! 

(I) Primanc:hule.Obentufe loblililorische Schulel __ "_ .. > Wenn jl. WIIVil1 mal? ....... _ • .mal 
(2) Sehule ohne MllurililllbschiulS 

IHandcluchule. Lchmscnunul ........................... _._ .... > Wenn jl. wieviel mal? ........... .mal 
(3) MlluriUilSlchul1 IOYIIIIWIUm. Obmcmlllar), .. ____ .> Wenn ja. Wllvicl mal? ... _" ... .mal 
(4) PriVllIChule .......................................... _"" ................ > Wenn ja. winlCl mal? ... "._.maI 
(5) luf eiDe IIcnICuusbildullS vorbcrcilClldc Schule. __ > Wenn ja. wleviel mal? ...... _ .. .maI 
(6) Berufllehre. IIcnICachule.landwiruchaftliche Sehulc > Wenn jL wlCvicl mal? ". __ .mal 
(7) andere Sehule ........... _ ................................ tu ............. > Wenn ja. wieviel mal? .. _ ... .mal 

(8) wcia aicbl (oder nicht mehrl 
(9) kcine AntwonJAnlWon vcrwcicen 

liNTER VIEWER : 
-> VerRessell Sie bitte nicht. jtt:t M'eiter:lltah"" mit der Frage If1P !i.l. 
(le",.Ensa",,, TeEI /I1r all' B,/raglen, siehe Scite 211!!! 
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liNTER VIEWER,' 
••• > "g" : Nach diesem Ze/chen miissell Sit jeK'eils be; der al/grgrb",,,1/ Eragr 

!!! Vergessen Sie birle nie. dieses aichen:1I beQcluell!!! 

F .1 Selt wlevlelen Monaten benndest Du Dlch In dleser Lage? 

Anuhl Monate: "_._. 

(98) weiss niehl (ocler niehl mehr) 
(99) keine AnrwonJAnlwon VeTWeIlft\ 

F .2 Was hast Du zW&W fUr elne Schule oder Ausblldung besucht? 
Wlr verstehen hler unter Schule auch die Berufsschule und 
berufsvorbereitende Schulen!!! 

(J) PrimanchulelOber· bzw. Sekundandwillwe loblis.lorisehe SehuleJ 
(2) Baufsvonxmlende Schule 
(3) Baufaldn. Bcrufuchule.landwinschaflliche Schule 
(4) Schule ohne MlllUUilsabichluss IHandelsschule. LehrmellWlll'l 
(5) . M.turilitsschule (Gymnasium. Obmeminatl 
(6) Technikum.lnJCIUe\II'.Sehuie 
m UnivmitaL Ell{ 
(8) PriVltscbule (bille prbisieren: .......... " ..................................... " .... " .. ) 
(9) andere Schule (bitlC prlZlSierm: ........... " ........ " ....... " ........... " ........ " .... ) 

(99) keine AnrwonJAnlwon verwei,en 

F.3 Hast Du schon elnmal elne Arbelwtelle gehabt? 
(I) j ............................................................................................................ 0- U 
(2) netn ....................................................................................................... 0- E...l. 
(9) keine AnlworllAnlwon verwellert. .. ".......................................................... 0- E...l. 

I. Bille die Karlt 31 zelgen .1 
F.4 Wlevlele Monate hast Du 1m nonn (d.h. aile Arbelwtellen 

zusammengerechnetl bls heute aearbeltet? 

(I) wmi,cr als 6 MonalC 
(2) zwiJchcn 6 wid 12 Monaten 

(3) zwischen 12 wid 18 Monatcn 
(4) zwischen 18 wid 24 MonalCn 

(5) zwischen 2 unci 3 JIIRn 
(6) Uber 3 Jahre 

(8) weiss niehllocler nichl mchr) 
(9) kcinc AnlwonJAnlwon vcrwcilen 

F.5 Wle ort hast Du bls jelZt die Arbeltsstelle lewechsell lelnschliesslich 
aUrllllger Wechsel der Lehrstellel? 

INTERYIEWER : 
.-> Wmn der/die Bej'rallt lIie die Arne/ISS/ellt oder uhntelle I~echsell hat, sclvtilHn Sit 

bint ·O"!!! 
Anuhl (Lcbr')SlCllmwccbscl: .. __ 

(98) weiss aichl (ocler nichl mchr) 
(99) kcinc AnrwonJAnIWOft vcrwciJeft 
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I. Bin, di, Karte 24 zeillen .1 
F.6 Interessieren sich Deine Eltem (Vater undloder Mutter) rilr Deine lIellenwBrUlLe 

Laae? 
(1) jllebr 
(2) ziemlicb 
(3) nichllo lehr 
(4) Ubcrllaupl nielll 

(8) weiss nielll (ocicr nicN mehr) 
(9) kcine AnlwonJAnIWOrI veTWeilerl 

I. Bin, di, Karle 26 zeillen .1 
F • 7 Anaenommen, Du hittest damals wlhlen k6nnen: hittest Du lieber ein 

Studlum oder Ueber eine Lehre anlleranllen, oder wirest Du lieber dlrekt 
Ins Erwerbsleben aetreten? 

(I) iell ~ lieber cine Lchrc anpfanpn 

(2) ich hlIle Ueber ein Sludium anpflllien 

(3) iell w~ liCbcr direkl ins Erwerbsleben ,euaen 
(8) weiss nielll (ocicr nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AnlwonJAnlwOrl veTWeilerl 

F.8 Hast Du Ichon elnmal eln Schuljahr oder eln Lehrjahr wlederholen 
mUssen? 
II) nein................................................................................................... 0-~ (Stilt 271 

(2) j ....................................................................................................... 0- E...! 
(8) weiss nichl loder nlchl mehrJ.................................................................. 0-~ (Stilt 271 

(9) keine Anlwon/Anlwon yerwellen ........................................................... U ~ (Stilt 27/ 

I. Bitt' di, Karle 27 zeillen .1 
F.9 An welcher Schule war das? 
INTERVIEWER: 
_.> M,hr", AlIIWOrt'II silld hl,r miJglich!!! 

(I) Primandwle. Oberllufe lobli,llOrilche Schulel ___ ..> Wenn ja. WlCyiel mal? ...... _ • .l1li1 
(2) Schul. ohnc M.luril&llablchluu 

IHandclaacbule. Lchn:ncrninu) ........................ _ ............. > Wenn ja. wieyicl mal? ........... .mal 
(3) MlluriLllIICbule IG)'IIIIIUlum. Obenaninar). .. __ ......... > Wenn j •• wlniel m.l? ........... .mal 
(4) Pri¥lllchule ................................. ""." ......................... > Wenn ja. wlCYiel mal? ........... .l1li1 
(5) .uf .ine Bcruflllllbilclunc yOlbereilellde Schule. ___ .... .> Wenn j •• wieYlel mal? ............ mal 
(6) Berufalelft. Berufllchule. landwiJUchaflliche Schult--...> Wenn ,I. winiel ma" ........... .l1li1 
m andeft Schul ......................... " .................................... > Wenn ja. wlCviel mal'! ._._ • .l1li1 

(8) weill nicIU loder !licN mehr) 
(9) kcine Al\ZWonIAnIWOrI veTWeiJerl 

INTERVIEWER: 
-> Verl.ss.n SI, bl", nidI. J,m 'M',/flr-II/ahrtn mil dtr Frog, 0- !i.J. 
(I.III"llsalll" T.II JilT all' B.lral'.II, sl,h, Selle 271!!! 
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G gtmtinsamer Ttil liir tillL Btlragltn!!! 

IINTEP'''r;WER: 

••• > Die Fragen in diesem Teil !i... miissen "on allen Befrarten 
beanrwortet werden. Erst wenn Sie diesen Teil .Ga beendet haben. konnen Sie 
dem/der Be/Tagten die "Lirte l'Qn Verhaltensweisen" iibergeben (diese Liste 
enthalt die Fragen :um Verhalten des/der Befragten. d.h. Fragen Il7 fllJL. a 
~!!! 

INTERVIEWER: Um nun das Thema Oeiner LebensumsUinde abzusehliessen, 
m6c:hte ieh Dir noch einlge allgemeine Fragen stellen. 

I" Billt die Kart! 6 zeigen "I 
G.l Wie wiehtig ist es fUr Oieh. eine Arbelt bzw. einen Berue zu haben, 

wo man viel Geld verdient? 

CIl schr wictni, 
(2) ziemUc:h wic:hlig 
(3) nic:hl so wic:hlig 
(4) llberillupl nlChl wic:hlill 

IB) weiss nic:hlloder nic:hl mehr) 
(9) kcinc AnlwortJAlllwon verweisen 

G.2 Mit wem lebst Ou unter der Woche (d.h. von Montag bis Freitag) 
zusammen? Oarr leh dieh bitten. aile Personen aurzuzihlen. 
die mit Oir in der ,!flsheD WghDuDg zusammenleben? 

CIl mcine MUlter Icv. AdopuvmuucrJ 
(:!) mcin Viler Icv. AdoptivvaterJ 
(3) IIlCII1C Slicfmuller loci. die jclzigc Panncrin meines Valers) 
(4) mein SlidvlICr loci. der jctzigc Panner mClller MUllcr) 
(5) ~c)B~c~ 
(6) mClDe Sc:hwCSlcnn) 
(7) mclDC H31bfcschwiSlcr 
(S) mcin(c) Freundlin) 
(9) mcinlc) Ehepanncrttn) 
(10) mcill(e) Kindler) 
(I II mcinc Oroucltcrn 
(I:!) andere n:Ihc F:unilicnllngchonge 

(13) ic:h Iebe aJlein in 1IlCIIICI' ClICneD Wohnunl 

(14) ic:h lebe in einer Wohnung mil KoIIegenlKoIle,innen 
(1.5) ic:h Iebc in anem Internal. elncm Ham. einem Sludcnlcnhaus. eincm JUICndwohnheim 
(16) ic:h bin Micler eineJ Zimmers 1111 meincm SludienonJArbeIlSOrl 
( 17) ic:h leben in einer AnsIalI 
(I B) andere Wohnsitu:llion 

(99) kcine ArllwonIAnIWOR verweilCft 
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G grmritlsamrr Tril llir td.lt. Br/ragtrtl!!! 

.A' ... .,. .. ·' 'l!Wl!K' 

-> "f(j1-" : Nach dirsrm ~ichr" mQsstn Sie j~eils be; dec allfCrebellell Frare 
• -1_ !!! Vtrgtsstn Sit bitte nit, ditses aichtn zu beachrtn!!! 

G03 Wo wohnst Du in dec Regel wihrend der Wochenenden 
(SamstaglSonntag)? Gib mir bitte eine einzige Antwort!!! 

(1) bei meinen Ellc:m 
(2) bel meiner Muller 
(3) bei meinem Viler 
(4) an meinem AlbciIS-/SlUdienan 

(5) in meiner ellenen Wolmung 

(6) in der eilenen Wohnunl mil meinem/meiner Ehepanner(in) 
m bei mcinemlmeiner Fmand(in) 
(8) bel meinen Grossellc:m 
(9) bei einernJeiner KoUescnJKoUcSin 
(10) IIIdr:Ia 

(99) keine AniwonJAnlwon verweilcn 

G 04 Wle alt warst Ou, als Ou zum ersten Mal eine emstbafle Liebesbeziebung 
hattest, d,h. elne stabile und dauerharte Beziehung zu einem/einer festen 
Freund(in)? 
Aller in Jahren: ....... _ .. 

(0) ich babe noch nie cine feSle Beziehung dieser An gehab! 

(98) weiss Richl (oder Richl mdIl) 
(99) kcine AnlwonJAnlwon verweigcn 

INTERVlEWER : 
-> Dit Fragt G.S. richrtt sich nur an Wries l'crheirqrere Bt/ragre (I'gl. G.1)!!! 
-> WtM dtrldit Btfragrt no,b nlcbe )'erhejrqcet isr, bitte dinkt wrirt/fahrtll 

bti Fragt .............................................................................. /!7 !Lj, 

Go! In welcbem Alter but Ou lebelratet? 
Aller In Jahrcn: ....... _ ... 

(99) keine AnIWOrt/Anlwon verweilcn 

I... BilI6 llir Karle 7 zeigen ... 1 

G.6 Wenn Du mit einer Gruppe yon KollqinnenJKolieaen ausgebst, sind dabei 
in dleser Gruppe die M1dcben oder die Junaen Bunchen in der Ueberzabl? 
(1) die ~ beaebt !!henrjcs!:!", IUS junFII Bn:benfJUIIICII MIanc:m 
(2) die Grvppe besleblllIS unfdlhr lleicb vielcn MIdcIIcD and BII1Cben 
(3) die ~ besIebIl!bc;ryimftd IUS MIdcba\ 

(8) weill nic .. (oder aictII meIIt) 
(9) keiDe AntwonIAnlwon vaweipn 
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G gemeinsamer Teil /Or ll1lL Be/raglen!!! 

INTERVIEWER,' 
••• > IOU ": Nach diesem Zeichell mussell Sie jeK'eils bej dee QlIgegebellell Frage 

!!! VeeRessen Sie bitte lIie. dieses Zeichell:u beach/ell!!! 

I_ Bille die Karte 8 zeigen -I 
INTERVIEWER: 
.-> Die FragelllJ.Z bis!l.lJl rich/ell sich Iwe all Sereag" dje be; ;bm! Elcen! 

/Vater undlodtr MUlltr. b:K'. "Ersat:tlltrn", ~!!! 

••• > Wentl der/die Smagce ll;Chr mebe be; dell E/cem IValtr IIndlodtr MUlltr. b:K', 
"Ersatztlttrn'" l£IlluJL bitte direkc ..... eicer/aheell bei Frage ........................ /!i1" !ill. 

G.7 Sagst Du im allgemeinen Delnen Eltem [Valer undloder Multer), wobig Du 
U1J.U, wenn Du von zuhause weggehsl? 

( I) nic odcr nur IIl11Zlusnahmswcisc 
(2) manchmal. cher sellen 
(3) orlen 
(4)' seM oC1. Casl immcr 

(8) wciss nichl (oder nichl mchr) 
(9) kcine AnIWan/AnlWon Yerwci~cn 

I- Bille die Karle 8 zeigen .1 
G.8 Sagsl Du 1m allgemeinen Deinen Eltem [Valer und/oder Multer). mit wem Du 

zusammen blsl. wenn Du nichl zuhause bisl? 

(I) nic oder nur ~:IIIZ lusnahmswCISC 
(2) /II3IICIunaI. cher sellen 
(3) OClen 
(4) seM oll. Casl immcr 

(8) weiss niehl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) kcine Anlwan/Anlwon verwei~en 

G.9 Wenn Du alwIJI1 ausgehsl. bis wann mussl Du von Deinen Eltern [Valer 
und/oder Multer) aus 1m allgemelnen wieder zuhause seln. wenn Du am 
anderen Tag nlchl zur Schule oder zur Arbelt gehen mussl (ZoB. also am 
Samstagabend )? 

Uhncil: ............................................................................................................... /!i1" G..1.JJ. 

(0) meine Ellem (Viler undIodct MUlIer) YCl'Jan~n nichl. 
dass ich zu ciner besummlen Zeit zUrUck bin...................................................... /!i1"!ill. 

(97) ich aehe lbends nie IIUS................................................................................ /!i1" ~ 

(98) weiss nichl Coder nichl mehr) ........................................................................... /!i1"!ill. 
(99) "eine Anlwort/Anlwo" verweillen .................................................................... /!i1"!ill. 
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G gemeinsamer reil /iir tU.lt. Be/ragten!!! 

I ... Bilte die Karle 8 zeigen ... 1 

INTERVlEWER : 
... > Die Frage!iJJJ. richter sich nur an Bqragre, die von ihren Eire", /b:t4', Er:ithungJptrSontn/ 
aus %u cincr bwimmren Zeit :uhause sein massen!!! 
G.IO Disl Du um diese Zeit [mit "Toleranzfrist" von 30 Minuten] wieder zuhause? 

(I) nic oder nur pnz lusnahmsweise 
(2) manchmal. eher sellen 
(3) IIfla'S 
(4) sebr of I. lasl immer 

(8) weiss nichl (oeSer nichl mehr) 
(9) kcinc AnIWOltlAntwon verweisen 

INTERVIEWER : 
... > Falls fUr/die Bqragle nie nach Miltertlacht nach Hause kommr. schreibell Sie bilte HO"!!! 

G .11 Wenn Du a..IwuI1 ausgehsl, wle oft ungerihr pro Monat kommsl Du erst 
nacb Miltemachl nacb Hause? 

AnzIIII cler AbencIc mil Rilckkehr nach Minernac/II: .... _ .. 

(97) ich Belle abcnds nic IUS 

(98) weiss nichl (CIder nichl mehr) 
(99) kcinc AntwonlAnlwon verweiSeft 

I ... Bilu dU Karle 9 zeigen ... 1 

INTERVIEWER: 
'" > Die Frage !i.U richter sich an il1ll. Bqraglen!!! 
G.12 Wlevlel (Taschen.)Geld glbsl Du 1m allgemeinen pro Wgc:hc aus fUr Delne 

Frelzelt, d.h. fUr Hobbles, fUr Veranslaltungen, rur das Ausgehen usw.? 

(I) wcniaer lis 10 Franken (po Wochel 
(2) zwischen 10 unci 20 Franken (pro Wochel 
(3) zwISChen 20 unci 50 Franken (pro WocheJ 
(4) zwilctlen 50 unci 100 Franken (pro WocheJ 
(5) zwiJchen 100 WId 500 Fnnkcn lpo WocheJ 
(6) mehr lis 500 Franken (pro Woche) 

(8) weill nichl (oeSer nichl mehr) 
(9) kcuIe Anlworl/Anlwon vaweilCl1 

G.13 Wer komml hgupldc:hJlc:b fUr Deinen Lcbcn5unlcrhgll auf? 
Du kannsl mlr maximal zwel Quellen ~ennen!!l 

(l) rneine EIIcm (Viler uacUoder Marl 
(2) mcin SIipcndium 
(3) mcin alCftCl' VenlicnIl 
(4) die FiInorp 
(5) rneiDe Rente 
(6) meinc &sp.Qissc. man Verrnoacn 
(7) IOCISIip Eimahmcnquellen 

(8) weiss nichl (oeSer nicIII rnehr) 
(9) kcinc AnIWOltlAnlwon verwei,en 
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G gtmtinsamtr Ttil IUr tillL Btlragttn!!! 

G.14 Wleviele Bruder und Sc:hwestem und ev. Halbgesc:hwister hast Du? 
INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Birrejetie Allrwonkategorie ausfjillell; silld keille BriuierlSchwesternlHa/bgeschwister 

\'orhanden, bine "0" angeben!!! 

Anzahl Bruder: ......... M ...... . 

Anzahl Schwestem: ........... . 

Anzahl Halbgeschwisler: .... .. 

(99) keine AnlwonJAnlwon verweigen 

INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Hat tier/die Befragte keine BriiderISchwestern/Ha/bgeschwister,fahrell Sie birre 

direkt weiter mit der Frage........................................................... II7 G...l1. 

G.IS Wleviele Deiner Bruder und Sc:hwe5tem (einsc:hliesslic:h Halbgesc:hwister) 
sind i.U.« als Du? 

INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Wenn der/die Befragte das a/teste Kind ill der Familie ist, schreibell Sie birre "O"!!! 

Anuhllllml: (lWb-)Geschwisler: ............... M ........ . 

(99) kcine AntwonJAnlwon verwclgen 

I' Butt dit Kt:"u 10 zeigen 'I 
G.16 Wle kommst Du 1m allgemeinen mit Delnen (Halb.)Gesc:hwistern aus? 

(I) sellt gUI 
(2) Zlemhch gUI 
C3l mchl 50 gUI 
(4) gat nichl gUI 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keinc AnlwonJAnlwon vcrweilCfl 

I, Bittt die Karte 10 zeigen ... I 
INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Lebt die (IIqriirliche oder Atlaprjl'· !Mutter des/dtr Bejragttll IIichc mehr, so bt:iehtll sich 
die Fragell !i..l:Lbis!i.11. allf diejenige weibliche Be:ugspersoll, die die Mutrerrolle laktisch 
libernommell hat (:.8. SlIt/"Ullltr odtr IItllt Ltbtrupa"lItnll dts ValtrS, /alls dltst trUl dtm/dtr Bt/ra,'tll 
:lUalfltrltnltbIJ. 

_.> Lebl die {llatiir/iche oder Adopin'·j Murrer nic:ht mehr ulld hal keine andere wtibliche 
Bezugspersoll die Mllnerrol/e aberllommell {dit mit demlder Bejraglen zusammen/ebl J, so Jahren 
Sie biue direkl weiler mit der Frage ......................................................... I!i1" G.lJ. 
G .17 Wle kommst Du 1m allgemeinen mit Delner Multer BUS? 

(I) SCM lUI 
(2) Zlemlich lUI 
(3) nichllO lui 
(4) JlII' mchllUI 

(8) weiss nietll (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AntwonJAnlwon vclWCl8Cl1 
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G gemeinsamer Teil /iir lUlL Be/ragten!!! 

G.!8 M6c:btest Du gerne den Cbarakter Delner Multer baben? 

(I) nein 
(2) ja 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) kcine AntwonJAnlwort verweigert 

I ... BiUe die Kt:rte 15 zeigen ... 1 

G.18a Findest Du die Ideen Deiner Multer eher altmodisch, oder findest Du sie 
eber modem? 

(I) sehr a1tmodisth 
(2) eher a1tmodisth 
(3) ehermodem 
(4) sdlrmodem 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nic:hl mehr) 
(9) Weiss nichl/Antwon verweigert 

I ... BUle die Karte 8 zeigen ... 1 

G.18b LobI Qich Deine Multer, wenn Du etwas gut gemacht hast. oder tut sie 
das nle? 

(1) nie oder nur PIIZ ausnahmsweise 
(2) IIWIChrnal. eher sellen 
(3) OfICl'S 
(4) sehr of I. fasl immer 

(B) weiss nichlloder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AnlwonJAnlwort verweigert 

I ... Bille die Kal'te 11 zeigen ... 1 

G.19 Achtet Deine Mutter daraur, mit wem Du verkehrst? 
(1) ja. sdIr 
('2) ziemlich 
(3) nichllO sehr 
(4) Uberh:lUPI nichl 

(B) weiss nicht (oder nichl mchr) 
(9) keine AntwonJAnlwon vuwci,ert 

I ... Bitle die Karte 12 uigen ... 1 
G.20 Welcbe Schule bat Delne Mutter w= besucbt? 

(1) Primlnchule. ObenIufe lobUp!Orische Schule) 
(2) auf cine Berufsausbildung vortJereitende Schule 
(3) Beru~ BerufssthuIe. lM4wjnglW)ljd!e Schule 
(4) Schule ohne MaturiWsabsthluss (Handelachule. Lehn:rseminar) 
(5) Malurit:Usschuie (Gymnasium. Obersemlnar) 
(6) PriVlllsthuie 
(7) Technikum.lngenieundlule 
(8) Universil:u. E11f 

(9) andere SchtIIe 

(98) weiss nicht (oder nicht mchr) 
(99) keine AnlwonJAnlwon vuwcisen 
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G gemeinsamer Teil fUr IillL Befragten!!! 

I ... Bilte die iKc:ru 13 zeigen ... 1 

G.21 Arbeitet Deine Mutter gI!gI!Dwjj[lig ganztags oder halbtags ausse[ Haus? 

(I) sic arbeitet p!lZlags (Obcr 80 %) 
(2) sie hat eine TeilzeilSteUe (40-8()l'k) 
(3) sic arbeilet weniser lis halb1ags (weniger lis 40 %) 

(4) sic arbcitet nur temJlOlV (Manpower. Adia Interim. usw.J 

(S) sic arbcitet momentan nieht (ausser Haus) 
(6) sic hat nie ausser Haus l!eariJeltet 

(8) weiss nicht (oder nicht mehr) 
(9) keine Antwon/Antwon verweisen 

G .22 In welcbem Land ist Deine Mutter geboren? 

(1) Schweiz 

(2) ltalien 
(3)· DelllSChiand 
(4) Frankrcich 
(5) Spaniel! 
(6) PonulIl 
(7) Oesterreich (ink!. Liechtenstein. 
(8) Jugoslawien 
(9) Tilltei 
(10) GricchenIInd 
( II) Belgiel!. Niederlande. Luxemburg 
(12) Sl:andinav1CI\ CDanemart. Schweden. Norwegen. FiMl3nd. Isl:tnd) 
(13) Ost·Europa (chem. UdSSR. Polen. TschechosJowlikel. Ungam. usw.' 
(14) Grossbntanruen.1r\and 
(15) USA WId Kanada 
(16) Lateinamerika (Mexiko. Zentrul· und SUdamerik:1) 
(17) Austrahen. Neuseeland. Paziftk 
(18) Asien (Vordcrer Orient bis Ferner Osten) 
(19) Nord:Ifrika (Marokko. Algerien. Tunesten. Ubyen. Aegypten) 
(20) Umge afrikanisctte Under 
(21) anderes (bille praZlsieren: ........................................................... ) 

(98) weiss nicht (oder nicht mehr) 
(99) Weiss nidu/Antwon VClWCI!ert 
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G geme;nsomer Teil /iir I11J.L Be/roglen!!! 

I" Bille die KaTIe 10 zeigen "I 
INTERYIEWER : 
-> ubI der (nau7rliche oder Adaprj,,·lvarer des/der Be/raglell lIichc mchr. so be:iehell sich 
die Fragen G.lJ. bis !i.Z..8. au/ die miinnliche Be:lIgspersoll. die die Vacerrol/e iibemommell hat 
(:.B. Stitfvattr odtr ntutr Ltbtnsptmntr dtr MUlltr.lalls ditstr dit mil dtrldtnl Bt/rogltn :USDnuntnltbl). 

_.> Wenn thr (llatiirliche oder Adopti,,·)Vater lIicht mehr febt Ulld keille alldere miillllliche 
Be:ugsperson die Vace"ol/e Ubemommell hat (die mil der/dem Befragtell :usammellfebc I. so /ahren 
Sie bi((e direkt weiter mit der Frage .""" ••• "" .. " .. "" .... """""""""".""" 0- !i.l.1l 
G.23 Wle kommst Du jm gllgemejnen mit Deinem Vater aus? 

(I) schr Iut 
(2) ziemlich lui 
(3) nicht so I!UI 
(4) I!llI' nichll!ul 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine Anlwon/AnlWOr1 verweilert 

G.24 M6c:htest Du gerne den Charakter Deines Vaters haben? 

(I) nein 
c:!) j:I 

(8) weiss nichl Coder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AnlwonJAnIWOr1 verweiJert 

I" Bille die Kc'!'te 15 zeigen "I 
G.24a Findest Du die Ideen Deines Vaters eher altmodisc:h. oder findest Du sie 

eher modern? 

(I) sehr aJunodisc:h 
(2) eher altmodi.sch 
(3) ehermodem 
(4) schrmodem 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) Weiss nichl/Anlwon verweigen 

I" Bille die KCTte 8 zeigen "I 
G.24b Lob. Qjcb Dein Vater. wenn Du elwas gul gemac:hl hasl. oder lut er 

das Die? 

(I) nie CIder nur pnz IIISIWImsweisc 
c:!) m:anclun:ll. eher sellen 
(3) biters 
(4) sehr CIlI. fllSl immer 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine Anlwon/Anlwon _isert 
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G glmlinsaml!r Tl!il fUr IlI1L Bl!fragtl!n!!! 

I ... Biltl dil Karle 11 zeigen ... 1 
G .15 Acbtet Dein Vater daraur, mit wem Du verkehrst? 

(1) ja.seht 
(2) ziemlich 
(3) nichl so seht 
(4) llbert\aupl nichl 

(B) weiss nithl (oder nichlmchr) 
(9) kelnc AnIwort/AnlWOr'l verweisen 

I ... Biltl dit Karle 12 zeigen "'1 
G.16 Welcbe Scbule bat Deln Vater W111 besucbt? 

(1) Primuschule. OberstuCe (obliplOrische SchuJe) 
(2) auf cine llerufsausbilduns vDlbcreitende Schute 
(3) Berulslchre.llerufsschute. I;uxIwjmcb30licbs; SchuJe 
(4) Schute aline MaturiWsabsehluss (Hande1sschule.l..ehrerseminar) 
(5). MaturiWsschule (Gymnasium. Oberseminar) 
(6) PriYIISChuJe 
m Technikum.lnsenicunchute 
(B) Univenilll. EllI 

(9) anckre SchuIe 

(98) weiss nithl (oder nithl mchr) 
(99) kelnc AnIwort/AntWOrl verweisen 

I ... Biltl dit Karle 14 zeigen ... 1 

G.27 Was rur einen Berur hat Dein Vater, und welcbe Stellung hat er 1m 
Betrleb? 

HandwmJjsbc Bc:ru(c 
(I) unsciemletllnselenner ArtIeuer 
(2) Flcharbeiler 
(3) Landwin 
(4) PoIicr. Vcnrbeiter. Baullilvet. Wer!aneisler 
(5) Inhaber eines kJejnen oder miUmn Oewertebeuiebs 

Njcbr.baodwmlisbt; BcruCc 
(6) klelner Seamier. PoIizist. Feucrwebrmann. 8lhnJer. PTI'·AnseslC~11Ier UJI. (O(CentJ. DietlSl) 
m An,esa:1IIer (PriYl!winschllll) 
(B) I...dIIa' 
(9) Inhlber eines IdcineraI oder mitlleren Beuiebs 
(10) millieres KIder (Privatwinschal1f(l(Centl. Verwalwnsl 
(II) hOIIeres Kader [PriYllWinschafIIOffentJ. VerwallunBJ 
(12) freie Bau!e.1bdenIiIdIe BenlCe (AnI. AnWIII usw.) 
(13) 1nduIIrielIer. DirckIor eiDes paaen UIIIaIIdIncas 

(14) andera (lrine prlZisleren: """""_""" __ """"""" .. "" .. """" .. """""""""""_) 
(IS) wbcitt'= > Stll .1....... Moat I •• , (bin. A ... III Mil.) 

(16) ertlClarpdenHaulblll-> Stll wi ....... Moul •• , (bltll A.IIIII MI •• ) 

(17) eristilmlld (IV.SUVAl--> Stlt .1 .... 1 •• Moat I •• , (blue A.IIIII Mae.) 

(18) penlianien.AHV-Reatncr-> Stlt wi ....... Moatl •• , (blu. A.IIIII Ma •• ) 

(19) eriAaichtbcnalslltil-> Stll .Iewl .... Mou".' (bIU' A.IIIII Mae.) 

(98) weill nicIII (odernichl meIv) 
(99) keiaeAlltwan/Anlwon YelMiacn 
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G gemeinsamer Teil fur Q11L Be/ragten!!! 

G.28 In welchem Land 1st Deln Vater geboren? 

(1) Schweiz 

(2) lIalien 
(3) Dcw.schland 
(4) Frankreich 
(.5) Spanien 
(6) PonuSal 
(7) Oesterreich (ink!. Uechlenslein) 
(8) Jusoslawien 
(9) TiIrkei 
(10) OricchenJand 
(II) Belgien. NicderIande. Luxemburg 
(12) Skandinavien CDanemark. Schweden. Norwesen. Finnland. Island) 
(13) OsI·Europa (ehern. UdSSR. Polen. Tschechoslowakei. UnSanl. usw.l 
(14) Orossbriwmien.1rIand 
(1.5) USA und Kanad.1 
(16) L:ueinamerika (Meliko. Zenll'al· und Sildamerikal 
(17) AusvaIien. Neuseeland. Paziflk 
(18) Asien (Vorderer Onenl bis Ferner Osten) 
(19) Nordafrilca (Maroid:o. Algerien. Tunesien. Libyen. Aegyplen) 
(20) IIbrise afrikanische I.JIndet 
(21) anderes (bille prazisieren: ........................................................... ) 

(98) weiss niehl (oder niehl mehr) 
(99) Weiss niehl/Anlwon verweisen 

I~ Bilu die Kcrtt 8 zeigen ~ I 
G.29 Werden in Eurer Familie w;sbtige Eamiljen5asben gemeinsam mil 

Dir besprochen, oder geschieht so elwas nie? 

(I) nie odcr nur pIIZ ausnahmswcise 
(2) m:mchmaJ. eher sellen 
(3) 0l1tlS 
(4) sehr orL rasl immer 

(8) weiss niehl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keuIe AnIWonJAnlwon verweigen 

I~ Bille die Karle 8 zeigen ~ I 
G.30 Ueberlegst Du 1m allgemclnen. bevor Du C'wa5 J/ncrlauh'C5 machst, oder 

tust Du das nie? 

(1) nie oder nur pnz auwhmswcise 
(2) manchmal. eher sellen 
(3) arltlS 
(4) schr orl. Casl immer 

(8) weiss niehl (odet nlehl mehr) 
(9) "cine AnlwonJAnlwon Ver"f/eisen 
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G gemeinsamer Teil /ilr Iillt. Be/raglen!!! 

I ... Bille die Ke;rtt 16 zeigen ... 1 

G .31 Wenn Du zuriickdenkst, was Du so alles' gemacht hast. bist Du eher stolz 
darauf oder scbimst Du Dich eher? 

(I) im possen und pnzcn bin ich ehef Slolz darauf 

(2) im grossen und pnzen schllme ich mich eher d:lfilr 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AnIWon/Antwon verweigen 

I ... Bitu die J!:e;rtt 8 zeigen ... 1 

G .32 Diskutierst Du im allgemeinen mit Delnen Eltem [Vater undJoder Mutter] 
uber Delne persOnll!:;ben Probieme, oder kommt das nie vor? 

(I) nie oder nur pnz ausnahmsweise 
(2) manclunal. eher sellen 
(3) OfIer5 
(4) sehr ofl. fasl immer 

(8) weiss nichl (oder nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AnIWon/Anlwon verweigen 

G .33 Mit wem unter Delnen Angehorigen und Freunden sprichst Du am liebsten 
uber Deine personlichen Probleme? Nenn mir biUe nur eine Person!!! 

(I) mit meinem Vater 
(2) mil meiner MUlier 
(3) mil meinen Ellem 
(4) mit meinem Bruder (einem meiner BriIder) 
(S) mil meiner (einer meiner) Schwestercn) 

(6) mil meinemJmeiner Ehepannerln 
(7) mil mCUlemJmeaner Freundln 

(8) mil einet anderen Person aus meiner VerwandtsctWl 
(9) mil meinem/meiner besten Freundln 
110) mil einer atlderen Person (bille pr:lZisieren: .......................................................................... 1 
(II) mil niemandem 

(98) weiss nichl (oder nicbl mehr) 
(99) keine AnlwortJAnlwon verweisen 

I ... Bitle dU Kerte 17 zeigen ... 1 

G .34 Angenommen. Du hiltest seiber Kinder: Wurdest Du die gleicb erziehen. 
wie Dich Deine Eltem [Vater undloder Mutter] erzogen haben, oder wiirdest 
Du es anden macben? 

(I) loc.:ahnders 
(2) ziemIich anders 
(3) ziemlich lleicb 
(4) len:w sIc:ich 
(8) weiss nldu (oder nicb. mehr) 
(9) keine AnlwortJAnlwon vefWCisen 
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G gemeinsamer Teil liir tlllL Belraglen!!! 

I~ BiUe die Kt:Ttt 18 zeigen ~ I 
G .35 Wer hat Dich In der Regel bestraft. als Du lO.jihrig, also noch ein Kind 

warst und wenn Du einmal einen Dladsinn gemachl hast? 

(I) immermeine MUlier 
(2) In cler Regel meine MUlier 
(3) mein Valer oder meine MUlier Iun~erilhr ~Ieich h!iufig) 
(4) in der Regel mein Vater 
(5) immermein Vater 

(6) ich bin nie bcstraft worden 

(8) weiss nichl (ader nichl mehr) 
(9) keine AnlwonlAnlwon verweisen 

I~ Bille die ['::~:! 19 zeigen ~ I 
G.36 Als Du noeh in der Prjmp[sc:bule warst. hallesl Du da bei Sehligereien unler 

Scbulern eher Angst vor den and em. oder hatten die andern eher Angst vor 
Dir? 

(I) ich habe bei SchUlgereien in der Schule me mil~emachl 

(2) die anderen halten eher An~sl vor mil' 

(3) ich haae eher Angst varden anderen 

(8) weiss nichl (ader nichl mehr) 
(9) keine Amwon/AnIWOft verwel~en 

G .37 Del Dir zuhause [d.h. bel Delnen Eltern oder bei Dir, falls Du niehl mehr 
bei Deinen Eltern wohnst), wieviele Velos. Tami, Motorrader und AUIOS 
gibt es da? 

INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Bine norieren Sie die An:ahljeder Fahr:eugkJJregorie (ggf. "O")! 

Anuhl Velos: M ....... 

Anzahl MOlorrahrrader ("TOrms"): •••• MM ••• M. 

Anzahl MOIomader: ......... M. 
Anzahl AUlos: ................ . 

(99) Iteine Anlwon/AnIWDn verwelgen 

G .38 Nun wiirde ich noch geme wissen. welches Verkehrsmittel Du am 
hiiufigsten und welches Du am seltensten wiihrend der Woche beniitzt? 

INTERVIEWER: 
••• > Biae II"r die 4 ;"mr ge"Q"'''(l' Verl.'ehcsmirrel benirksjchtjgell'" 
-.> Schreibe" Sie bine beim am hiiujigsrell be"unrell Veruhrsminel" I" ! 
-> Schreiben Sie bitte bei dem am se/rensren benumen Veruhnmitrel eine "4" ! 

ich benillze cIas Vdo ich benillzc Bus. Tram. oder S·Bahn 

ich beniltze an -romi" ich benUIze den Zug 

ich bentltze ein MOIorrad 

ich benUtze cin Aulo 

(99) kcinc Anlwon/Anlwon _isen 

ich aehe zu Fuss 
ich benUtze andere Verltehrsmiuel 
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G gemeinsamec Teil Jilc IllU. BeJcaglen!!! 

G.39 In welchem Aller hast Du Deine Fahrpriifung gemacht (fUr "Torni", Auto 
oder Motorrad)? 

INTERVIEWER: 
-> Falls der/die Be/ragle die belTf!jfellde Fahrprjjfimg lIichl gemachlMI. bine "0" eillJragell ! 

Aller cler FahrprUrung rUr "Torm": '"",''''' 

Aller cIer FllhrpnlfunS rUr AUlD: ............. .. 

Alter cler FahrprUruns rUr MOlomder: ........ .. 

(99) keinc AIIIWonJAnIWOI1 verweigen 

G.40 Wie oft bist Du mit Deinen Eltem im Laure der letzten 10 Jahre In eine 
andere Stadt oder ein anderes Dorf umgezogen? 

Anuhl Wechsel clerWoongemeinde: ." ......... 

(98) weiss nielll (ocler nichl mehr) 
(99) keinc AnIWonJAnlWon verweigen 

liNTER VIEWER : 
---> Nun konnen Sie demlder Befragten die "Liste von 
Verhaltensweisen" iibergeben. Damit beg;nnt der :we;te Teil der 
iBefragung. Die Liste umfasst die Fragen :um eigenen Verllalten des/der 
iBefraglen (Fragen t:7 010. bis 490. von Q.11..u.. Befragten %u 
beantworten)!! ! 
--> wahrend derldie Befragce mic dem Aus:ullen de: "!.isce von 
Verhalcensweisen" beschafcigc :sc, konnen Sie mic dem Ausfullen des 
tor Sie bestimmten "Minitragebogens" anfangen und dore bereies die 
Fragen Mql bis Mq13 beaneworeen. 
--> SobaJd der/die Be/ragle mil dem t4.usjiJllell der "Usle Vall Verhallellsweisell" JertiR iSI. 
nehmell Sie bille /he Codice-Wt :ur Hand und rahmen dart auf Seite 40 (B/all mil Cnd~
NummeTII Jiir VechallensM'eisellJ die Nummern derjenigell Vecha/lensweisen ein. die Ihnen 
dec/die Be/raglt angebell wird. 
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fragw 010, bh 490 

Nun billen wir Dich, seiber die folgenden Frugen schriftlich zu bellntworten. (S,ittn 
/ bis 7) 
• Wenn Du mit "ju" untwurte5t. muche biUe einen kleinen Kreis um die Zirrer (l) in 
der Kolunne J (rechts aussen) • 
• Wenn Du mit "nein" IIntwortest. muche biue einen kleinen Kreis um die (1) in der 
Kolonne 2. 

Junge muchen munch mal Such en. die nicht unbedingt eriliubt sind. 
Auf der folgenden Liste finden 5ich einige Dinge, die Du vielleicht auch schon 
gemacht hllsl. 

Sollte das der Fall sein, 50 brachsl Du Dlr keine Sorgen zu machen. Deine 
Anlworlen werden von uns absolul anonym und nr'rauUsb be ban del!. und es wird 
nlemand davon elwas erfahren. 
Wenn Du etwas nicht venlehsl, frag blUe den Interviewer. Er wird es Dlr erklAren! 

KalaDDI: I 1SS2:1.Ii!IIIUI ;II 1S1i!:l.S2I1U ;! 

1st Dir etwas von den folgenden Dingen 1lWl. ~. ~ ... ::al::e l:h be. das habe ... 
schon einmal passiert in Deinem Leben? nlo! 7(l:".1:~.: schon oemacht 

010. , .. Hasl Du schon einmal w4hrend 
mlndeslens eines ganzen Tags (Vor. und (I) NEIN (2) JA 
Nachmillag) ohne Grund die Schule 
geschwAnzl? 

0%0. ". Bisl Du schon einmal von zuhause 
wellelauren und eine oder mehrere NAchle 

(I) NEIN (2) JA 
welleblleben (ohne Erlaubnls der Ellem oder 
der Leule, bel denen Du lebsU? 

040. ". Bisl Du schon ohne zu bezahlen mit dem 
(I) NEIN (2) JA 

Bus, dem Tram oder der U·Bahn gefahren? 

OSO. ;.. Bist Du schon ohne zu bezahlen mit dem 
(I) NEIN (2) JA 

Zug lefahren? 

060 .... Blst Du schon ohne Fahrauswels mit 
elnem Auto, einem Molorrad oder einem "TOml" (I) NEIN (2) JA 

lerahren? 

070 ... , Hut Du schon GramU oder WOrter 
lapra,t, z.B. aur Mauera, auf elnen Bus, auf (I) NElN (l) JA 

Sltzpolster 1m Bus, auf Bus·Haltestelien usw.? 
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,..mrea UW hi I' :/90 

Viele Slichen lIuf der Sirols.~e werden immer wieder IIh~ichllich heschlidilli. Auf der 
folgenden Lisle siehen ein pllllr lIolcher Slichen. labgesehen "lin (irllffili und 
"TaIlS"). 
Delne Anlworlen werden Absolul AnPnym lind ycrlr;!Ulis:h behpndel!. Niemllnd wird 
davon elwa.~ errahren! 

KDIDDDI: I I!iSlJ.SlIUII jl ISSlJ.I:IIUII :l 

H48t Du Jemals in Deinem l..::cen &I:was 

tolqencien 
1iWl, : ... :.: .. lZ.A.. ..... :I:lC..! 

'Ion cien Sachen absichtlich 
n:'t! 'J":;!'o'.=~,: ,~=non :1o!macnt 

beschaciiqt oder kaputtqemacht? 

090 .... eine Bushalleslelle beschlldlgl oder 
III NEIN (2) 1A 

kapullgemachl? 

100 .... ein Siralsenverkehrssignal beschlldlll 
III NEIN (2) 1A oder kapullgmachl? 

120. '" eine Scheibe' absichlllch eingeschlagen? II) NEIN (2) 1A 

130 .... einen Kehrlchtkiibel oder Abrallsack 
II) NEIN (2) 1A absh:hlllch kapullgemachl oder beschlldlgl? 

140 ... , eine Siraueniampe ein,cschlagen? (I) NEIN (2) 1A 

150. ... Schulmoblllar beschAdlll oder kapull· 
(I) NEIN (2) 1A gemachl? 

160. ... Uilume. pnanzen uder Blumen in einem 
Park oder einer orrenllichen (iarlenanlage III NEIN (2) SA 

beschildlgl oder auslferissen? 

170. ... einen Sltzplatz in einem Bus. einem 
rrram. einer U.Bahn oder elnem Zug beschtdlgl (I) NEIN (2) 1A 

oder kapulllemachl? 

180. .. ein AUIO beschAdlgl oder kapulliemachl? (I) NEIN (2) 1A 

190 .... ein Velo beschidilll oder kapulllemachl? III NEIN 121 1A 

190a .... ein "T6ml" beschidlll oder kapull· 
II) NEIN (2) 1A 

gemachl? 

ZOO. .., ein MOlorrad beschidlgl oder kapun· 
II) NEIN (2) JA 

lemachl? 

ZOOa .... elne leltunpbox oder elnen Brier· 
(I) NEIN (2) JA 

kulen beschiidlll oder kapullgemacbl? 

ZlO • ... elwal "onlUges beschldlll oder 
kapulliemacbl. das Dlr nlcbl leJKIrle? 

II) NEIN (2) JA 
Wenn jll, UIII wa. bandelle es Ilch dabel? ................................................ 
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frqgcn QIQ bis 490. 

Manchmal nehmen Leule SlIchen weg, die anderen gehilren, ohne da.'I5 5ie 5ie diesen 
IUrUckleben milchlen. 
Deine Anlworlen werden abSplul pnonym und xcrtrpulisb bebpndclt. Es wird 
nlemand elwa., davon erfllhren! 

KalDDDI: I ~I2:1.I2IUI. :z ~12:1.121111. 

Ist es Dir in Deinem Leben schon einmal 

:! 

H&1A. ::~.. haee lcn llA.. d3S habe 
lPassiert. dass Du folqendes gemllcht 

nie gea:ac::~ schen gemacht 
hast? 

%30 .... Ha.1 Du schon einmal elne Teldon· 
tablne, einen Blllet·Automaten oder einen 

(I) NEIN (2) SA 
landeren Geldautomaten beschAdllt, um Geld 
daraus zu oehmen? 

%40 .... Hut· Du schon einmal In einem Laden, 
~Iner Boutique, elnem Warenhaus oder elnem 

(I) NEIN (2) SA 
Kiosk etwas mUlenommen, ohne es IU 
beahlen? 

150. ••• Hut Du schon elnmal etwu. das Dlr 
(I) NEIN (2) SA 

niehl lebllrte. von der Schule, wellenommen? 

160. ... Hut Du schon einmal elwas, das Dlr 
nlcht lehOrte, von Delnen Eltern (I) NElN (2) SA 

wellenommen? 

%70. ... Ha.t Du elnmal etwas, das Dir nichl (I) NEIN 
(2) SA lebOrte, an Delnem Arbelhplall wellenommen? 

(8) Ich Wir nie bcrurlWi, 

1Zs0. "' Hut Du IChon elnmal ein Velo. eln 
(1) NEIN (2) SA 

"TOml" oder eln Motorrad leslohlen? 

ltO. II. Ha.t Du .chon elnmal eln Auto 
(1) NEIN (2) JA 

Intohlen? 

~OO .... Hut Du ICbon elnmal elwas au. elnem 
Auto heraul oder etwa. an elnem Auto (I) NElN (2) JA 

ge.lohlen? 

~OOa .... Hul Du ICbon elnmal elwu an oder 
(2)IA laur elnem Velo, "TOml" oder Motorrad (I) NEIN 

IlIloblen'! 
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Praw, 010 bis 490, 

KllluDDI: J 1!i2:L2IUI. a 1!i2:L21111. :I 

1st es Oir in Oeinem Leben schon einmal 
HfliJI.. :'~,' na=~ \.:~ .z.a.. ia. habe ich 

passiert. dass OU folgendes gemacht 
rile 9~ma=:l: ;;:~~~ ;a:!actlt 

hast? 

310 ... , HIlSI Du schon einmal jemand anderem 
(I) NEIN (2) JA 

elwas aus der Tasche geslohlen? 

~20. '" Hasl Du schon einmal Jemandem eine 
Handaasche, ein Portemonnaie oder sonsl elwas (I) NEIN (2) JA 

enlrissen? 

~30. ... Bisl Du schon einmal in ein Haus, eine 
Wohnung, ein Geblude oder einen sonstigen 
Raum eingebrochen '(z.B. durc:h Aufbrechen von (I) NEIN (2) JA 

!TOren oder Fenslern) oder ohne Erlaubnis 
einaedrungen, um daraus elwas IU slehlen? 

340 .... Hasl Du • abgesehen von den Dingen, 
die hier schon erwlhnl wurden • sonsl einmal 
~Iwas geslohlen, das mehr lis 100 Franken wert 

(I) NEIN (2) JA war? 

Wenn ja, um was han delle es sich? 
..................................................................... 
350 .... Hasl Du schon einmll elwas gekaufl, 
von dem Du wuulesl oder annehmen musslesl, (I) NEIN (2) JA 

dass es geslohlen war? 

~60 .... Hasl Du einmal elwas verkaufl, von dem 
Du wusslesl oder annehmen musstesl, dass es (1) NEIN (2) JA 

aeslohlen war? 
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t'rqrc" "10 bis 490, 

Auf der folgenden LiSle slehen einige Be'ispiele vun lIggresNivem VerhllUen. 
Vielleichl iSI es Dir auch schon passierl. dass Du Dich so verhallen hasl. 
Wlr billen Dich. diese LiSle wie die vorangehenden zu bellnlworlen. Denk bille 
daran. doss wir Delne Angaben nb5plul vcrlrgulicb lind unonym bebnndcln. 
Niemand wird davon elwas errahren! 

KuiuDDI: J 1S!2:1.!2DDa 2 1S!2:1.!2DDI J 

Ist es Oir in Deinem Leben schon einmal 
Ha1A. :;~~ na::~ t·:n IZ.A.. ~as taDt! 

iPassiert, dass Ou folgendes gemacht 
nie gema:nt schon gemacht 

hast? 

~80 ••.. 151 es schon vorgekommen. dass Du eine 
Warre aur Dlr gelragen hasl. ZoB. eln Messer 
(keln Sackmesser! ). einen Schlagslock. elne 
Ellenslange, elne Elsenkelle. eln Schlagrlng, 

(1) NEIN (2) JA 
eine Plslole, oder ein Revolver. oder sonsl 
lrgendelne Angrlrrs. oder Verleidigungswarre? 

(G ••• lnl 'Ind Iller nlelll 511 ... IIo .. n .. I. MIlIIArdl •• ,I. 
lI.n.scblllz.nklln oder Sportkune UIW.) 

390.... Hast Du schon einmal jemanden bedrohl 
oder geschlagen, um lhm sein Geld oder sonsl (I) NElN (2) JA 

elwas Wenvolles wegzunehmen? 

400 • ... Hast Du schon einmal an elner 
SchlAgerel oder an einem Krawall aur der 
Sirasse oder an einem ilrrenllich zugiingllchen 
On teilgenommen? (I) NEIN (2) JA 
Z.B. bel Sportveranstallungen 4 Fussballmalch, 
Hockeymalch), bel elnem Popkonzerl. elner 
Demonstration • oder auch aul der Sirasse, In 
elner Bar, elnem Lokal. elnem Bahnhor? 
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FrageR UW biv :/9Q. 

KDIDDDI: J 1S2121l1l1I Z 1S2121l1l1I ;) 

Ist es Dir in Deinem Leben schon einmal 
HsiA. ~.,- :-::,:':-: -_ .. IIA.. :ias h;lba :ch 

passiert. dass Du folgendes gemacht 
r.:t! ~.~:".l:-:': :;:!i'::: ;emacht 

hast? 

410 .... Hast Du schon einmal absichtlieh elwas 
anguiindet. das Dir nieht gehOrt hal? Zum 
Beispiel eine Scheune, ein Auto, ein Wald. ein (I) NEIN (2) JA 

Keller. eln Estrich. eine Wohnung, ein Haus. 
ein Bauwerk oder sonst etwas? 

410 .... Hast Du einmal jemanden, der nichl zu 
Deiner Familie gehOrt, derart 
zusammengeschlagen oder verletzt, dass diese 
Person - wie Du weisst oder annehmen musst -
medizinische Hilre benOtigt hat oder zum Arzt (I) NEIN (2) JA 

musste? 

lEI lehl hler nur um P,noD.n, die nlchl mil Olr 
luulDm'DwohaeD oder die nlcbl mil Olr ¥trwandl 
lad.1 

430 .... Hast Du schon einmal jemanden. der zu 
Deiner Familie gehOrt, derart 
zusammengeschlagen oder verletzt, dass diese 
Person - wie Du weisst oder annehmen musst -
medizinische Hilre benOtigt hat oder zum Arzt II) NEIN (2) JA 

musste'! 

(Hlu lib! IS alia 11m PerloD.D. mil OIDeD Oa 
lllUmm.nwohnlt od.r die mil Olr .. ",andl lind. I 

~O .... Hast Du einmal absichtlich jemanden mil 
~inem Messer. einem Stock oder einer !onstigen 

(lJ NEIN (2) JA Warre verletzt? 

IHllr Ilbl II um Sacb.D, dl. Ou aocb Dlcbl aDltr 
Zirrer 420 and 430 .rwihDI buill 
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fegreD ala, his 490, 

Zum Sc:hluss mOchten wir Dlr nuch einige Fralen betrerrend Drogen stellen. 
Auch hier lilt, dlL'IS wir Deine Anlworten ybsglul vcrlrguUeh uOd yogpym bchDodelO werden. 
Nlemand wird davon etwas erfahren! 

KuIDDD&: I !gl.aDD. a I5:g1gDD. J 

Ist es Oir in Oeinem Leben schon einmal 
bill. ::~: n.£::.: .... lZA. ~a.; nace 

passiert. dass Ou folgendes gemacht 
rllt? ~t!ma=n: .; :no" ';IemachC 

hast? 

~SO ••• , Hast Du schon einmal einen Joint, 
(I) NEIN (2) JA 

Huc:hisch, Marihuana oder Cannabis leraucht? 

ft6o. ... Hut Du schon einmal beslimmte harte 
Drolen kOlllumiert wie ZoB. Heroin, Kokain, 
LSD. Speed. PCP. Crack. Amphetamine usw.? (I) NEIN (2) JA 

(H_ .. lleb III bltr nlehl mebr .nzuKeMnl 

f4s0 .... Hul Du einmal Haschlsch, Marihuana 
(I) NEIN (l) JA 

ocIer Cannabis verkaurl? 

~!N). • .. Hul Du schon einmal beslimmte harte 
Drolen vertaurt. z.B. Heroin. Kotain, LSD, 
Speed, PCP, Crack. Amphetamine usw.? (1) NElN (2) JA 

(H_ .. lleh 111 hln nlebl mehr .nzu •• be81 

Sobald Du rerlll bisl, sagst Du biUe dem Inteniewer die Nummern der Fralen 
(Fragen 010. 1 490.), bei denen Du mit "JA" leantwortet hast. d.h. wo Du in der 
Kolonne 3 die (2) eingerahmt hast. 
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Nun 111m ScbluA aoch rODf all.r"tlll Fralin! 

I. BIlII dI, KQ"~ 32 ullIIl .1 
QF.l Bilt Du WlbrlDd der 1,'Zlen ~ Jahre pc"goJlsb PArer eines oder mebrerer 

der foll.adlD Otllkte .Iword.a? 
INTERY.lEWER : 
-> MtIU'trt AIIIWOmII6Ilidrkdltll!!! 

III idI bin .. Opf., _ DlIibs.1WOIIIcn .iII ... dtr IeuIm HIIItt 

Il. K6/p0nuloaoolJ.1iIIidoor Mpilr. taopcdiclac Oewill 
III IftIIIIIor All.,." ••• utIItt IoIuaInudI 

(4) V~.SN±t=±'di,.. 
(5) DiobUaI_5ochmadttGdd 
(6) 1IIIIb ............. ,..,WaII. 
(7) EiDIndI 

(I) At.' t +' 
(9, MaDnd-DoobahI 
(10) -rem;0-Diobo&alll 
(Ill VtJo.DicbubI 

(12) Mdt .. Dllitle (bia. "nlilimn: ._ ........ ____ .............. _ .... _ •• 

(91' .. " .. lidll,adtt ...... ) 
'(99' UiIIe AIIIWCllllAIIIwaI \OIIWt!CftI 

I. BIlII ~ KQ"~ 33 ullen .1 
QF.2 Wlnl ... ant.r d.n KoI .... n and KoIlea!anen. mit dea.n Du den lrilalln 

Till d.r Frtlult "erbrinpt. lind Khon lIamal "on der Pollul "'1I.n tlaes 
d.r Otllkt. aur dtr rolpaden Kant erwiICbt wOrdta? 

K.llljA''''' .... 1iIIicIItr AaIfriIl. pI\yIIIdIt a. •• 11 

......,AafriII .... ..u.r ............ 
V....u-.~. 

DiomuIIl_ 50chm adttGdd 

1IIIIb, Bod .............. Wolf. 

EinIndI 

A~ 

""*,"",,,DiobUoI 

-rem;0~ 

V.~~ 

D , t '1 

mURmUR: 
-> Trtl,tflSi, bitl,dit GtSlllflt:llh1 I'WIII KoIl",IIIKdlt,i"fltfl, di, sdatHa _ dtr PIJIi:ti 

,,.ut:#al II.Mtll, hi" tift IIItIt:Ia Guriltt:lal ,lIrt"fIJ/ t,,,. ·0·, "'1M ,."MGIId IWI 
KoIl"tIIIKoIl"i_" dtJId" Bt/rtl,IIf1jt 'ntUt:#a/Il'lJrdtll ul/!!! 

--> 4 ",wer'i 
A ...... ., .......... --... Kellelftl _ 

A .................. ."..... ... K ........ I 

(,,, .............. . 
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Impulsivity Items (time 1) 

Please use the following responses on the next set of questions: 

SD=strongly disagree D=disagree N=neutral A=agree SA=strongly agree 

1. I think planning takes the fun out of things. 

2. I have to use lots of self-control to keep out of trouble. 

3. I enjoy taking risks. 

4. Life with no danger in it would be too dull for me. 

5. I enjoy new and exciting experiences if they are a little frightening or unusual. 

Select Alcohol and Substance Use Items (time 2) 

Use the following answers on this next set of questions: 

1 =never 2=once or twice ever 3=once in a while 
4=about once a month 5=about once a week 6=every / nearly every day 

1. How often have you smoked marijuana? 

2. How often have you used crack/cocaine? 



Self-Control Items (time 2) 

Please use the following responses on the next set of questions: 

SA=strongly agree A=agree N=neutral D=disagree SD=strongly disagree 

1. When I am really angry, other people better stay away from me. 

2. I often act on the spur of the moment without stopping to think. 

3. If things I do upset people, it's their problem not mine. 

4. I like to test myself every now and then by doing something a little risky. 

5. Sometimes I will take a risk just for the fun of it. 

6. I lose my temper pretty easily. 

7. I frequently try to avoid projects that I know will be difficult. 

8. I sometimes find it exciting to do things for which I might get into trouble. 

9. I dislike really hard tasks that stretch my ability to the limit. 

10. Ifl had a choice, I would almost always rather do something physical than something 

mental. 

11. I often do whatever brings me pleasure here and now, even at the cost of some distant 

goal. 

12. I almost always feel better when I am on the move than when I am sitting and thinking. 

13. Excitement and adventure are more important to me than security. 

14. I try to look out for myself first, even if it means making things difficult for other 

people. 

15. I'm more concerned with what happens to me in the short run than in the long run. 

16. I will try to get things I want even when I know it's causing problems for other people. 

17. When things get complicated, I tend to quit or withdraw. 

18. I like to get out and do things more than I like to read or contemplate ideas. 

19. I'm not very sympathetic to other people when they are having problems. 

20. I seem to have more energy and a greater need for activity than most other people my 

age. 
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21. When I have a serious disagreement with someone, it's usually hard for me to talk 

calmly about it without getting upset. 

22. The things in life that are easiest to do bring me the most pleasure. 

23. I don't devote much thought and effort to preparing for the future. 

24. Often, when I'm angry at other people I feel more like hurting them than talking to them 

about why I am angry. 

Delinquency Items (times 1 and 2) 

Many young people sometimes do things on purpose that could get them into trouble with 
the law. Please indicate which of the following acts you have done on purpose in the past 
year. 

Use the following responses when answering the questions: 

NO=no/never ONE=one time/once ST=several times VO=very often 

1. Have you ever gone onto someone's property when they did not want anyone there? 

2. Have you ever broken into a house or building just to look around? 

3. Have you ever threatened to physically hurt someone other than your brother or sister? 

4. Have you ever damaged or messed up something not belonging to you? 

5. Have you ever broken some windows of the school or damaged school property (library 
books, school equipment, etc.)? 

6. Have you ever broken some windows of some other building or damaged it in some 

other way? 

7. Not counting fights with your brother or sister, have you ever gotten into a fist fight 

to defend yourself? 

8. Have you ever taken a car without permission of the owner, but later returned it? 

9. Not counting a fight with your brother or sister, have you ever started a fight to get even 

with someone? 

10. Not counting a fight with your brother or sister, have you ever started a fight to get 

something you wanted from someone? 

II. Have you ever taken something not belonging to you worth less than SO dollars? 

12. Have you ever taken something not belonging to you worth more than SO dollars? 
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13. Have you ever taken something from a store without paying for it? 

14. Have you ever taken part in a fight in which a group of your friends was against another 

group? 
15. Not counting a fight with your brother or sister, have you ever used or threatened to use 

a weapon to get something from someone? 

16. Have you ever lied about your age to buy beer or liquor? 

17. Not counting a fight with your brother or sister, have you ever hit someone hard enough 
for him or her to need medical attention? 

18. Have you ever driven a car at more than 70 miles per hour? 

19. Have you ever caused a disturbance even after an adult asked you to stop? 

20. Have you ever broken something that belongs to another kid just for fun? 

Crime Analogous Behavior Items (time 2) 

1. Have you ever been in trouble at school, so that your parents received a phone call 
about it. 

2. Have you ever been in an automobile accident since you received the driving pennit. 

3. Have you ever had to appear before juvenile court. 

4. Have you had to visit a hospital emergency room in past 6 months. 

5. Have you ever been stopped by a police officer. 

6. Have you been picked up by a police officer. 

7. Have you ever been caught stealing. 

8. Do you frequently break things around the house. 

9. Have you ever stayed out all night without informing your parents about your 

whereabouts. 



Parental Monitoring (time 2) 

We would like to learn more about teenagers and their parents. For each of the 
following questions below, circle the response that best describes you and your 
parents. 

Use the following answers on this next set of questions: 

N=never S=sometimes U=usually A=always 

1. How often do your parents know where you are when you are not in school? 

2. Is it important for your parents to know where you are all the time? 

3. How important is it for your parents to know who your friends are? 

4. Does your parent or guardian make you come home at a certain time at night? 
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5. Do your parents expect you to call home if you are going to be late or if you are 
going to be someplace different than you had planned? 

6. How often do you really go to the place or activity that you tell your parents? 

Educational aspiration item (time 2) 

Circle the best possible response as it applies to you. 

SA=strongly agree A=agree N=neutral D=disagree SD=strongly disagree 

1. Getting good grades in school is important to me. 



Shortened CRPBI (parental acceptance/rejection and firm/lax control 
dimensions; time 2) 
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As children grow up to be teenagers and young adults, they learn more and more about their 
parents and how their parents are bringing them up. We would like you to describe some ofthese 
experiences. Please read each statement on the following pages and circle the answer that most 
closely describes the way each of your parents acts toward you. 

BE SURE TO MARK A SET OF QUESTIONS FOR EACH PARENT. 

If you think that the statement describes a person NOT LIKE (NL) your 
parent, circle NL. If you think that the statement describes a person 
SOMEWHAT LIKE (SL) your parent, circle SL. If you think that the 
statement describes a person A LOT LIKE (L) your parent, circle L. 

MY MOTHER IS A PERSON WHO ••. 

1. ... is not very patient with me. 

2. . .. spends very little time with me. 

3. . .. believes in having a lot of rules and sticking with them. 

4. . .. forgets to help me when I need it. 

5. . .. sticks to a rule instead of allowing a lot of exceptions. 

6. . .. does not pay much attention to my misbehavior. 

7. . .. does not tell me what time to be at home when I go out. 

8. . .. wants me to tell her about it if! do not like the way she treats me. 

9. ... becomes very involved in my life. 

10 .... almost always complains about what I do. 

11. ... always listens to my ideas and opinions. 

12 .... does not check up to see whether I have done what she told me. 

13. does not share many activities with me. 

14. lets me go any place I please without asking. 

15. enjoys doing things with me. 

16. insists that I must do exactly as I am told. 



17. does not insist I obey, if! complain and protest. 

18. makes her whole life center around her children. 

19. can be talked into things easily. 

20. has more rules than I can remember. 

MY FATHER IS A PERSON WHO ... 
1. . .. is not very patient with me. 

2. . .. spends very little time with me. 

3. . .. believes in having a lot of rules and sticking with them. 

4. . .. forgets to help me when I need it. 

5. . .. sticks to a rule instead of allowing a lot of exceptions. 

6. . .. does not pay much attention to my misbehavior. 

7. . .. does not tell me what time to be at home when I go out. 

8. . .. wants me to tell him about it if! do not like the way he treats me. 

9. ... becomes very involved in my life. 

10. almost always complains about what I do. 

11. always listens to my ideas and opinions. 

12. does not check up to see whether I have done what he told me. 

13. does not share many activities with me. 

14. lets me go any place I please without asking. 

15. enjoys doing things with me. 

16. insists that I must do exactly as I am told. 

17. does not insist I obey, if I complain and protest. 

18. makes his whole life center around his children. 

19. can be talked into things easily. 

20. has more rules than I can remember. 

Parent-child closeness measure: 
Acceptance: 
Rejection: 

Parental disciplinary measure: 
Firm Control: 
Lax Control: 

Items 8, 9, 11, 15, 18 
Items 1, 2, 4, 10, 13 

Items 3, 5, 16, 20 
Items 6, 7, 12,14,17, 19 
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